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MATERIALS

Section 1. INTRODUCTION
1. Pupse
and Scope
a. This manual is a guide
sives in the destruction of
and in certain construction
terial includes information
(1)

in the use of explomilitary obstacles,
projects.
The maon-

Types, characteristics, and uses of explosives and auxiliary equipment.

(2) Preparation, placement, and firing of
charges.

(3)

Charge

(4)

Deliberate
and
hasty
demolition
methods for use in the forward zone.

calculation

formulas.

(5)

Safety precautions.

(6)

Handling, transportation,
of explosives.

and storage

h. The contents of this manual are applicable
to nuclear and nonnuclear warfare.

2. Comments
Users of this manual are encouraged to submit comments or recommendations
for improvement.
Commends should be referenced to
the specific page, paragraph, and line of text.
The reasons should be given for each to insure
proper understanding
and evaluation.
Comments should be forwarded directly to the Commandant, U. S. Army Engineer School, Fort
Belvoir, Virginia, 22060.
3. Military

Demolitions

Military demolitions are the destruction by
fire, water, explosive, and mechanical or other
means of areas, structures, facilities, or materials to accomplish a military objective. They
have offensive and defensive uses: for example,
the removal of enemy barriers to facilitate the
advance and the construction
of friendly
barriers to delay or restrict enemy movement.

Section II. MILITARY EXPLOSIVES AND SPECIAL CHARGES
4. Definitions
a. Ezylosiues. Explosives
are substances
that, through
chemical
reaction,
violently
change and release pressure and heat equally in
all directions.
Explosives are classified as low
or higb according to the detonzztirrg velocity or
speed (in feet per second) at which this change
takes place and other pertinent characteristics.
b. Low Explosives.
Low explosives
deflagrate or change from a solid to a gaseous
state relatively slowly over a sustained period
(up to 400 meters or 1312 feet per second).
This characteristic makes low explosives ideal
where pushing or shoving effect is required.
Examples are smokeless and black powders.
e. High Exploaizvs.

The change in this type

explosive to a gaseous state-detonation-occurs almost
instantaneously
(from
1,000
meters per second (3,280 feet) to 8,500 meters
per second (27,888 feet), producing a shattering effect upon the target.
High explosives
are used where this shattering effect is required-in
certain demolition charges and in
charges in mines, shells, and bombs.
d. Relative Effectiveness Factor. Explosives
vary not only in detonating rate or velocity
(feet per second), but also in other characteristics, such as density and heat production, that
determine their effectiveness. They vary so
much that the amount of explosive used is computed according to a relative effectiveness factor, based on the effectiveness of all high explo3

sives in relation to that of TNT. For example,
TNT, with a detonating velocity of 23,000 feet
per second, has a relative effectiveness factor of
1, while tetrytol, with the same velocity, has a
higher relative effectiveness factor of 1.20
(table VIII).

5.

Characteristicsof Military Explosives

Explosives used in military operations have
certain properties or characteristics essential
to their function.
These area. Relative insensitivity

to shock or friction.

b. Detonating velocity, adequate for the purpose.
c. High power per unit of weight.
d. High density (weight per unit of volume).

e. Stability adequate to retain usefulness for
a reasonable time when stored in any climate
at temperatures between -30’ F and +166 F.

f. Positive detonation by easily prepared
primers.
g. Suitability for use under water.
h. Convenient size and shape for packaging,
storage, distribution, and handling by troops.
i. Capability of functioning
over a wide
range of temperatures.
6. Selection of Explosives
The explosives for a particular purpose generally are selected on the basis of velocity of
detonation.
For example, an explosive having
a high detonating velocity generally is used
for cutting and breaching; that of a lower
velocity, for cratering, ditching, and quarrying.
The types of explosives commonly used are described below.
7. TNT (Trinitrotoluene)
a. Characteristics

(fig. 1).

CMor

Cardboard
with
metal
ends;
threaded
cap well.

‘k lb-OD
?4 ILyellow
OD 1 l&OD

or

i

water
P*ck.ghs

rPsIstI”ce

Excellent
readily
water).

(does not
absorb

Less sensitive

b. Use. TNT is used in cutting and breaching and as a main or booster charge for general
demolition purposes in combat areas. To form
a charge to fit special targets, it is removed
from the package and melted in a double boiler.
Then it must be immediately cast in the shape
needed, because TNT, when melted, becomes
fluid and hardens quickly.
Caution: Only these who are well-informed
on the characteristicsand reaction of molten
4

to ahoek.

%A lb-200
blocks in wooden box; H lb-100
blocks in wooden box; 1 lb-50
or 56 block8
in wooden box.

TNT should attempt this.
If allowed to boil or crystallize, it becomes
supersensitive and detonates at a small amount
of shock or exposure to flame.
c. Detonation.
TNT may be detonated by
military electric and nonelectric blasting caps.
8. Tetrytol
a. Ml Chain Demolition Block.
(1) cfial-aeteristics
(fig. 2).
AGO12rw

Ftgure

I. TNT

blocks

BLOCK

2 FT
\

WEIGHT

2+ LB

Figure

2 Fi

3.

M2 demolition

block.

HAVERSACK PACKAGE
CONTAINING 8 BLOCKS

Figure L. MI chain demolition block.

(2)

Use.
The Ml chain demolition block
may be used as an alternate to TNT.
The complete chain, or any part of the
chain, may be laid out in a line,
wrapped around a target, or used in
the haversack as it is packed.
The
entire chain will detonate, even though
the blocks may not be in contact with
each other. If less than eight blocks
are needed, the required number is
cut from the chain. Tetrytol is now

case
Asphalt-impregnated
threaded
cap well.

paper

(b,or
wrapper.

Has

OD

6

(only

slightly

b. M.2 Demolition Block.

(1) Charactetitics
sirr
11xZx2in.

(fig. 3).
WwzhL
2% lb.

“~lO”O”;~~;
23,000

fps

Low tem,lPlrture effecta

water realnfanee
Excellent

being eliminated. When present stocks
are exhausted, no more will be procured.
(3) Detonation.
Tetrytol is detonated by
neans of the military electric or nonelectric blasting cap. The explosive
end of the cap should extend toward
the charge.

soluble).

Slight
decrease
in strength
and less sensitive
to
shock.
Requires
6 turns
of detonating
cord for
positive
detonation;
will explode
or ignite
under
50.calibre
incendiary
machine
gun fire at subzero
temperatures.

AGO 1268.4

hck~inl

Eight
blocks packed in a haversack,
weighing
approximately 22 lb, and two haversacks
in P wooden box.

(2) Use. The M2 demolition block is used
in the same manner as the Ml
Tetrytol, however, is now being
nated. No more will bs issued
present stocks are exhausted.
The Me demolition
(3) Detonation.
may be detonated by the military
tric or nonelectric blasting cap.
9. Compositbn

block.
elimiafter
block
elec-

C3 (M3 QI MS Demoliiion

*k)

Fi,,ure

came
?KS-Cardboard
easy opening;
with threrrded

M&2?&

lb

Low

tnnpc,aturc

lb.

1 25,018

fps

MLOD

Yellow

plastic

Sk

odorous.
MB-11
MS-12

1

1.34

1 Good,

but

must

be in container

PdM.nina

I 2 x 2 in
x 2 I 2 in

to prevent

erosion.

Rem~rlu

M3-8 blocks packed in haversack and two haversacks
in
wooden box.
ML-1
charge
in polyethylene
bag, 24 bags
in wooden box.

b. Use. Because of its plasticity and high
detonation velocity, composition C3 is ideally
suited to cutting steel structural members.
It
may be easily molded in close contact to irregularly shaped objects and is an excellent underwater charge if enclosed in a container to
prevent erosion.
,258A

blockr.

“‘s.?

M5--clear

ercets

When chilled, color changes to red;
below
-20°F
becomes
stiff and
brittle;
plasticity
restored by heating.
Velocity
reduced
at -2O’F
but still of high order.

AGO

MS and MS demolition

cab,

wrapper
perforated
for
Y5-plastic
container
cap well.

Y&Z%

4.

More sensitive than TNT to
initiation
by impact;
and
odorous.

e. Detonation.
Composition C3 may be detonated by the military electric or nonelectric
blasting cap.
10. Composition

C4

a. M5Al Demolition Block.
(1) Characteristics
(fig. 5).
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Water

mistancc

Excellent, if enclosed in original or improvised co”tainer to prevent erosion by stream currents.

low

*mDer*tu*

cfkct.

(2)

(3)

W.tn

Use. Because of ita high detonation
velocity and ita plasticity,
Composition C4 icl well suited for cutting steel
and timber and breaching concrete.
Detuna.tion. Composition C4 may be
detonated by a military electric or
nonelectric blasting cap.

rehlmc.

Excellent if inclosed in
original or impro+ed
container to prevent
erosion by stream curPe”t#.

(2) Use.

Rcmrr*.

Puk*lli”*

One charge packed in polyethylene bag and 24 bags in
wooden box.

Bemains like putty at -70’ to
+l’lO’F. Below -7O’, it becomes
hard and brittle.

Low

tcrnMlrlUrc

b.

Ml12 Demolition Charge.
Chamcteristice (fig. 5).

(1)

.tlccin

I&ai”a
like putty at
-7O’F to +170-F.
Below .-70” beames hard
and brittle.

Because of its high detonating
velocity and plasticity, the Ml12 demolition charge (C4) is used for cutting
ateel and timber and breaching concrete. It has an adhesive compound
on one face for attachment to target.

C4 ia more powerful than
TNT, without the odor of
C3. It ia now classified
standard B, to be replaced by the Ml12
demolition charge.

Pac**ainn

30 blocks per box 14 x
ll % x 6 19/32 in: total
weight 48 lb.

(3)

Detonation.

aem.rtT.

This is the standard C4
charge replacing tbe
IdSAl block. Sixteen
blocks will be available in
the Id37 demolition kit.

The Ml12 demolition
charge may be detonated by a military electric or nonelectric blasting
cap

11. Ml 18 Demolition Charge
a. Chamcteristics
(fig. 5).
Caac
Mylar container

cdur
White

Re,*ti*ecffcct,ucnea.
The relative effectiveness
factor has not yet been
established. For canputing test shots,
“se
1.00.

green

Wlim

Sk

“X~v&y
Dark

Block: 12?4 x 3% x 1%
in Sheet: 12 I 3 x U in.

W.teI raintma
Unaffected by
submersion.

Block: 2 lb
Sheet:
lb

Low teInlKlat”rC.
Pl?rctr
Retains flexibility at
-65°F;
does not craze
or melt at +160-F.

W

Lkton*tinp(
v*,mity
23,616 fpa

Pae*a.i”n
Four sheets per package
and 20 packages per box,
with B volume of 1.1 eu
ft. Total weight 62 lb.

Remarks. May be cut with a knife and placed in an open fire where it will burn but not explode. Will withstand
impact of .30 eal. bullets fired from a distance of 40 ft. Each sheet has an adhesive compound on one face.

b. Use. After the protective cover-strip is
pulled off, the sheet of explosive may be quickly
pressed against any dry surface at a tempersture higher than 32’F.
A supplementary adhesive has been developed for colder, wet, or
underwater targets.
The explosive may be
used in bulk or cut to accurate width and uniform thickness.
It is particularly suitable for
cutting steel and breaching.
e. Detonation.
The Ml18 sheet explosive
may be detonated by a military electric or nonelectric blasting cap.
12. Composition g
This is a high explosive made of RDX and
TNT with a relative effectiveness factor higher
than that of TNT (1.35)) but is more sensitive.
Because of its shattering power and high rate
of detonation, Composition B is used as the
main charge in certain models of bangalore
torpedoes and shaped charges.
For further
information see table VIII.
13. PETN (Pentaerythritetronitrate)
PETN, the explosive used in detonating cord,
is one of the most powerful military explosives,
almost equal in force to nitroglycerine
and
RDX.
When used in detonating cord, PETN
has a detonation velocity of 24,000 feet per
second and is relatively insensitive to friction
and shock. For further information see table
VIII.
14. Amatol
Amatol is a mixture of ammonium nitrate
and TNT with a relative effectiveness of 1.17.
Amatol (80/20) may be found in the bangalore
torpedo (table VIII).
15. RDX (Cyclonite)
RDX is the base charge in the M6 and MI
electric and nonelectric blasting caps.
It is
Aoa 1250A

Figwe

5.

M5.41, M111, and Ml18

demolition blocks.

highly sensitive and brisant (great shattering
effect) and the most powerful military explosive.
16. Pentoiite
Pentolite is a combination of PETN and TNT
used in the M2A3 shaped charge. Like Composition B it has a high rate of detonation and
great shattering power.
17. Ednatol
This is a mixture of halite, or explosive H,
and TNT. It has no tendency to combine with
metals in the absence of moisture, and has no
toxic effects. It is used in shaped charges and
high explosive shells.
9

18. Miliiry

Dynamite, Ml
(I%?.6).

b. Use. Very satisfactory
for construction,
quarrying, and many types of demolition work.
e. Detonation.
Military dynamite may be
detonated by means of a military electric or
nonelectric blasting cap, and detonating cord
(fig. 79).

monia-gelatin.
Straight dynamites are named
according to the percentage of weight of nitroglycerine they contain; for example, 40 percent
straight dynamite contains 40 percent nitroglycerine.
Ammonia dynamite
is different,
however, as 40 percent ammonia dynamite indicates that the dynamite is equivalent to 40
percent straight dynamite but not that it contains 40 percent nitroglycerine
by weight.
(1) Gelatin dynamite is a plastic dynamite
with an explosive base of nitrocotton
dissolved in nitroglycerine and is relatively insoluble in water.

Figure 8.

Military

(2) Ammonia-gelatin dynamite is a plastic
dynamite with an explosive base of
nitrocotton dissolved in nitroglycerine
with ammonium nitrate added. It is
suitable for underwater use.

dynamits.

19. Commercial Dynamites
a. Zntrodwtimz.
Commercial types of dynamite are straight, ammonia, gelatin, and am-

b. Characteristics.
com~itlan

Wr~LT..-r

Paraffin-treated paper

Straighenitroglycerine
and nonexplosive
filler.
Ammonia--ammonium
nitrate
and
nitroglycerine.
Gelatin-nitrocottan
diasolved in nitroglycerine.
Ammonia-gelatin
-same
as gelatin with ammonium
nitrate
added.

cartridge.

Water re&tanec

Rcl.fi”. eI?eCtivcnea

DetonatinP “elrxitl
Straight

40 %--15,000
50 4-13.000
60 70-19.000

fpa
fps
fps

0.65
0.79
0.33

Good if fired within

Ammonia

40 %3,900
50 %-11,000
60 %-12,000

fpa
fps
fpa

0.41
0.46
0.53

Poor

Gelatin

40 %7,900 fps
50 %3,900 fps
fps
60 %-16,000

0.42
0.47
0.76

Ammoniagelatin
10

40 %--16,000
50 %-13,100

fps
fps

24 hours

Good

Excellent
A00

7tmA

Remarks
Require8 careful

handling,
as it deteriorates

in storage,

as flames, sparks,
friction,
and sharp blows
rapidly.
It ia thus undesirable
for military

c. Uses.
Being sensitive
to shock and friction, commercial
dynamite
is not generally
used in forward
areas; but it is acceptable
in
emergencies
when other
more suitable
explosives
are lacking.
Sixty percent
straight
dynamite,
of leas strength
than TNT, has a
variety of uses; gelatin dynamite
is applicable
to underwater
demolitions
and to land clearing,
cratering,
and quarrying.
A gelatin dynamite
of low heaving force and a high rate of detonation is used for blasting hard rock.

8. Low Temperature
Eflects.
The sensitivity
of dynamite
decreases
at diminishing
temperatures
until the dynamite
freezes, after
which it becomes extremely
sensitive.
Gelatin
dynamite
does not freeze as easily as straight
dynamite.
When straight
dynamite
is stored,
the nitroglycerine
tends to settle out of the
sticks;
accordingly,
straight
dynamite
cases
should be frequently
and regularly
turned until
freezing
sets in.
Frozen
dynamite
may be
thawed in a kettle as described in g, below.

9. Frozen
Dynamite.
Frozen
dynamite
is
recognized by its hardness
and by the appearance of crystals (which are extremely sensitive)
in the contents
of the stick.
Its use is not
recommended.
It may be destroyed by burning
in the same manner as old dynamite.
Frozen
dynamite, may be used, however, if thawed as
follows :
(1)

Use a commercial
thawing
kettle.
If
this is not available,
a 6- and a lo-

AGO7218A

detonation,

and special

are

gallon container
may be combined to
make a good substitute.
(a) Heat water in a separate container
to a temperature
as high as can bs
tolerated
by the hand.
(b) Pour the heated water into the
water compartment
of the thawing
kettle (10 gallon can).
(c) Lay the frozen dynamite in the inner
compartment
(S-gallon
container)
in a horizontal
position,
with the bottom sticks supported
on
strips of wood or other material,
so
that the air can circulate
readily
around the sticks.
Cd) Place the kettle in a barrel or box
insulated
by hay or some other satisfactory
material.
(8) Thaw no more than 50 pounds of
frozen dynamite
in a single lot.
(f) Never place the frozen dynamite in
the thawing
compartment
of the
kettle before the hot water is poured
into the water compartment.

d. Detonation.
Commercial
dynamites
may
be exploded when primed with a commercial
No. 6 or larger, blasting cap, a military electric
or nonelectric
blasting
cap, or detonating
cord
(fig. 79).

f. Old Dynamite.
Old dynamite may be recognized by the oily substance
collected on the
casing or by stains appearing
on the wooden
packing case. These arc caused by the separation of the nitroglycerine
from the porous base.
Dynamite
in this state, being extremely
sensitive, must not be used but destroyed
immediately by burning
(TM 9-1300-206).

may cause
use.

(9)

Never set the kettle over heat after
the dynamite
has been placed in it.

(2) Frozen

dynamite is completely thawed
when it has returned
to its original
consistency.
This can be determined
by squeezing
the sticks lightly
with
thumb
and forefinger.
If no hard
spots remain and when unwrapped
no
crystals
are seen, it is thawed
and
ready for use.

20.

Foreign Explosives

a. Types.
Explosives
used by foreign countries include TNT, picric acid, and guncotton.
Picric acid has characteristics
like TNT except
that it corrodes
metals
and thus forms extremely
sensitive
compounds.
A picric acid
explosive in a rusted or corroded container must
not bc used : in fact, it should not be handled in
any way, except to move it very carefully
to a
safe disposal
area or location for destruction
(app C).
11

b. Uses.
Explosives of allied nations and
those captured from the enemy may be used to
supplement standard supplies. Such explosives,
however, should be used only by experienced
soldiers and then only according to instructions
and directives issued by theater commanders.
Captured bombs, propellants, and other devices
may be used with U. S. military explosives for
larger demolition projects, such as pier, bridge,
tunnel, and airfield destruction
(app C). Most
foreign explosive blocks have cap wells large
enough to receive U. S. military blasting caps.
These blasting caps, when used to detonate
foreign explosives, should be test fired to determine their adequacy before extensive use.

L-stw-4
NITRATE

21. Ammonium Nitrate
a. Characteristics

(fig. 7).

1
24

IN

1
NITRAMON
Figure

cont.incr
Cylindrical

size

color

OD

metal

Ammonium

rhare

fps

’

nitrate
charge.

Drton.finE

40

vebcitr

Slight loss in strength
satisfactorily.

box

22%

Y 9?4 x

b. Uses. Having a low detonating
velocity
(11.000 fps) and thus a low shattering power
that produces a pushing or heaving effect, am-

mate+ing

cffcetivcnea*

Rrl?.ti”c

0.42

Bcmarr

but functions

TNT

Container
has ring
into boreholes.

on top

I

PmctaSmg

and nitramon

lb

law te”!xr*1”re enecefs
from conof moiat-

One charge ia padred in awden
9?4 in. Total art 50.8 lb.

12

Of

11,000

11 x 8% in

W.ter rc.iatanee
Poor. Should not be removed
tainer in cratering
because
ure absorption.

wridw

7.

surrounding

the

for

and

cap

well.

aallar!a

handling

lowering

monium nitrate is used chiefly as a cratering
charge.
It is also effective in ditching.
c. Detonation.
The container has a cap well
AGO 1158A

and a detonating
cord tunnel for priming.
A
cleat is placed above and to the side of the cap
well for attaching
electric and nonelectric
primers.
Frequently
a primed one-pound block of
TNT is placed on the charge to insure detonation.
22. Nitramon Cratering
a. Chasacteristics
(fig.
c”,“?nl”Pr
Cylindrical

Charge

7).
calm

sw.e
24 x 7 in

metal.

Wewht of eharse

STAND

amnat,nl. “Pi0CiO

Relative rRrcli”rnPss
~~._~
k7IN-4

M2A3
functmns

BoaLpr

TNT surrounding
the cap well.

satisfactorily.

Paekasing

One metal container in wooden
box 27% x 8% x 9% in.
Total weight 52 lb.

Because
of the low detonating
h. use.
velocity (11,000 fps) and low shattering
power
that produces a heaving
effect, this charge is
very effective in cratering
and ditching.
The
container has a ring on top for general handling
and lowering
into boreholes.
e. Detonation.
The container
is fitted with
a cap well and a tunnel for priming
and a cleat
to attach electric and nonelectric
primers.
A
primed l-pound block of TNT is placed on the
charge for positive detonation.

M3
Figure

8.

Shaped

charges.
13

recess, and a metal or glass liner in the base,
The threaded cap well in the top is for priming
with military electric or nonelectric blasting
cap*.
Shaped charges, generally, are made
from such explosives as Composition B, pentolite, and ednatol.

23. Shaped Charges
A shaped charge is an explosive charge with
ita detonating action directed to increase its
effectiveness in penetrating steel, armor, and
concrete and other masonry (fig. 8). Charges,
as issued, are usually cylindrical in shape hut
may be linear like the charges included in the
Ml57 demolition kit (para 2’7~). Cylindrical
shaped charges have a conical top, a cynical

Cur

Water

resistant

Liner

Color

fiber

Low

Glass

Weight

OD

tlm”“Pt”re

Satisfactory
climates.

in

a. MBA3 and M.?A4 Shaped Charges.
(1)

sire

Of eh.rw

12 lb

14 15116

Packi”p:

arctic

Three
charges
packed
in wooden
box 33% x 10% x 9% in. Total
weight 66 lb.

Use. Shaped charges are used primarily to bore holes in earth, m&al,
masonry, concrete, and paved and unpaved roads. Their effectiveness depends largely on their shape and the
material of which they are made, the
explosive, and proper placement. The
penetrating capabilities in various materials and proper standoff distances
are given in table XII.
The M2A3 and M2A4
(3) Detonation.

C.”

30

liner

Steel

14

“1

of ehrge

wcidlt

Metal

Lor

copper

w”m”yturo

Satisfactory
in
arctic
climates.

lb

scaste.

EX”I”.i”P

x 7 in

e.Tects

(2)

(fig. 8).

Characteristics

SO/60 pentolite
or composition B.

M2A3:
50150 pentolite
with
camp
B
explosive.
M2A4: Comp A3, naistant
to small
*rm* Are.

senmrks

Both models
have
lindrical
standoff

a cardboard
cyfitted to the case.

shaued charges contain a threaded caD
weli for detonation by electric anh
nonelectric blasting caps. Dual priming, however, is extremely difficult because of the configuration of the case
and the need for priming at the exact
rear-center.
They are not effective
under water because of the obstruction to the jet.
b. MS Shaped Charge.
(1) Characteristics
(fig. 8).

sire
EW
x 9 in
standoff).

I

EIplo.i”e

(less

SO/50
pentolite
composition
B.

or

Remarks

PPEteDinp

One each in wmden
box 20% x
13% x 11% in. Total weight 65 lb.

B”OStm

50/60
pent&&
with
camp B charge.

Provided with
15 in high.

metal

tripod

standoff

AGO 12L8A

Shaped charges, primarily, are
used to bore holes in earth, metal,
masonry, pavement and the like. Effectiveness dewnds considerably on
the shape and- material in the -cone,
the explosive used, and proper placement.
The penetrating
effects of
shaped charges in various materials
and relative standoff distances are
given in table XII.
(3) DetoxaMon. The M3 shaped charge is
provided with a threaded cap well for
detonation by electric and nonelectric
blasting caps. Dual priming is very
difficult because of the slope of the
case and the need for exact rear-center priming.
The M3 shaped charge
is not effective under water because

of the obstruction to the jet.

(2) _Use.

24. MlAl

and MlA2

c. Special Precautions.
In order to achieve
the maximum effectiveness of shaped chargea,. ,
\I, Center the charge over the target
point.
(21 Set the axis of the charge in line with
the direction of the hole.
(31 Use the pedestal provided to obtaln
the proper standoff distance.
(41 Be certain that there is no obstruction
in the cavity liner or between the
charge and the target.
(51 Be certain that soldiers using shaped
charges in the open are at least 900
feet away in defilade under cover, or
at least 300 feet away if in a missileproof shelter, before firing.

Bangalore Torpedo Kits

a. Chwacte&tic8 (fig. 9).

-~/~~/~/

10 loading assemblies or

Approx

rhauine

b. Assembly for Use. All sections have a
threaded cap well at each end so that they may
be assembled in anv order.
The connectino
sleeves make rigid joints.
A nose sleeve ii
placed on the front of the torpedo to assist in
pushing it through entanglements and across
the ground.
It is also desirable to attach an
improvised loading section without explosive
on the end to forestall premature detonation by
a mine when the torpedo is shoved into place.
In the assembly of two or more tubes, the nose
sleeve is pressed onto one end of one tube, and
the other end is connected to a second tube by a
connecting sleeve.
A bangalore torpedo or
torpedo section may be improvised by the use
of a 2-inch diameter pipe with a 24-gage wall
thickness with approximately 2 pounds of explosive per foot of length.
Successive pipe
lengths, however, must be closely connected.
721A

6 ft x 2 % in

I

One kit packed in wooden box 64U x 13% x 1% in.
Total weight 1’76 lb.

A00

12 lb

MlAl~approx

9 lb amat

Remuka

Four inches of length at both ends of each section mntains * booster.

\
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CAPWI

CONNECTING
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SLEEVE

1
LOADING

Figurs 9.

MIA1
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bangalwa

torpedo.
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c. Use. The bangalore torpedo clears a path
10 to 15 feet wide through barbed wire entanglements.
In minefield breaching,
it will
explode all antipersonnel mines and most of the
antitank mines in a narrow foot path. Many of
the mines at the sides however may be shocked
into a sensitive state, which makes extreme
care necessary in any further
mineclearing.
Bangalore torpedoes also may be used in
bundles as substitute explosive charges in the
M3Al antitank mineclearing projected charge
demolition kit (fig. 13).
d. Detonation.
The military electric or nonelectric blasting caps will detonate the bangalore torpedo. In obstacle clearance, the bangalore torpedo should be primed after it has been
placed. The cap well at the end should be protected with tape or a wooden plug while the
torpedo is being pushed into place. Priming
is generally done either by means of priming
adapter and a military electric or nonelectric
blasting cap and time fuse. or by detonating
cord with six turns around the I-inch booster
portion of the torpedo.

25. M37 Demolition Charge Assembly
The M37 charge assembly (fig. 10) consists
of eight M5Al demolition blocks, eight demolition block hook assemblies, and two Ml5
priming assemblies.
The demolition blocks are
packed in two bags, four blocks per bag, and
the assembly placed in an M85 carrying case.
The Ml5 priming assembly is a g-foot length
of detonating cord with two plastic adapters
and two RDX boosters attached.
The adapters
are threaded to fit the standard cap well in
the demolition block. The priming assembly
has two detonating cord clips for fixing the M37
charge assembly to the main line. The hook
assemblies are hooks and pieces of rope for
attaching charges to the target.
a. Use. This assembly is applicable to the
use of assault demolition teams in the reduction of obstacles.
It is very effective against
small dragon’s teeth approximately
3 feet high
and 3 feet wide at the base.
b. Detov~otion. The M37 demolition charge
is detonated by means of the Ml5 priming assembly and an electric or nonelectric blasting
16

Figure

IO.

MS7 demolilioa

charge

assmbla,

cap or by a ring main attached

by means of the
detonating cord clips provided.
c. Packaging.
One assembly is packed in an
MS5 carrying case, and two are packed in a
wooden box 171/a x 11% x 1292 inches. The
gross package weight is 67 pounds.
26. Rocket-Propelled Train Bangalore
Torpedo (Barney Google)

The device consists of 20 sections of bangalore torpedo fitted together by special connecting sleeves to form a loo-foot train (fig.
11). A kit contains the rocket motor, tail assemblies, and couplings for 20 sections.
The
motor is fitted to the front of the train to provide propulsion. Detonation occurs at the tail
assembly
by means of a nonelectric
cap, pull fuze, and a reel of cable.

blasting

*co 126W

Figure

II.

Rocket-propelled

ban&ore

a. Uses. The rocket-propelled bangalore tor‘pedo is used against barbed wire entanglements, antipersonnel mines, and similar small
obstacles. The rocket propulsion enables deeper
penetration of small obstacles with less exposure of friendly soldiers to enemy observation and fire.
The assembled torpedo is
b. Detonation.
placed at a spot within range of the target.
The 400-foot reel of cable is shortened to the
proper length and its free end is anchored
firmly. After the safety has been unscrewgd
from the tail assembly and all soldiers have
boo 12-A

torpedo

(Barney

Googds).

taken cover, the rocket motor is fired electrically.
After the torpedo has traveled a distance equal to the length of the anchored cable,
the pull fuze is actuated and the assembly
detonated.
27.

Projectld Charge Demolition Kits

a. MI and MfEl.
These are identical in all
respects except for the delay detonators and the
time blasting fuze igniters issued with them.
The MlEl has the M60 weatherproof blasting
fuse igniter and the 15-second delay MlA2 percussion detonator, while the Ml has the M2
17

weatherproof blasting fuse igniter and the 16
second delay Ml or MlAl friction detonator
(fig. 12).
(1) C~mpouents. These are a nylon-covered detonating cable, propulsion unit,
launcher, fuse lighter, delay detonator,
anchor stake, and carrying case. The
explosive item, or detonating cable, is
1 inch in diameter

and approximately

170 feet (52 meters) long; it weighs
63 pounds, 46 pounds of which is oilsoaked PETN.
The detonating cable
is composed
of 19 strands of special
detonating

cord,

each

containing

100

PETN per foot. This differs
from the regular (reinforced)
detonating cord, which contains bnly 60 to
60 grains of PETN per foot. Regular
detonating cord cannot be used as a
substitute in the kit.
(2) Use. This kit is emplaced to project
and detonate a cable across a pressure-actuated antipersonnel minefield.
Grass, leaves, other light vegetation,
and some soil are blown aside in a
lane about 8 feet wide. More soil is
blasted aside when the ground is moist
and soft than when it is dry and hard.
Camouflaged antipersonnel mines and
those near the surface in the 8 foot
lane are usually exposed.
(3) Detonation. One soldier fires the complete assembly.
First the kit is emplaced; then the fuse lighter on the
jet propulsion unit is pulled. The 16second delay in the propulsion
fuse
allows the soldier to move the S-foot
distance from the launcher to the anchor stake and pull the fuse lighter
safety pin and pull ring on the detonating cable (which also has a 15-seer
ond delay) and then take cover at least
100 feet behind the assembly.
(4) Packaging. The complete assembly is
issued in a OD-colored waterproof
aluminum carrying case. Each case
is packed in a wooden box 2S$$ x
13% x 19% inches. The gross weight
of the kit and box is 142 pounds.
b. Antitank ,WneClearing Kits. Theae kits,

grains

IO

of

Figure

II.

MlEl

projected

charge kit.

the M2. M2A1, M3, and M3A1, consist of semirigid projected charges and the accessories and
tools needed to assemble and attach them to a
light or medium tank. They are approximately
14 inches wide, 6 inches high, and 400 feet
(121.9 meters) long, weighing approximately
9,000 pounds, including 4,500 pounds of explosive. They are supplied in elliptically-shaped
units or elements 6 feet long, containing about
35 pounds of explosive.
The M3 consists of an
SO/20 amatol charge and a 6-inch crystalline
TNT booster at each end. The M3Al (fig. 13
and table I) consists of Composition B charge
with a Composition A-3 booster, in each end.
Bangalore torpedo explosive elements may be
substituted for the standard explosive elements,
four for each. Both are initiated by two bulletimpact fuses ,by fire from the main tank armament or from any 37mm or larger high
explosive shell with a super-quick fuse. Both
types have a threaded cap well suitable for a
standard firing device and an electric or non-

electric military blasting cap. This cap well
also makes poseible the use of the explosive ele-

ment as a separate expedient charge. In most
soils, these charges form a crater about 100

TOWING

BUMPER

TOWING

meters (330 feet) long, 6 meters
wide, and 2 meters (7 feet) deep.

(16 fee!$)
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(1) Description.

T.da kit (fig. 14) measurea about 12 inches in width, ‘7inches
in height, and 400 feat (121.9 meters)
in length. It consists of 79 sections
-1 nose section, 13 body sections, 62
center-loading sections, 2 impact fuse
sections, and 1 tail section. Only 64
of the 79 sections contain exploaivcsthe 62 canter loading Sections and the
The kit
2 impact fuss sections.
weighs 11,000 pounds including approxima+ely 5.200 pounds of explosive.
The explosive is a linear shaped
charge, 12 inches wide, 7 inches high,
and 5 feet long, containing approximately 45 pounds of Composition B
and 6 pounds of Composition C-4. As
the insert tubes are welded to the
walls of the center loading sections,
the explosive elements cannot be used
as separate charges or replaced by any
substitute item in the field. The linear
shaped charge insures a wider, clearer
path throughout minefields than many
other explosive clearing devices. In
most soils this charge forms a crater
about 100 meters (330 feet) long, 4 to
5 meters (12 to 16 feet) wide, and 1 to
lib meters (3 to 6 feet) deep.
(2) Use. Projected demolition charges
are used chiefly in the deliberate
breaching of minefields. They are also
effective against bands of log posts,
steel rail posts, antitank ditches, and
small concrete
obstacles.
These
charges are adequate to break down
the sides of an antitank ditch. They
will also clear a path through the ditch
adequate for tank traffic, if it is unrev&ted and 5 feet deep or less and if
the charges project beyond the far
side of the ditch. They are effective
in ditches from 5 to 8 feet deep if the
soil is very favorable. The explosive
elements of the M3 and M3Al projected charges may be used as expedient individual charges in the M-167
kit.
(3) Detonation. The charges are generally
detonated from a tank by means of
ADO,%M

bullet impact fuse, which has a target
plate that bears on the firing pin and
is held in place by a shear pin and
a safety fork that must be removed
before the fuse can be actuated. The
fuse is detonated by fire from the main
tank armament or from any 37mm or
larger high explosive shell with a
super-quick fuse. Two fuses are provided to insure that one is visible to
the tank gunner at all times.
28. Improvised Charges
Demolition teams operating in the field frequently find targets to which standard methods
and charges may not apply and improvisations
are required. Frequently the success of the
mission depends upon the ingenuity or the
team. The package and pole charges are such
improvisations.
By skillful modifications they
may be applied successfully in many situations.
a. Package Chavges.
Charges prepared in
convenient packages of appropriate size and
shape are always more readily put in place than
other types. Explosives may be packaged in
sandbags to make elongated cylindrical charges
for boreholes.
Blocks of TNT or other explosives may bs stacked together and bound
with tape or twine or wrapped in canvas, other
cloth, or paper. A satchel charge may bc improvised by tying or taping explosive blocks to
a board with a handle attached. Large charges
may consist of an entire case of explosives;
Here at least one block or one cartridge is removed from the case, primed, and replaced. A
still larger charge may be made by lashing
several cases of explosive together. The detonation of a single primer will dre the entire
charge. Dual priming systems, however, should
be used if possible.
6. Pole Ckargeu. Pole charges are convenient for placement against pill boxes, hardto-reach bridge stringers, underwater bridge
supports, and other locations not easily accessible. Pole charges are usually an assembly of
an explosive charge; detonating cord; fuse
lighter, time fuse, nonelectric blasting cap; and
a pole for placing or propping them in position.
Pole charges are usually prepared in the same
manner as package charges.
Dual priming
should be used, if possible.
21

Section III. DEMOLITION ACCESSORIES
29. Time Blasting Fuse
Time blasting fuse transmits a flame from a
match or igniter to a nonelectric blasting cap
or other explosive charge, providing a time
delay wherein blasters may retire to a safe
distance prior to the explosion.
There are two
types: safety fuse and time fuse M700. These
may be used interchangeably.
a. Safety Fuw.
Safety fuse is limited standard. It is used in general demolitions.
It consists of black powder tightly wrapped with
several layers of fiber and waterproofing material and may be any color, orange being the
most common (fig. 15).
As the burning rate
may vary for the same or different rolls from
30 to 45 seconds per foot under different atmospheric and climatic conditions (exposure for
over 12 hours to the elements, extreme changes
in temperature, and the like), each roll must
be tested prior to using in the area where the
charge is to be placed. Particular precautions
must be taken if used under water, as the rate
of burning is increased significantly.
Accordingly, each roll should be tested under water
prior to preparation of the charge.
In arctic
temperatures, the outside covering becomes
brittle and cracks easily.

around the outside at l-foot or la-inch intervals
and double painted bands at S-foot or go-inch
intervals, depending on the time of manufacture.
These bands are provided for easy
measuring purposes.
The burning rate is approximately 40 seconds per foot, which permits
the soldier firing the charge to reach a place
of safety. The burning rate, however, must always be tested in the same manner as that of
safety fuse, above.
At arctic temperatures,
the outside covering becomes brittle and cracks
easily.

DARK GREEN
WATER
SMOOTH
PLASTIC
WITH
YELLOW
S

Figure 16.

e.
ACK

POWDER

CORE
FlWR

M700.

Packaging.
(1)

Safety fuse.

SO-foot coil, 2 coils per package, and
30 packages (3000 feet) in a wooden
box 243/a x 153/a x 12% inches. The
total package weight is 71.8 pounds.
(b) 50-foot coil, 2 coils per package, 6
packages sealed in a metal can, and
8 cans (4000 feet) per wooden box
30 x 14s/8 x 145/8 inches. The total
package weight is 93.6 pounds.
Cc) SO-foot coil, 2 coils per package, and
60 packages (6000 feet) per wooden box 29 x 22 x 17 inches. The
total package weight is 162 pounds.

(a)

WRAP

OUTER

COYER

WATERiRCOFING

b. Time Fuse M700. This fuse (fig.
similar to safety fuse and may be used
changeably with it. The fuse is a dark
cord 0.2 inches in diameter with a plastic
either smooth or with single painted
22
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cover,
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(2)

Time fuse WOO.
This is packed in
Ml-foot coils, 2 coils per package, 6
packages per sealed container, and 8
containers (4000 feet) per wooden
box 304/s x 16Ys x 141/8 inches. The
total package weight is 94 pounds.

30.

Detonating Cord
a. Characteristics.
Detonating cord consists

of a core of PETN in a textile tubs coated
with a layer of asphalt. On top of this is an
outer textile cover finished with a wax gum
composition or plastic coating (fig. 17).
It
will transmit a detonating wave from one point
to another at a rate of at least 5900 meters per
Parti$Iy
subsecond or about 19400 feet.
merged water-soaked detonating car will detonatc if initiated from a dry end. Although
it does not lose its explosive properties by exposure to low temperatures, the covering, becoming stiff, cracks when bent.
Thus great
care is required in using detonating cord primers in arctic conditions.
Data on the types
available is shown in table II.

Table

II.

L

Dstonatin~

Cord

RAYON
LAYER

0.210

50 gm
PETN/ft

’ SEAMLESS
COTTON TUBE

Data

Lo.dinc

CORD, DETONATING:
fuse. primacord (PETN)
Type 1..

:)

/ASPHALT LAYER /’

y&

1. 1,066 ft./spool,
1 apool (1,999
ft)/wdn bx
1. 100 ftlspml,
95 spool (2.569
ft)/wdn bx
3. 596 ft/spool, 1
spool/sealed can,
8 can (4,609
ft)/wdn bx
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Table

Il.

D&ma&~g

Co+d Data-Continued

I

LalM

4. 606 ft/spool, 8
spool (4.600
ft)/adn
bx
6. 50 ft/spool, 1M
spool (6,000
fO/wdn bx

_ _ __ _ _ .

24

17

100 ft/apool. 50
spool (6,000 ft),
wdn bx.

21

14%

33%

11%

11%

26?4

LB

11

CORD, DETONATING:
fuse, prinlacord (PETN)
Type II*

Double cotton
with wax
gum earnposition
finiah.

so gm

CORD, DETONATING:
fuse. prinlacord (PETN)
(So-it spool
(spliced) ).

:otton with
wax gum
wmposition
finish.

50 gr”
PETNlft.

Packed as required

%tnn with

Inert _._.--.

Peeked as required.

gm

1. 1,000 ft/spool. I
spool/erdbd bx,
3 br/wtrprf
lead foil e”v 1
en” (3,ooo it)/
wdn bx

CORD, DETONATING:
fuse, primacord (PETN)
inert.

0.210

CORD, DETONATING: re.
inforced,
pliodlm-

0.236

PETN/ft.

94

w=gum
composition

Textile with
plastic coat
ing.

60

PETN/ft.

VnPpd,

71

2. 506 ft/apool, 1
spool waled can,
8 can (4,600
ft)/wdn
bx

CORD, DETONATING: re.
inforced,
pliolllmwappea.
waterproof,
Type IV**.

CORD, DETONATING :
rrterproof,
Plastic

&erl”g

0.235

Pextile with
PkStiC

60 gr”
PETN/ft.

260 length (1,600
ft)/wdn bx

Coehg.

outer

it 1e”gth)
Type I’*.
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Packed as required

Pextile with
plsatic
coating.

CORD. DETONATING: I.+
inioread,
dummy.

(3.

_

ADO 7DlA

b. Precautions in Use. The ends of detonating cord should be sealed with a waterproof
sealing compound to keep out moisture when
used to detonate underwater
charges,
or
charges left in place several hours before firing. A B-inch free end will also protect the
remainder of a line from moisture for 24 hours.
In priming, kinks or short bends, which may
change the direction of detonation and thus
cause misfires, should be avoided.
31. Blasting Caps
Blasting caps are used for initiating high explosives.
They are designed for insertion in
cap wells, and are also the detonating element
Special
in certain land mine firing devices.
military blasting caps are designed to detonate
the less sensitive explosives like TNT, military
dynamite, and tetrytol. Commercial caps may be
used to detonate more sensitive explosives like
tetryl and commercial dynamite, in an emergency. Two commercial caps are required to
detonate military explosives ; however, there is
also a priming problem as two caps will not
fit into the standard threaded recess. Both
military and commercial blasting caps, being
unless
explode
sensitive,
extremely
may
handled carefully.
They must be protected
from shock and extreme heat and not tampered
with. Blasting caps must never be stored with
other explosives, nor should they be carried in
the same truck except in an emergency (para
141b(3)).
Two types, electric and nonelactric,
are used in military operations.
a. Electric Blasting Caps. These are used
when a source of electricity, such as a blasting
machine or a battery, is available.
Two types
are in use, military and commercial (fig. 18).
Military caps are instantaneous, and the commercial, instantaneous and delay. Instantaneous
caps include the M6, the special or military, and
the commercial No. 6 and No. 8. No. 8 commercial delay caps (fig. 18) are issued from the
first to the fourth delay ranging from 1:OO
second to 1:53 seconds. When two or more of
the special instantaneous caps are used, they
should be of the same manufacture except for
the M6 caps, which regardless of manufacturer,
may be used interchangeably as they are all
made to a single specification.
All issue electric

caps have lead wires of various lengths for
connection in a circuit.
The most commonly
used are 12 feet long. Most all have a short
circuiting shunt or tab, to prevent accidental
firing, which must be removed before connection in a firing circuit.
If the cap is issued
without a shunt, which is sometimes the case
with the M6, the bare ends of the lead wires
must be twisted together to provide the shunting action.
Data on electric blasting caps is
shown in table III.
b. Nonelecttic
Blasting Caps. Nonelectric
blasting caps (fig. 19) may be initiated by time
blasting fuse, firing devices, and detonating
cord. Because they are extremely difficult to
waterproof, they should not be used with time
blasting fuse to prime charges placed under
water or in wet boreholes.
If such be necessary, however, they should be moistureproofed
with waterproof sealing compound. Those in
use include the commercial No. 6 and No. 8
and the special or military types I (J-l (PETN
or RDX) and M’7 (fig. 19).
Special caps will
detonate military explosives, and the commercial caps the more sensitive types. The latter,
however, will detonate military explosives if
used in pairs : but this presents a priming problem, as two caps will not fit into the standard
threaded cap well. The M7 special caps are
flared at the open end for easy insertion of
the time fuse.
Data on nonelectric caps is
shown in table IV.
32. Priming Adapter MlA4
This is a plastic hexagonal-shaped
device
threaded to fit threaded cap wells and the Ml0
universal destructor.
A shoulder inside the
threaded end is large enough to accapt blase
ing fuse and detonating cord but too small to
permit passage of a blasting cap. The adapter
is slotted longitudinally to permit easy and
quick insertion of the electric blasting cap lead
wires (fig. 20). The MlA4 replaces the MlA2
and MIA3 models, which have cylindrical
bodies. The hexagonal MlA4 is more readily
handled by men wearing arctic mittens.
33. Adhesive Paste, Ml
This is a sticky, putty-like substances for
attaching charges to vertical or overhead flat
surfaces.
It is useful in holding charges while
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Nonelectric

Bla-stin~

Cap

Characftitics

/fbrbd
bx. 1 bxl
bag. 6 bag (6,000 cap)/

n/crdbd bx, 10 bx

or RDX).

in sawdust/outer

electric, Yl.

AbbWWWdN:
bi

bo*,s,

cm..

c*Ilnn

.rdM

urdbolrd

f3,hrk.d

hberbxrd

Ib

mu

Do”“d

meal

tying

them in place or, under some conditions,
for holding without tying. It will not adhere
satisfactorily to dirty, dusty, wet or oily surfaces; becomes stiff and hard and loses its adhesiveness at subzero temperatures; is softened
by water ; and becomes useless if wet.
34. Waterproof Sealing Compound
This is used to waterproof the connection
between the time blasting fuse and a nonelectric blasting cap and to moistureproof primed
dynamite.
It does not make a permanent
waterproof seal and must not bs submerged in
water unless the charge is to be fired immediately.
35. Cap Crimper
The Fd2 cap crimper (fig. 21) is used to
squeeze the shell of a nonelectric blasting cap
around time fuse, a standard base, or detonating cord securely enough to keep it from being
pulled off but not tightly enough to interfere
with the burning of the powder train in the
doe 1S8A

.kB
..rbd

..8ck8m,*,
. p.DerbMrd

udn

vmden

wtrprt .

v.tclPmo*

fuse or the detonation of the detonating cord.
The M2 crimper forms a water resistant groove
completely around the blasting cap; however,
sealing compound should be applied to the
crimped end of the blasting cap for use under
water. The rear portion of the jaws is shapsd
and sharpened for cutting fuse and detonating
cord. One leg of the handle is pointed for use
in punching fuse wells in explosive materials
for the easy insertion of blasting caps. The
other leg has a screwdriver end. Cap crimpers
being made of a soft nonsparking metal (but
they will conduct electricity), must not bs used
as pliers for any purpose, as this damages the
crimping surface. Also the cutting jaws must
be.kept clean and beused only for cutting fuss
and detonating cord.
36. Galvanometar
The galvanometer is an instrument used in
testing the electric firing system to check the
continuity of the circuit (the blasting cap, Aring wire, wire connections, and splices) in
29
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Priming

order to reduce the possibility of misfires (fig.
22). Its components include an electromagnet,
a small special silver-chloride dry cell battery,
a scale, and an indicator needle. When the two
external terminals are connected in a closed
circuit, the flow of current from the dry cell
mowa the needle across the scale. The extent
30

TIME

adapters.

of the needle deflection depends on the amount
of resistance in the closed circuit and on the
strength of the battery.
The galvanometer
must be handled carefully and kept dry.
It
should be tested before using by holding a piece
of metal across its two terminals. If this does
not cause a wide deflection of the needle (23 to
*oo 7Ile.A

CUTTING

JAWS

Figure PI. Me Cap crimper.
26 units) the battery is weak and should be replaced.
Being delicate, the instrument
must
not bs opened except to replace a weak cell.
When used in a cold climate, the galvanometer
should be protected from freezing by keeping
it under the clothing near the body, as dry cell
batteries tend to cease functioning at temperatures below 0°F.
CAUTION:
Only the special silver-chloride
dry ccli battery BA 245/U, which produces only
0.9 volts, is to be used in the galvanometer, aa
other batteries may produce sufficient voltage
to detonate electric blasting cape. Becauee of
the tendency to corrode, the battery should be
removed from the gaIvinometu
when it imnot
to be wed for extended perioda

37. Blasting

Machine

a. Ten-Cap Blasting Machine.
This is a
small electric impulse-type generator that produces adequate current (46 volts) to initiate
10 elsctric caps connected in series if the handle
is rotated to the end of its travel.
It weighs
approximately 5 pounds (fig. 23). The operation is as follows :
(1) Try the machine to see whether or
or not it works properly.
Operate it
several times until it works smoothly before attaching the ilring wires.
(2) Fasten the firing wires tightly to the
terminals.
(3) Insert the handle.
(4) Insert the left hand through the strap

ADO,xIA

Fipurs

2%

Gdvanometsr.

and grasp the bottom of the machine.

(6) Grasp the handle with the right hand

and turn it vigorously clockwiee ae far
ae possible.
b. Thirty-Cap LHaeting Machine.
This device fires 30 electric caps connected in series.
It weighs about 20 pounds. To operate:
(1) Raise the handle to the top of the
stroke.
(2) Push the handle down quickly as far
as it will go.
c. Fifty-Cap and One-Hundred Cap Blasting
Machines.

(1) The SO-cap machine fires SO electric
caps connected in series (fig. 23). It
weighs about 20 pounds.
Operation
is as follows:
(a) Raise the handle to the top of its
streak.
(b) Push the handle down quickly as
far as it will go.
(2) The NO-cap machine is similar to the
31
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50-cap machine except for size and
weight and is operated in the same
manner. Both are adequate for firing
their rated capacity of electric blasting caps connected in series.
38.

Firing

Wire

and Reel

a. Types of Firing Wire. Wire for firing
electric charges is issued in 500-foot coils. It
32

Blasting

machines.

is the two-conductor,
No. 18 AWG plasticcovered or rubber-covered type. It is carried
on the reel unit RL39A. described below.
Single-conductor No. 20 AWG annunciator wire
in 200-foot coils is issued for making connections between blasting
WD-l/TT
used.

caps

communication

However,

and firing
wire

wire.

may also be

it has a resistance

of about
AGO12S8A

40 ohms per 1000 feet, which increases the
power requirement (table XXI, app E).
b. Reels.
(1) RUgA.
This consists of a spool that
accommodates 500 feet of wire, a
handle assembly, a crank, an axle, and
two carrying straps (fig. 24).
The
fixed end of the wire is extended from
the spool through a hole in the side
of the drum and fastened to two brass
thumbnut terminals.
The carrying

handles are made of two U-shaped
steel rods.
A loop at each end encircles a bearing assembly, which is
a brass housing with a steel center
to accommodate the axle. The crank
is riveted to one end of the axle and
a cotter pin is placed in the hole at
the other to hold the axle in place.
(2) 500-foot reel with detachable handks.
This is a metal drum mounted on an
axle to which two detachable Dshaped handles are fastened.
The
arm with the knob on the side of the
drum is used for cranking (fig. 25).

DETACHABLE

Figwe

(3)

39.

1.5.

Reel with dalachabls

handles.

IOOO-foot reel. This is similar to (2)
above, except that it has a capacity of
1000 feet of firing wire.

Detonating

Cord Clip

The Ml detonating cord clip (fig. 26) is used
to hold together two strands of detonating cord
either parallel or at right angles to each other.
Connections are made more quickly with these
clips than with knots. Also, knots may loosen
and fail to function properly if left in place any
length of time. Joints made with clips are not
affected by long exposure.
a. Branch Line Connections.
Branch lines
of detonating cord are connected by clipping
the branch line with the U-shaped trough of
the clip, and the main line with the tongue
of the clip, as shown in figure 26.
b. Connecting Two Ends.
Ends of detonating cord are spliced by overlapping them about
33

by means of blasting caps or mine adivators
with standard firing devices. The destructor
has booster cups containing tetryl pellets. The
chief function of the destructor is the conversion of loaded projectiles and bombs to improvised demolition charges and the destruction of abandoned ammunition (fig. 27).

CLIP BEFORE

BENDING

BLASTING

SPLICING

BRANCH

LINE

Figure

Ml

~6.

CONNECTION

Detonating

cwd

clip.

12 inches, using two clips, one at each end of
the overlap, and bending the tongues of the
clips firmly over both strands. The connection
is made secure by bending the trough end of
the clip back over the tongue (fig. 26).
40. Firing Devices and Other Accessory
Equipment
a. Ml0 Universal
High Explosive
Destmctar.
The Ml0 destructor is 8 high explosive
charge in an assembled metal device initiated
34

CAP

WSHlNG

TWO CORDS

BOOSTER

ASSEMBLY

b. Ml9 Explosive
Destructor.
This device
(fig. 28) consists of an explosive-filled cylindrical body with a removable pointed ogive, which
may bs discarded if not needed. This destructor may be primed with 8 delay detonator, delay firing device with 8 special blasting Cap, a
nonelectric special blasting cap initiated by
time blasting fuse or detonating cord, or an
electric special blasting cap. The cap well on
each end is threaded to receive the standard
base coupling or a priming adapter. This device is particularly suitable for use with the
dust initiator, described in paragraph 8, appendix E, and similar charges.
e. Ml Concussion Detonator.
The Ml concussion detonator is a meCh8nC81firing device
actuated by the concussion wave of 8 nearby
blast (fig. 29). It fires several charges simultaneously without connecting them with wire
or detonating cord. A single charge fired in
any way in water or air will detonate 811
charges primed with concussion detonators
within range of the main charge or of each
other (table V). Detonators frequently function at ranges greater than those in table V,
*Go 116%
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Ml9

but their reliability
is then not assured.
They
shoxld not be used in surf at depths greater
than 15 feet, as they function
by hydrostatic
pressure at a depth of 25 feet.
Further,
if the
salt delay pellet is crumbled
due to long storage, the detonator should not be used on underwater charges.
Table

V.

Operating

Range

of Concussion

Detonatox.

I

P =
6.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.5
2.5
5
10
15
20
20
26
26
20

2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8

2
4
6
8

10
50

20
80
90
150
-

99%
-

12.5
14.1
18.8
21.5

’ =

99%
-

10.6
-

11.5
15.1
18.0
21.2

-

azplosivs

destructor.

d. MlAl
15~Second Delag Friction Detonator.
(1) Characteristics
(fig. 30).
This device consists
of a pull friction
fuse
igniter,
15-second length of fuse, and
blasting cap. The blasting cap is protected by a cap screwed on the base.
(2)

Installing.
(a) Unscrew
cap protector
from base.
(b) Secure device in charge.
e. MlAd
(MIEI)
15~Second Delay Percussion Detonator.
(1) Chamcteristics
(fig. 31). This item
consists of a firing pin assembly joined
to a delay housing and primer holding
assembly.
(2) Installing.
(a) Remove cap protector.
(b) Screw device into threaded cap well.
f. M2A1 (MZEI) R-Second Delay Perc~sion
Detonator.
(1) Characteristics
(fig. 32).
Except for
the delay period, marking,
and shape
of the pull ring, the S-second delay
percussion
detonator
is identical with
e, above, in construction,
functioning,
and installing.
(2) Instazzing.
(a) Remove cap protector.
35
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(b)

Screw device into threaded cap
well.
g. MP S-Second Delay Friction Detonator.
(1) Characteristics
(fig. 33). This device
consists of a friction-type fuse lighter, an S-second length of fuse, and a
blasting cap. The blasting cap is pro-

(2)

tected by a cap screwed on the base.
1nstauing.
(a) Unscrew cap protector from base.
(b) Secure device in charge.

h. Ml Delay Firing Device.
(1)

Characteristics

(fig. 34).
AGO,168A

FRICTION

STANDARD

Figxm

THREAD

SO.

MlAl

16.second

delay

friction

detonator.

NOTE: CIRCULAR
RINO
INDICATES FIFTEENSECOND
DELAY

1NSTRUCTKlNS

CAP PROTECT

~RCUSSION

PRIMER

7

cl

_ RELEASE

PIN

PIN
Y

PIN
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NOTE: T-HANDLE
RING IDENTIFIES
SECOND DELA

PULL
G-

RELEASE

VENT

PI

HOLE

(3)

STING

CAP

INSTRUCTIONS
,. REMOVE CAP PROTECTOR
2 SCREW INTO EXWIVES
3. REMOVE 3MALL COTTER
4 PULL

PULL RINO

cue
Copper

and brass

I

TO

PIN

FIRE 3

Dlmcnaionl

Natural

metal

D

L

7/16 in

6% in

Colored metal strip inserted in slot above percussion
CBP.

(2)
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,ntern., lEtion

Color

Installing.
(a) Select device of proper delay (table
VI).
(b) Insert nail in inspection
hole to

Mechanical
with carrosive chemical release.

D&Y

1 min to 23 days, identified by color of safety
strip.

10 unit-2
red, 3 white, 3 green, 1 yellow, and 1 blueand a time delay table packed in paperboard carton,
10 cartons in fiberboard box, and 5 boxes in wooden
box.

to make sure that firing pin has not
been released.
If the firing pin has
been released, the ~4
cannot be
pushed through the device.
AGO,218h

-

6.6 hr
2.6 br
6Omis

27 min
14 min
9 min
6 min

1 hr

32 min

20 min

15 tin

lmin

3.5 mir

2 min

16 mill

9 min

5 min

4 min

3 Inin

76

100

126

160

L6 min

14 br

65 mill

2hr

3 mill

16 mill

50

-4

62
30 min

21 min

66

33

65min

2.5 hr

24

t10

36 mia

11.5 hr

1.3 da

6.2 hr

2.6 hr

6.0 hr

6.0 da

-16

20 hr

2.0 hr

2.5 hr

36 mill

+25

5.5 hr

23 da

11 min

3.0 da

23-l
-32

T

-

3.6 da

ST

T

6 hr

-

D&

1.3 da

3da

OH

l-

li%+

17.5 hr

-

for Ml D&t”

20 mill

ST

T

CowWimw

3.3 hr

8 hr

-

d
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Table

(c)
(4

Remove protective cap from base.
With crimper
attach
nonelectric
blasting cap to base. Crimper jaws
should be placed no further
than
lh inch from open end of blasting
cap.
Secure firing device in charge.
Crush
glass
ampoule
between
thumb and fingers.
Remove safety strip.
Caution: If safety strip does not
remove easily, remove and diecard
device.

i.

Ml Al
(1)

cu

Metal

Dimen.ioru

Color
OD

Pressure

K in

2 % in

Springdriven
striker with
trigger pin
and keyhole
slot release.

Device.

(iig. 36).

Internail
notion

I.

D

Firing

Characki.9tic.9

Oprdins
DrasUre
20 lb or more.

\INSPECTION
HOLE
IDENTIFICATION
AND
SAFETY
STRIP (COLORED
ACCORDING TO DELAY)

\
‘%OUPLlNG
BASE
(NOT To BE
REMOVED)
L

PROTECTIVE CAP
(ALWAYS REMOVE)
Finwe
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W.

FIRING

PIN

L

GLASS AMPOULE
(CRUSH BETWEEN
THUMB AND FOREFINGER)

SAFETY
PIN
&OSITIVEIREMOVE LAST
LUG

m

BASE

SAFETY

-

cl

“““I..*.

RELEASE

PRIME :R

P

\
EYHOLE
RELEASE

a&tia

AccEwrin

Safety fork and positive
safety pin.

3-pronged
pressure
head and extension
rod.

*Gq

71EdIA

SLOT
PIN

P.c!u.ing

Five units, with percussion
caps packed
Fifty cartona shipped in wooden box.

in cardboard

earton.
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(2) In4tullw.
(a) Remove protective cap from bane
and crimp on P nonelectric blasting
Ctimper jaws shudd be
_P.
p&ced ~CIfarther than ‘/a inch frm
open end of blastins cap.
(b) Assemble bpronged

pressure head

and extension rod and ecrew in top
of preeaure cap, if needed.
(c) Attach Aring device wembly
t0
charge.
(@Remove safety fork Aret, and pwitive safety last.
j. Ml. Pd Firing Device.
(1) Chanzcteristics (Ag. 36).

PULL

RIN6
\

PR
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DimendJns

c&u

htcmal

color
D

9/M

OD

MetA

lction

oDer.t,w

1015.

L

in

3 S/16

in

Mechanical
split-head
release.

with
striker

3 to 6 lb pull
wire.

on trip

Pe.&~giW

Sawiel
Locking

and positive

safety

Five units complete with percussion
caps and two SO-ft
apools of trip wire are packed in chipboard
container.
Forty chipboard
containers
are packed in wooden box.

pins.

(c)

Instauing.
(a) Remove protective cap.
(b) With crimpers,
attach nonelectric
to
standard
base.
blasting
cap
Crimper
jaws should
be placed
m
farther
than ‘/4 inch from open end
of blasting cap.

2.

Attach
firing device assembly
to
charge.
Attach anchored pull wire.
Remove locking safety pin first, and
positive safety pin last.
Pull-Release Firing Device.
Chameteristim
(fig. 37).

(d)
(e)
k. MS
(1)

Lxmenaions

cdor

-

Internal
D

Metal

Mechanical
with
spreading
striker
head release.

4 in

9116 in

OD

action

O.er*tin.

PlesSYre

I.

Direct pull
10 lb.

of 6 to

P.ClnSi”S

Slatin
Lmking

and positive

(2)

safety

Five units with
and 5 cartma

pins.

two EO-ft spools of trip
packed in wooden box.

Remove protective

Secure one end of trip wire to
anchor and place other end in hole
in winch.
(e) With knurled knob, draw up trip
wire until locking safety pin is
pulled into wide portion of safety
pin hole.
(f) Remove locking safety pin first and
positive safety pin last.
1. M5 Pressure-Release
Firing Device.
(1) Characteristics
(fig. 38).

cap.

(b)

With crimpers, attach blasting cap
to standard base.
Crimper
jaws
should be placed no farther
than l/b
inch from open end of blasting cap.

(c)

Attach firing device to anchored
charge (must be firm enough to
withstand
pull of at least 20
pounds).
Dimenston~

cdor

Internrl

w

I.

11

Metal

1

Locking safety
safety pin.

pin and hole for

OD

3h in

1 15/16

8afctkl

A00

nsd*

in Carton,

(d)

1nstaUing.

(a)

Ow

wire

at
in

1

11/16

in

action

hitid”.

action

1

P.ck..iru

improvised

positive

Four firing devices complete and four plp~oad
Pressure
boards in paper carton. Five wrtona
are peckaged in
fiber board box and tan of these in wooden box.
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POSITIVE

SAFETY

@EMOVE

PIN

LAST)

PROTECTIVE CAP
(ALWAYS REMOVE)

TRIP

W,‘”

&WINCH
ANCHOR
FIRING

CORD
PIN\

RATCHET
/
9
-SMALL
COTTER

PERCUS
PRIMER

COUPLING

BASE

(2) Itha.uing.
(a) Insert B length of lo-gage wire in
interceptor hole.
(b)
Bend slightly to prevent dropping
out.
(c) Remove
small cotter
pin fro+
safety pin.
(d) Holding release plate down, replace
locking safety pin with length of 16
44

(e)

(f)

or 18 gage wire. Bend wire slight
ly to prevent dropping out.
Remove protective cap from base
and with crimpers, attach blasting
cap.
Crimper
jaws
should be
placed no farther than ‘h inch from
open end of blasting cap.
Secure firing device assembly in
charge.
AC.31218A

pull on the striker retaining pin causes the
striker to hit the primer, igniting the fuse. A
sealing compound is applied between the fuse
and the lighter to retard any flash that may
come from lighting the fuse.
12. M60 Weatherproof
Fuse Lighter.
This
device is designed to ignite blasting fuse in all
sorts of weather conditions and under water if
waterproofed.
The fuse is inserted into a fuse
retainer and sealed and weatherproofed
by
means of two rubber washer seals (fig. 40). A
pull on the pull ring releases the striker assembly, allowing the firing pin to drive against
the primer, which ignites and initiates the
fuse. For further information, see paragraph
43i.

INTERCEPTOR
IMPROVISED

OR

o. Computing Tape. The demolition charge
computing tape (fig. 41), provides a rapid
method of calculating the weight of TNT (in
pounds) needed to carry on a demolition project. It combines in an abbreviated form most
of the formulas and tables provided in this text.
The assembly consists of two Bfoot flexible
steel spring retractable tapes in joined metal
housings.
The two tapes have a total of five
sets of markings.
A rigid embossed scale is
mounted on one side of the housing. The scales
are-

(1) First tape (breaching
scales).

(g)

Emplace charge and set the restraining
weight
(5 pounds or
more) on top of the firing device.

(h) Slowly and carefully,

without disturbing the restraining weight, remove the improvised locking safety
pin first and the improvised positive safety pin from the intercep
tar hole last. The pins should remove easily
if the restraining
weight is adequate and positioned
properly.

m. M2 Weatherproof Lightm.
This device
was designed as a positive method of lighting
time blasting fuse (fig. 39).
It operates effectively under all weather conditions--even
under water if it is properly waterproofed.
A

(3)

and preesure

The upper side of this tape
indicates the pounds of TNT required
to breach concrete, masonry, timber,
or earthen walls, making allowances
for the tamping and placement of
charges.
The weight is read directly
to the right of the mark that indicates
the thickness of the wall or obstacle.
The lower side of the tape has information on breaching concrete beams,
roadways, and bridge spans.
It is
used to measure the thickness of the
target or element. The weight of the
charge may be read directly from the
tape without consideration of the actual dimensions of the target.
Second tape (steel- and timber-cutting
scales).
This tape contains the requirements for cutting steel and timber construction materials.
One side
shows the weight of TNT needed for
45
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point and a coarsely knurled body to
provide maximum holding power in
light steel, softer metals, concrete, and
heavy wood. The sabot, an annular
threaded unit, screws on the rear of
the fastener to guide it in ejection,
acts as a stop-shoulder, and provides
additional bearing on the penetrated
material.
The cartridge case is a
specially wadded caliber .38 steel qse.
A manual device is provided for cocking the driver under water.

cutting timber for both internal and
external placement. The reverse side
has a rule for the calculation of the
crosgsedional area of steel members
and also the formulas for cutting
steel.
(3) Bar and rod-cutting scale. The small
scale on the exterior of the case is
used for making calculations for the
cutting of rods, bars, chains, and
cables. The number of pounds of TNT
needed for cutting is read directly
from the scale.
p. Demolition Card. This pocket sized card
(GTA 5-10-9, May 65) gives data in tabulated
form for the calculation of pressure, timbercutting, steel-cutting, breaching, and cratering
charges.
q. Rivet-Punching Powder-Actuated
Driver
(Ram-Set Gun).
(1) Deetiption.
This is a riveting machine powered by the gases generated
by a iired cartridge (fig. 42). It is
hand-operated, air-cooled, and feeds
from a magazine with e. lo-cartridge
fastener unit capacity.
It operates
effectively under water. The waterproofed fastener unit has a sharp
AGO1m

Figure
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(2) Operation.

The firing of the cartridge
propels the fastener and sabot into
the target. The fastener acts as a
rivet for attaching charges to steel,
concrete, or wooden targets. The device is especially useful where working space is severely limited and for
underwater work. Do not fire the gun
into explosive or immediately adjacent
to exposed explosives.

r. Earth Augers and Diggers. Two types of
earth augers, hand-operated and motorized, are
used for boring holes for the placement of
cratering charges and bridge-abutment demolition charges.
Motorized earth augers will
bore holes to a depth of approximately 9 feet.
Boring speed depends on the type and consist47

ency of the soil, being most rapid in light earth
loam. Earth augers and diggers cannot bs
used satisfactorily
in soil containing large
rocks.
(1) Hand-operated
posthole auger.
The
lo-inch posthole auger (fig. 43) is
capable of boring a hole large enough
for the IO-pound ammonium nitrate
cratering charge and other charges of
equal size. The extension handle permits boring as deep as 8 feet.
(2) Posthole digger.
This tool (fig. 43)
has two concave metal blades on
hinged wooden handles.
The blades
are forced into the earth and the soil
is removed by lifting and pulling the
handles apart.
(3) Motorized earth auger.
Motorized
earth augers drill hole 8, 12, 16, or 20
inches in diameter to depths up to 8
feet.
s. Pnewnatti Tools. These are the rock drill,
pavement breaker, and wood-boring machine.
The rock drill bores holes up to 2 inches in
diameter in rock, concrete, or masonry for the
placement of internal charges.
The pavement
breaker is used to shatter the hard surface of
roads before drilling boreholes with an auger
for cratering charges.
The wood-bating me
chine drills boreholes in wood for the placement
of internal charges.
or

41.

Blasting Kits

These kits or seta are assemblies of demolition explosive items, accessories,
and tools
needed for various jobs. They are issued according to tablea of equipment.
a. Eleetrie and Nonelectric Kit. The electric
and nonelectric demolition equipment set consists of TNT and M5Al (Composition
C-4)
demolition blocks and accessories for electric
and nonelectric priming and firing (fig. 44).
The set is carried in the engineer squad and
platoon demolition chest.
Components issued ae basic kit. The
basic kit consists of items listed below.
These may be requisitioned separately
for replacement purposes.
Bag, canvas, carrying,%molition
kit
Blasting machine. ten-zap capacity

Qna”6LY

llC*

5

Box,

cap,

ten-xp

1

Chest,

2

Crimper.

1

Galvanometer.
and carrying

2

Knife.

pocket

2

Pliers.
3 in

lineman’s

demolition,
cap,

M2

capacity,

infantry

engineer

platoon.

(w/fuse

cutter)

blasting,
strep)
(w/aide

Ml931

(w/leather

case

cutter),

length

DEMOLITION

CHEST
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(2) Components issued separately.
The
following items are required to cornplete the kit and should be on hand at
all times. They must bs requisitioned
separately, however.

4util”

Reel. wire. firing.
500%.
RL-39A.
ea&ing
strap;:
w/winhing
de&,
spool, w/o wire)
Tape, computing,
demolition
charge

1

2

Components

(2)

issued

separately.

(w/
VI/

Qlnlltit”
60
2
1

60
6
1
2
2

(b)

Ilnn
Adapter.
priming,
MlA4
Adhesive,
paste, for demolition
charges,
W-lb can, Ml
Cable, power, elc&riul,
firing, vinyl polymer insulation,
two conductor,
No. 19
AWG stranded,
SOO-ft coil’
Clip, cord, Ml, detonating
Insulation
tape, electrical,
black sdheaive.
Y-in wide
Sealing
compound,
blasting
cap,
waterproof, H-pt can
Twine, hemp, No. 19,8_oz. ball
electrical.
Wire,
annunciator.
waxed
double cotton wrapped
insulation,
solid
single conductor,
No. 20 AWG, 200-ft
coil

Explosive

pro”bl”

50
Ml
40
60
5

components.
I(m

Cap, blasting.
special,
electric
MB
Cap. blasting.
special. nonelectric
P?
Charge,
dem&on,
.block,
MSAI 2%lb
Camp C-4
Charge.
demolition,
block,
I-lb
(TNT)
Card. detonating,
fuze, primacord,
I%it

apool
5
2
50

Destructor.
erploslve,
universal
MI0
blasting,
time, SO-it coils
Igniter,
blasting
fule M69, weatherproof

Fure.

b. Nonelectric

Kit.

(1) Componerits issued aa basic kit. The
basic kit fiig. 46) consists of the items
listed below. These items may also
be requisitioned separately for replacement purposes.
Puti~”
ltnn
2
2
2
2
2

Rag. canvas,
carrying,
demolition
kit
Box, up,
lo-cap
capacity.
infantry
crimper.
cap, MO (alfuae eutt,er)
Knife, pocket
Tap,
computing,
demolition
charge

(a) Nonexplosive

The

following items are required to cornplete the kit and should be on hand at
all times. These items are not sugplied with the kit, and must bs rcquisitioned separately.
(a) Nonezploaive componente.

components.

4bz”lilV

IUS”

20

Adapter,

50

Clip,

cord.

Ml,

Insulation
tape,
% in wide

1

Sealing
compound,
Proof, w pt can

Explosive

50

Cap, blasting,

40

Charge,
camp
Cord,

2

Spool
Destructor.

2

Fuze,

50

Earth
(1)

charges,

black

blasting

adhesive.

cap,

water-

components.
IUrn
special.

detonating.

blasting

nonelectric,

block,

MT

MSAl,

2% lb.

fur_+ primacord,

100 ft

explosive,

blasting,

Igniter,

electrical.

demolition,
C-4

2

demolition

detonating

2

(b)
QmlItit”

t

MIA4

Adhesive.
paste, for
)h lb can Ml

2

c.

priming.

time,
fuze,

universal,

Ml0

SO-it coils
M60, weatherproof

Rod Kit.

Use.

This kit (fig. 46), is used for
making holes for demolition or constructional purposes as deep as 6 feet
and as large as several inches in diameter in earth and soft shale. It is
not usable in rock or other hard material.
The rod is driven into the
earth by the propelling charge, which
is exploded in the firing chamber. A
removable handle (extractor rod),
which ilts through the holes in the
firing chamber, and an extension are
used for gripping and lifting the rod
or pulling it from the earth. A linear
charge is furnished for enlarging the
diameter of the hole. A forked inserting rod also is furnished for inserting improvised linear charges
when the standard ones are not available.

(2) components.
Noti.
below

The item kttem

81% keyed

to figure

in
46.

(a)

and

(6)

CARRYING

BAG

CAP BOX

COMPUTING
Figws

45.

TAPE

Nonclcctric blasting kit.

A. NONEXPLOSIVE

Nonexplosive

(a)

l!z
A
B
C
D

pu.ts”

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
100
1
1
2
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B. EXPLOSIVE ITEMS

ITEMS

item.
lt-

Chest
Chamber.
flrinn
Plate, b&e. extra&w,
assy
Rod, extension
Extractor,
rod
Rod, handle and starting
Rod, inserting
Rod, intermediate
Rod, main, long
Adapter,
priming,
explosive,
MIA3 or YlA4
Crimper.
cap. M2 (w/fuse
cutter)
Box. cap, lo-cap capacity,
infantry
Insulation
tape, electricaI,
black
adhesive cotton, U-inch wide

P

100

9

2

Box. cap, 60+np
engineer

R

1

Tripod

(b)
llan
zeurr

Point

Explosive

capacity,

items.

Qladily

,tMl

S

100

Charge,
Ml2

T

100

Cap. blasting,
special.
electric (type I (J-l

II
V
W

2
200
100

Fur.+

propelling.
(w/primer,

blasting.

earth
M44)

rod,

nonPETN))

time

SO-ft

coils

Igniter,
time blasting
weatherproof

fuze,

M2,

Charge, demolition.
linear
(two
3-ft wetions
and one co”netting
sleeve)

CHAPTER
FIRING

2

SYSTEMS

Section I. NONELECTRIC FIRING SYSTEM
42. htmduction

into the cap. Do not insert anything into the

Two types of systems for firing explosives
are in general Nlectric
and nonelectric.
Both have their individual priming methods
and materials.
In addition, detonating cord
may be usad with both systems to improve and
make them more efficient and effective, as described in paragraphs 63 through 71.

cap to remove any dirt or foreign material.

A nonelectric system is an explosive charge
prepared for detonation by means of a nonelectric blasting cap. The priming materials
consist of a nonelectric blasting cap, which
provide.9 the shock adequate to initiate the explosive, and the time fuse, which transmits the
flame that fires the blasting cap. The assembly
of the nonelectric system follows.
a. Cut and discard a 6-inch length from the
free end of the time fuse (A, fig. 47). Do this
to be sure that there is no chance of misllre
from a damp powder train because of the absorption of moisture from the open air. Then
cut off a minimum of 3 feet of time fuse to
check the burning rate. A more exact check
may be made by marking off l-foot lengths,
timing them separately, and taking the average.
b. Cut the time fuse long enough to permit
the person detonating the charge to reach a
safe distance by walking at a normal pace before the explosion. This cut should be made
squarely across the time fuse.
c. Take one blasting up from the cap box,
inspect it, hold it with the open end down, and
shake it gently or bump the hand holding it
against the other hand, to remove any dirt or
foreign matter. Never tap the cap with a hard
object or againat a hard object. Never blow
*Go ,*&a*

ING THE

FUSE

G. CRIMPING ON THE CAP

d. Hold the time fuse vertically with the
square cut end up and slip the blasting carp
gently down over it so that the j¶ah charge in
the cap is in contact with the end of the time
fuse; if not, it may misfire. Never force the
time fuse into the blasting cap by twisting or
53

any other method. If the end is flattened or it
is too large to enter the blasting cap freely, roll
it between the thumb and fingers until the size
is reduced to permit free entry.
e. After the blasting cap has been seated,
grasp the time fuse between the thumb and
third finger of the left hand and extend the
forefinger over the end of the cap to hold it
firmly against the end of the time fuse. Keep
a slight pressure on the closed end of the cap
with the forefinger (B, fig. 47).
f. Slide the second finger down the outer
edge of the blasting cap to guide the crimpers
(B, fig. 47) and thus obtain accurate crimping,
even in darkness.
8. Crimp the blasting cap at a point 4/s to rh
of an inch from the open end. A crimp too
nazr the ezploeive in the blasting cap may cause

detomtim. Point the oapout and awayfrom
the body duritlg crimping. Double-crimp the
cap, if necessary, for weatherproofing.
Nok If the blasting cap should remain in

place
several days before firing, protect the joint between
the cap and the time fuse with a coating of Beating
compound or some similar substance. (As this a@li~g
cm,po,,,,d.
a etondard
issus, doas not make a watwproof azi, slltmsrged
clwgaa
should be fired immediat&).

h. Pass the end of the time fuse through the
priming adapter. (The time fuse should move
through the adapter easily.) Then pull the cap
into the adapter until it stops, insert into the
cap well of the explosive, and screw the adapter
into place. If no priming adapter is available,
insert the capped time fuse into the cap well and
tie it in place with a string or fasten it with
adhesive tape or some other available material.
(For details of nonelectric priming of demolition blocks, see para 44-X.)
i. Attach M60 weatherproof fuss lighter as
follows :
(1) Unscrew the fuse holder cap two or
three turns hut do not remove. Press
the shipping plug into the lighter to
release the split collet (fig. 40). and
rotate the plug as it is removed.
(2) Insert the free end of the time fuse in
place of the plug until it rests against
the primer.
(3) Tighten the cap sufficiently to hold the
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fuse in place and thus weatherproof
the joint.
(4) To fire, remove the safety pin, hold
the barrel in one hand, and pull on
the pull ring with the other, taking up
the slack before making the final
strong pull. In the event of a misfire,
the M60 can be reset quickly without
disassembly by pushing the plunger
all the way in and attempting to fire
as before. (It cannot be reset underwater, however, because water can
enter the interior of the nylon case
through the holes in the pull rod. The
fuse lighter is reusable if the primer
is replaced. )
j. Light the time fuse with a match by
splitting the fuse at the end (fig. 48), placing
the head of an unlighted match in the powder
train, and then lighting the inserted match
head with a flaming match or by rubbing the
abrasive on the match box against it.
Note.
The M2 weatherproof fuse liehter (fig. 39)
may be attached by sliding the fuse retainer over the
end of the fuse, &nlr
seating it, and applying sealing compound at the joint between the time fuse and
the lighter to retard any flash that may come from
lighting the time fuse. In firing, hold the barrel in
one hand and pull on the pull ring with the other.

44. Nonelectric Priming of Demolition
a. With Priming Adapter.

Priming adapters
simplify the priming of military explosives with
threaded cap wells. The shoulder inside one
end of the adapter is large enough to admit
time fuse or detonating cord, but too small for
8 hlaating cap. The other end of the adapter
fits the intern81 thread of threaded c8p wells in
military explosives.
Tbe nonelectric priming
components are 8ssembled 8s shown in figure
49.

(2) Insert fused cap into hole, grasp fuse
with thumb and forefinger at top of
hole, and remove fused cap from the
block of explosive.
(3) Using string approximstcly 40 inches
in length, tie two half hitches around
fuse so the tie will be at the top of
the hole when reinserted.
(4) Insert fused cap into hole and wrap
long end of string around the block
of explosive 8 minimum of three times
along the long axis, each time changing the direction of tie with 8 half
turn around the time fuse, keeping
the string taut.
(6) Tie off around the time fuse at top of
hole with two half hitches.

45. Nonelectric Priming of Ml Chain
Demolition Block

b. Withmct Priming Adapter. When 8 priming adapter is not available but explosive blocks
have threaded cap wells, they 8r-e primed 8s
follows (set method 1, llg. SO) :
(1) Wrap 8 string tightly around the
block and tie it securely leaving about
6 inches of lcose string on each end
after making the tie (method 1, fig.
60).
(2) Insert 8 blasting cap with fuse attached into the cap well.
(3) Tie the loose string around the fuse to
prevent the blasting cap from being
separated from the block.
c. Without Cap WeU.
(1) If the demolition block h8s no cap
well, make a hole in the end large
enough to receive the cap with 8
pointed instrument or the pointed leg
of the crimper handle (method 2, fig.
60).
A00

InsA

The Ml chain, demolition block is primed
nonelectrically by fastening 8 nonelectric bl&
ing cap at 8 point at least 6 inches in from one
of the free ends of the detonating chord chain
as shown in figure 51. The ezplosiwa emI of
the cap should point toward the demolition
blocks. The firing of the blasting cap detonates
the cord, which in turn detonates the explosive
blocks.
Priming of Plastic
Explosiw (C3 and C4)

46. Nonelocfrfc

a. The MS (C3) and M6Al (C4) demolition
blocks with threaded cap wells or recesses and
with or without priming adapters and the M2
(C3) demolition block without 8 threaded cap
well BM primed nonelsctric8lIy as described in
paragraph 44 and shown in figures 49 and 60.
b. Pl8stic explosive removed from tbe container is primed nonelectrically by molding it
around 8 fused blasting cap (fig. 52). The
explosive must be at leaat one inch thick at the
explosive end of the blasting cap and %) inch
thick at the sides to insure detonation.

47. Nonelect& Priming of Dynamite
Dynamite cartridges may be primed nonelectribally at either end or at the side. End primIS

METHOD

I

TIME

FUSE

EXPLOSIVE
END OFNON-ELECTRIC
BLASTING
CAP POINTED TOWARD.-,

_
r’l rc x
I ,I
1;;
/II
II’
v ‘3’ \:
b-r
..

IYPERS

ing ia used either when a whole cam ie fired or
when placed charges require no tamping.
a. End Priming Method.
(1) Punch a hole in the end of the cartridge (fig. 63).
(2) Insert a fused blasting cap.

(8) Tie t&cap and fuse eecurely in the
cartridge.
b. Weatherproof Primina Method.
(1) Unfold the wrapping at the folded
end of the cartridge.
(2) Punch a hole in the exposed dynamite.
(8) Insert a fused blasting cnp into the
hole.

c. sidd Pfimiitg bf6thOd
Tamped Bore?&e~)
.

(for

C%rgeS iU

(1) Punch a hole in the cartridge about
1% inches from one end (fig. 54).
(2) Point the hole 80 that the blasting Cap
when inserted, will be nearly parallel
with the aide of the cartridge and the

NONELECTRIC
CRIMPERS
TIME

FUSE
1n

A END PR,M,S

METHOD

(4) Close the wrapping.
(5) Fasten the cap and fuse securely with
a string or length of tape (fig. 53).
(6) Apply weatherproofing compound to
tie.

SLAGVNG
I

ul

8. WEATliERPRODF END PRIMNO

explosive end of the cap will be at a
point at about half the length of the
cartridge.
(3) Insert a fused blasting cap into the
hole.
57

(4) Wrap a string tightly around the fuss
and then around the cartridge.
- making two or three turns before tying
the string (fig. 54).
(6) Moistureproof the primer by wrapping a string closely around the cartridge, extending it an inch on each
side of the hole to cover it completely.

Then cover the string with a waterrenellent substance.
48. Nonelectric Priming of Ammonium
- Nitrate and Nitmmon Charges
The ammonium nitrate and nitramon charges
are primed nonelsctrically, as follows:
a. Place a fused blasting cap in the cap well
on the side of the container (fig. 66).
b. Tie a string around the fuse and then
around the cleat above the blasting cap.
Note. A primed block of TNT placed on tip of the
charge is recommended
to insure
positive
detonation.

NONELECTRIC
BLASTING
CAP
1

TIME

FUSE

t
BLASTING

CAP

49. Nonelectric Priming of Special
Charges
IZ.iWAS, MZAI. and MS Shaped Chmwa.
These charges may bs primed nonelectrically by
means of a fused cap and priming adapter as

A. WITH

PRIMING

a pull type firing device, with a nonelectric
blasting cap crimped on the base, screwed into
the cap well (fig. 57).

ADAPTER

S”%ED

CHARGE
PRIMING

TIME

FUSE
ELECTRIC
BLASTING

_________cnP_______
8. WITHOUT
PRIMING

4

ADAPTER

c. Ml18 Demolition Charge. This charge is
commonly known as sheet explosive. It ia packaged in four sheets lh x 3 x 1‘2 inches, with
an adhesive on one side. It is primed by three
methods (fig. 68) :
(1) By inserting and holding a nonelectric
blasting cap in a grove or notch cut
in the charge or
(2) By placing the cap between two pieces
of explosive or
(3) By placing the cap between an overlap
in the charge.
50. Nonelectric

Misfires

a. Prevention.

Figure

56. Noaclectric

priming

of ahaped charges.

shown in figure 56. If a priming adapter is not
available, the primer may be held in the cap well
by a string or friction tape.
b. Bangahre
Torpedo.
The bangalore torpedo may be primed by assembling a length of
time fuse and a nonelectric blasting cap in a
priming adapter and screwing the assembly
into the cap well of a torpedo section (fig. 57).
A section may also be primed nonelectrically by

Working on or near a misfire
of all blasting OpWatiOnS.
A misfire should be extremely rare if these procedures are followed closely:
(1) Prepare all primers properly.
(2) Load charges carefully.
(3) Place primer properly.
(4) Perform any tamping operation with
care to avoid damage to an otherwise
carefully prepared charge.
to the
(5) Fire the charge according
proper technique.
(8) If possible, uee dual firing systems
is the most hazardous

BANGALORE
TIME

TORPEDO

FUSE

PRIMING
ADAPTER

M!

PVLL

NONELECTRIC
BLASTING CAP

PROTECTIVE
<;;OVEl

CAP
~
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CRIMPERS
SHEET
EXPLOSIVE

/
NON-ELECTRIC
BLASTING
CAP
(1)

CUT NOTCH
EXPLOSIVE.

a

-

IN
INSERT

J

(I]
I

CAP, AND FASTEN
WITH STRING OR
FRICTION
TAPE: OR

0

I

._

TIF
/STRING

I
12)

(3)

FASTEN ON TOP WITH
PlECE OF SHEET
EXPLOSIVE;
OR

i

LAP ONE END OVER
p,“,“,‘,“,‘,“,

(para e-76).
If both ayatema are
properly assembled, the possibility of
a miallre is reduced to a minimum.
b. The Handling of Nonelectric Misfires. Oeca.hnally,
despite all painstaking
efforts, a
nonelectric miaflre will occur.
Investigation
and correction should be undertaken only by the
man that placed the charge.
For a charge
primed with a nonelectric cap and time fuae, the
procedure is as followa:
(1) Delay the investigation of the miailre

at leaat 20 minutes after the expected
time of detonation.
Thia should be
ample time for any delayed exploaion
to take place because of a defective
powder train in the fuse. Under certain combat conditions, however, immediate investigation
may be neceasary.
If the misfired charge is not tamped,
lay a new primer at the aide of the
charge, without moving or diaturbing
it, and fire.
If the misfired charge has no more
than a foot of tamping, attempt to
explode it by detonating a new Zpound
primer placed on top.
If the miafired charge is located in a
tamped borehole, or if the tamped
charge is so situated as to make
method (3) above impractical,
remove the tamping
by means of
wooden or nonmetallic tools. Avoid
accidentally digging into the charge
Also, the tamping may be blown out
by meana of a stream of compressed
air or water if either is available.
Constant checking of the depth of the
borehole from the ground surface or
the top of the charge during digging
will minimize the danger of striking
When the charge has
the charge.
been uncovered within 1 foot, insert
and detonate a new l-pound primer.
An alternate method of reaching a
deep misfired charge is to drill a new
hole within one foot/of the old one
and to the same depth.
A 2-pound
primed charge is then placed in the
new hole to detonate the misfired
charge.
Extreme care is required in
drilling the new hole to avoid striking
the old misflred charge or placing the
new charge too far away to induce
detonation.

SECTION II. ELECTRIC FIRING SYSTEM
51. Components and Assembly for
The electric firing system providas
60

the elac-

tric spark or impulae to initiate detonation.
The electric impulse travels from the power
source through the lead wires to fire the cap.
*oo ,*1**

7

SHOULD
SHOW
WIDE
EFLECTION
OF
NEEDLE

The chief components of the system are the
blasting cap, Aring wire and reel, end the
blasting machine. The preparation of the explosive charge for detonation by electrical
meena is called electric priming. Priming
methods are described below.
a. Testing the Cap.
(1) Test the galvanometer (pare 36) (fig.
59).
(2) Remove the short circuit shunt (prevents eccidentiel flring) from the
lead wires of the electric blasting cap
(Rg. 60).
(3) Touch one cap lead wire te one gelvonmeter post and the other cap lead
wire to the other. If the instrument
registers a flowing current, the blasting cap is satisfactory; if not, the
cap is defective end should not be
used. During the test, always point
the explosive end of the blasting cap
away from the body.
b. Placing the Cap in the Ezplmive.
(1) Pass the lead wires through the slot
of the adapter end pull the cap into
place in the adapter.
(2) Insert the cap into the cap well of the
explosive end screw the adapter into
place.
(3) If e priming adapter is not available,
insert the electric cap into the cap

ELECTRIC
BLASTING

TWO

HALF

GIRTH

HITCHES
HlTCH
GALWNOMETER

Figure

61.

Electric

well and tie the lead wires around the
block by two half hitches or a girth
hitch (fig. 61).
(For details of electric priming of demolition blocks, see
para 53.)
c. Wire Connections.
(1) Bare the two cap lead wires and the
firing wires at the ends and splice
them together to form two connections (para 52; fig. 62).
Insulate
these with friction tape.
(2) Check again with the galvonmeter, a
(31, above.
(31 Fasten the two free ends of the firing
wire to the two posts on the blasting
machine.
d. Precautions.
(1) Two 07 more caps.

If two or more
special military blasting caps are connected in the same circuit, be sure
that they are made by the same manufacturer.
This is essential to prevent misfires, as blasting
caps of
different manufacturers
have different

Pr;ming

without

adaptw.

electrical
characteristics.
Blasting
caps of the same manufacturer
may
be identified by the label, color of the
cap, or shape of the shunt.
This is
not true, however, of the M6 special
electric blasting caps-all
of which
are made according to the same specification.
Firing

the circuit.
For safety reasons, only one individual should be
detailed to connect the blasting machine to the firing circuit and to fire
the circuit.
He should be responsible
for the care of the blasting machine
at all times during blasting activities.
He also should either connect the
blasting wires in the circuit or check
their connection by on-the-spot visual
examination.

52. Splicing Electric Wires
Insulated wires, before splicing, must have
the insulating material stripped from the ends,
exposing about 3 inches of bare wire (fig. 62).

Fi#wv

et.

splicing
two wirer (Wcstmt
“pigtair
splice).

CAP WIRE

TWINE

OUTSIDE

(1)
-FIRING

WIRE

union

All enamel also must be removed from the
bared ends by carefully scraping them with
the back of a knife blade or other suitable
tool, but not nicking, cutting, or weakening
them. Stranded wires, after scraping, should
be twisted tightly.
a. Two Wires. Two wires, having been prepared as described above, may be spliced as
shown in figure 62. This is called the Western
Union “pigtail” splice.
b. Two Paits of Wires. Join one pair of
electrical conductors to another pair by splicing the individual wires to one another (one
of one pair to one of another pair, and the
second of one pair to the second of the other).
In order to prevent a short circuit at the point
of splice, stagger the two separate splices and
tie with twine or tape as in (1) , Agure 63. An
alternate method of preventing a short circuit
at the point of splice is shown in (2), figure
63, where the splices are separated, not
staggered.
c. Protection of Splices. Protect all bare wire
splices in wiring circuits to prevent their shortcircuiting to the ground or to each other. Whenever possible; insulate them from the ground or
other conductors by wrapping them with friction tape or other electric insulating tape. This
is particularly necessary when splices are
placed under wet tamping. Circuit splices, not
tapad or insulated, lying on moist ground, must
be supported on rocks, blocks, or sticks so that
only the insulated portion of the wires touches
the ground. They may be protected from damage from pull by typing the ends in an overhand knot, allowing sufficient length for easy
splicing ((l), 6g. 62)).
53. Electric Priming of Demohion Blocks
a. Blocks with Threaded Cap Welb.
(1) With priming adapte?. Priming adapters simplify the priming of military
explosives with threaded cap wells. A
slot running the full length off the
adapter is provided for easy’ insertion
of the lead wires. The end of the
adapter that secures the cap fits tne
internal thread of threaded cap wells
in military explosives.
The priming
components are assembled as shown in
figure 64.

Without priming adapter.
If a priming adapter is not available and the
demolition block has a threaded cap
well, insert the electric cap into the
cap well and tie the load wires around
the block by two half-hitches or a girth
hitch. Leave a small portion of slack
wire between the blasting cap and the
tie to prevent any pull on the blasting
cap (fig. 61).
b. Block8 Without Cap Wells.
If the demolition blocks have no threaded cap wells proceed
as follows:
(1) Make a hole in the end &rge enough
to receive the cap with a pointed nonspark instrument or the pointed leg of
the crimper handle (5g. 66).
(2) Insert the cap in this cap well and tie
the cap wires around the block by two
half hitches or a girth hitch. To prevent pull on the cap, always leave a
small portion of slack wire between
the blasting cap and the tie.
(2)

Note.
Ncvw
try b face
a blasting
cap
inta ax czpedient
/we well that ti too mull
to admit it 6a.d~.
54.

Priming of Ml
Demolition Block

Eledric

Chain

The Ml chain demolition block is primed elec-

BLASTING

CAP

(3)
.

trically by fastening
an electric blasting
cap
to one of the free ends of the detonating
cord
chain with friction
tape or by some other
method.
The ezplosive end of the cap should
point toward the chain demolition blocks. The
firing of the blasting
cap detonates
the cord,
which in turn detonates the entire chain.
Electric Priming of Plastic Explosives
(C3 and C4)
a. The MS (C3) and M5Al (C4) demolition
blocks with threaded cap wells or recesses and
with and without priming adapters and the M3
(C3) demolition
block without a threaded
cap
well are primed electrically
as shown in paragraph 53 and figures 61, 64, and 65.
b. Plastic explosive
removed from the container
is primed
electrically
by molding
it
around the blasting cap (fig. 66). The explosive
must extend at least 1 inch at the explosive end
of the blasting
cap and l,Lzinch at the sides to
insure detonation.

(2)

55.

Figure ea. Electric priming

of molded

plastic

ezplosive.

56. Electric Priming of Dynamite
Dynamite
cartridges
may be primed
electrically at either end or at the side. End priming is used either when a whole case is fired or
when placed charges require no tamping.
a. End Priming Method.
(1) Punch a hole in the end of the cartridge (fig. 67).
(2) Insert an electric blasting
cap.

(4)

57.

Tie the lead wires
tridge with
half
Priming
Punch
hole
the
1W inches from
the hole
blasting
cap, when
nearly
with
cartridge
the
cap will
at a
length
the
Insert
the lead
with
half
with a string
tape.

around
hitches.

Priming

car-

cartridge
end
68).
the electric
will
side
the
end
the
at about half
into the
around
carhitches
fasten

Electric Priming
Charges

blasting cap
well and
lead wires are
(fig. 69).

the

Nitrate
placed

in the
around the

Special Charges

MBA.?, MZA4,
MS Shaped Charges.
These may
primed eledtrically
by means of
an electric blasting cap and a priming
adapter
as shown in figure 70. If a priming
adapter is
not available,
the electric cap may be held in
place by a length of string or friction tape.
b. Bangalore Torpedo.
The bangalore
tarpedo may be primed electrically
by assembling
a blasting cap and priming
adapter and screwing the assembly into the cap well of a torpedo
section (fig. 71).
c. Ml18 Demolition Charge.
This charge,
commonly known as sheet explosive
(fig. 72),
is packaged in four sheets l/4 x 3 x 12 inches,
with an adhesive on one side. It is primed byand holding
-an electric
(1) Inserting
blasting
cap in a groove or notch cut
in the charge, or
(2) Placing the cap between two sheets or
pieces of explosive or,
(3) Placing the cap between an overlap of
the charge.
59.

Series Circuits

This is used for cona. Common Series.
necting two or more charges fired electrically
by a blasting
machine
(fig. 73).
A common
series circuit
is prepared
by connecting
one
65

GALVANOMETER

Figure

68.

Electric priming of dynamite at side.

blasting cap lead wire from the first charge to
one lead wire in the second charge and so on
until only two end wires are free, then connetting the free ends of the cap lead wires to
the ends of the firing wire. Connecting wires
(usually anmmicator wire) are used when the
66

distance between blasting caps is greater than
the length of the usual cap lead wires.
“leapfrog”
The
b. “Leapfrog”
Series.
method of connecting caps in series (fig. ‘73) is
useful for firing ditching charges or any long
line of charges. It consists of omitting alternate
*Go ,%a*

charges on the way and then connecting
them
to form a return path for the electric impulse
This
to reach the other lead of the firing wire.
brings both end wires out at the same end of
the line of charges, and thus eliminates
laying
a long return lead from the far end of the line
of charges back to the firing wire.
60.

Testing Electric Wires and Circuits
a. Firing
Wives May be Tested aa FoUows:
by holding
a
(1) Check galvanometer
piece of metal across its terminals
(para 36 ; fig. 59).
(2) Separate the firing wire at both ends,
and touch those at one end to the
galvanometer
posts. The needle should
not move. If it does, the firing wire
has a short circuit (fig. 74) ; or
13) Twist the wires together at one end
and touch those at the other to the galvanometer
posts.
This should cause a
wide deflection
in the needle.
(See
No movenote at end of c (2). below).
ment of the needle indicates a break;
a slight movement,
a point of high resistance.
Note. Firing wire may be tested on the
reel, but should be trstrd
again alter
unreeling,
which may sepovate
broken wires
unnoticed
when reeled.

Figure

70.

Elaetti

priming

of shaped

chal-gcs.
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SHUNT

GALVANOMETER
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Figure

64

,
ELECTRIC
BLASTING CAP
CUT NOTCH
EXPLOSIVE.

-

Electric

priming

of bangalore

torpedo.

c. The Entire
lows:

n

IN
INSERT

CAP, AND FASTEN
WITH STRING OR
FRICTION
TAPE; OR

(2)

71.

SHEET
EXPLOSIVE
/

SHUNT
REMOVED

II)

TORPEDO

\
PRIMING
ADAPTER

REMOVED

1
TIE
/STRING

FASTEN ON TOP WITH
PIECE OF SHEET
EXPLOSIVE;
OR

Circuit May be Tested aa FOG

(1) Splice firing wires to series circuit
and move to firing position.
(2) Touch free ends of firing wire to galvanometer posts (fig. 76). This should
cause a wide deflection of the needle.
If not, the circuit is defective. If defective, shunt wires. Then go down
range and recheck the circuit, repeating a(2), (3) and b(l), (2) above. If
a splice is found defective, resplice the
wires.
If a cap is found defective,
replace it. Then test the entire circuit
again to make sure that all breaks
have been located before attempting
to fire the charge.
Note.
To get a “wide deflection
of the
needle” the galvanometer
battery
should be
in good condition.

61. Electric
Misfires
(3)

LAP ONE

Figure

79.

EM)

Electric

DVER

priming

of ahsct srplosive.

b. Series Circuits May be Tested (IS Follows:

(1) Connect charges as shown in figure 75.
(2) Touch the free ends of the lead wires
to the galvanometer posts. This should
cause a wide deflection of the needle.

a. Prevention of Electric Misfires. In order
to prevent misfires, make one demolition specialist responsible for all electrical wiring in a
demolition circuit. He should do all splicing to
be sure that(1) All blasting caps are included in the
firing circuit.
(2) All connections between blasting cap
wires, connecting wires, and firing
wires are properly made.
(3) Short circuits are avoided.
(4) Grounds are avoided.
(5) The number of blasting caps in any

ADO1268A

UNINSULATED
PORTIONS
OF WIRES
SEPARATED
AT BOTH ENDS

SATISFACTORY

DEFECTIVE

UNINSULATED
PORTIONS
TWISTED
TOGETHER
AT

OF WIRES
ONE END-,._,

8. “LEAPFROG”
SERIES
CIRCUIT

SATISFACTORY

(3)

circuit does not exceed the rated capacity of the power smmx on hand.
b. Cause of Electric Miufin?s. Common specific causes of electric misfires include(1) Inoperative or weak blasting machine
or power source.
(2) Improperly-operated blasting machine
or power source.
AGO12*8A

DEFECTIVE

Defective and damaged connections,
causing either a short circuit, a break
in the circuit, or high resistance with
resulting low current.

(4) Faulty blasting cap.
(5)
. The use in the same circuit of old type
(J-2) special blasting caps made by
different manufacturers.
(6) The use of more blasting caps than the
power source rating permits.
c. Handling Electric Misfires. Because of the
hazards of burning charges and delayed ex69

ploeions. electric misfires must be handled with
extreme caution. A burning charge may occur
with the use of electric as well as nonelectric
caps. Misfires of charges primed with detonating cord fired by electric blasting caps are
handled as described in paragraph 71. If the
charge is dual-primed electrically and below
ground, wait 30 minutes before investigating to
make sure that the charge is not burning; or if
dual-primed above ground, wait 30 minutes before investigating.
On the other hand, if the
.electric misfire is above ground and the charge

is not dual-primed, investigate immediately.
If
the system is below ground and not dual-primed,
oroceed
as follows. ~~~~
(1) Check the firing wire connection to the
blasting machine or power source
terminals to be sure that the contacts
are good.
(3) Make two or three more attempts to
fire the circuits.
(3) Attempt to fire again, using another
blasting machine or power source.
(4) Disconnect the blasting machine firing

DEFECTIVE

Fi#we

78.

Tsrtingthe

atirr

SATISFACTORY

circuit.
A00

l%aA

(6)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)

wire and wait SO minutes before further investigation.
Before moving on
to the charge site, be sure that the
firing wires at the power source end
of the circuit ars shunted to avoid any
possible static electric detonation.
Check the entire circuit, including the
Aring wire, for breaks and short circuits.
If the fault is not above ground, remove the tamping material very carefully from the borehole to avoid strlking the electric blasting cap.
Make no attempt to remove either the
primer or the charge.
If the fault is not located by the removal of the tamping material to within 1 foot of the charge, place a new
electric primer and 2 pounds of explosive at this point.
Disconnect the blasting cap wires of
the original primer from the circuit.
Connect the wires of the new primer
in their place.
Replace the tamping material.
Initiate detonation. Detonation of the
new primer will fire the original
charge.
Note. In scme eases it may be more
desirable
or expedient
to drill a new hole
within
a foot of the old one at tbe same
deotb to avoid accidental
detonation
of the
old charge and then place and prime a new
O-pound charge.

62.

Premature Detonation by Induced
Currents and Lightning

a. Induced Czlrreats. The premature detonation of electric blasting caps by induced radio
frequency (RF) current is possible. Table VII,
showing the minimum safe distance ~ersua
transmitter power, indicates the distance beyond which it is safe to conduct electrical blast

ing even under the most adverse conditions.
Mobile type transmitters are prohibited within
166 feet of any electric blasting caps or electrical blasting system. If blasting distances are
less than those shown in table VII, the only safe
procedure is to use a nonelectric system. which
cannot be prematurely detonated by RF currents. If, however, the use of the electric system is necessary, follow precautions given in
AR 38663.
Tabk

VII.

Minimwn Safe

Didame. fm RF

Trammiltis
PLxdtr.r,Mittc”
lhlumitter povcr ,w.tls,
6-25
25-50
60-100
10&260
210-600
600-1.000
l.OOO-2,600
2,600-6,000
s,OOO-10.000
10,000-26,000
25,000-50,000
60,000-100,000

%C”“$
,fL,

-

100
150
220
360
450
650
1000
1600
2200
3600
6000
7000

b. Lightning.
Lightning is a hazard to both
electric and nonelectric blasting charges.
A
strike or a nearby miss is almost certain to initiate either type of circuit. Lightning strikes,
even at remote locations, may cause extremely
high local earth currents and shock waves that
may initiate electrical firing circuits.
The effects of remote lightning strikes are multiplied
by proximity to conducting elements, such as
those found in buildings, fences, railroads,
bridges, streams, and underground cables or
conduit.
Thus, the only safe procedure is to
suspend all blasting activities during electrical
storms.

Section ill. DETONATING CORD PRIMING
63. Components
a. Of all primers for explosive charges, detonating cord is probably the most versatile and
in many cases the most easily installed.
It is
especially applicable for underwater and underground blasting, as the blasting cap of the ini*co 1111*

tiating system may remain above the water or
ground.
b. The detonating cord primer consists, generally, of a length of detonating cord and the
means of detonation which may be an electric
blasting cap initiated by a blasting machine or
71

power source or a nonelectric
blasting
cap initiated by a fuse lighter and a length of time
fuse. The blasting cap of either the electric or
nonelectric
system is attached to the free end
of the detonating
cord by means of a length of
string, wire, or friction tape.
Detonating
cord
primers
are usually tied around the explosive
block; however,
in situations
where a close
contact between the explosive
block and the
target is required, a nonelectric
blasting cap is
crimped on the end of the detonating
cord and
placed in the cap well.
64.

Priming Demolition Blocks

a. Common Method (A, fig. 77)
(1) Lay one end of a I-foot length
A

B

COMMON

ALTERNATE

of deto-

METHOD

NO. I

C. ALTERNATE

NO. 2

/

I

I\

Ftgure

77.

Detonating

cord

The cord must fit snugly against
the
blocks and the loops be pushed close
together.
71

nating
c6rd at an angle across the
explosive
block as shown in A, figure
71.
end three times
(2) Wrap the running
over the end laid at an angle and
around the block, and on the fourth
turn, slip the running
end under the
three wraps parallel
with the other
end and then draw tight.
firing
(3) Attach an electric or nonelectric
system.
b. Alternate Method No. 1 (B, fig. 77).
(1) Tie the detonating
cord around
the
explosive block (on top of the booster,
if present)
with a clove hitch with two
extra turns as shown in B, figure 7’7.

phino

of demolition
(2)

blocks.

Attach an electric
system.

or nonelectric

firing

e. Alternate

Method

No. 2 (C, fig. 77)

(1) Place a loop of detonating cord on the
explosive block as in C, figure 77.
(2) Wrap the detonating cord four times
around the block and finally draw the
running end through the loop.
(3) Pull until tight.
(4) Attach an electric or nonelectric firing
system.
Note. This alternate method is more applieeble

short

to

cord branch

lines

than

to

long

detonating

or primers.

65. Priming Ml Chain Demolition Block
The Ml chain demolition block has detonating
A

ELECTRIC

cord running lengthwise through the individual
blocks. If an additional length of detonating
cord is required, it is connected to the detonating cord of the chain with a clip or square
knot. The additional length of detonating cord
may be initiated by means of an electric blasting cap and firing device or an nonelectric blasting cap, length of time fuse, and a fuse lighter.
If the cord running through the blocks is cut
too closely to the end block to permit such a
connection, the additional length of detonating
cord may be fastened by a clove hitch with two
extra turns near the end of the block over the
booster (fig. 78).

_

----_~--____~__-__~_~___
B

DETONATING

CORD

k
IN!

Figure

SINGLE

78.

Detonating

cord

priming

66. Priming Dynamite

For use chiefly in boreholes, ditching, or removal of stumps, dynamite is primed by lacing
the detonating cord through it. This is done by
punching three or four equally-spaced
holes
through the dynamite cartridge,
running the
detonating cord back and forth through them,

of

Ml

chain

demolition

BLOCK

block.

and securing it with a knot or by lacing
shown in figure 79.

as

67. Priming Plastic Explosive (C3 and C4)
Compositions C3 and C4 when removed from
the package are primed with detonating cord.
as follows :

Figure

79.

D&mating

cord

priming

of dynamite.

a. Take a lo-inch
bight at the end of the
detonating
cord and tie an overhand
knot (fig.
80).
b. Mold the explosive around the knot, leaving at least $4 inch of explosive on all sides and
at least 1 inch on each end.
Note.
Another
method is to cut the block
dinally. then insert the knot, and fasten with
string as shown in figure 80.

68.

Priming Ammonium
Nitromon Charges

longitutape or

Nitrate and

To prime ammonium
nitrate
and nitramon
watering
charges with detonating
cord:
a. Pass the detonating
cord through the tunnel provided on the one side of the can (fig. 81).
b. Tie an overhand
knot on the portion
passed through about 6 inches from the end.
e. Attach an electric or nonelectric
firing system (fig. 81).
d. For dual priming
any firing system may
be used for the additional
charge-a
l-pound
block of TNT-to
insure
detonation
(para
21c).
74

Figure

69.

80.

Detonating
cord
explosive.

priming

of plastic

Priming Special Charges

a. Shaped Charges.
M2A3 and M3 shaped
charges are primed with a length of detonating
cord with a nonelectric
blasting cap crimped on
(fig. 82), and detonated with an electric or nonelectric firing system.
b. Bangalore Torpedo.
A bangalore
torpedo
may be primed by attaching
a length of detonating cord by wrapping
six turns directly over
*co
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85~ Detonating
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A

NONELECTRIC
ATTACH
WITH
FRICTION
OR LENGTH
OF STRING_

BLASTING
B

ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC
BLASTING

Figure

83.

CAP

CAP

Detonating

cord p&kg

the booster (fig. 83) and detonating with an
electric or nonelectric firing system.
c. Pole Charges.
Detonating cord assemblies
are excellent primers for pole charges, as the
detonating cord spans the distance from the
charge to a position where the electric or nonelectric firing system is accessible to the blaster.
The method of priming with a dual electric
primer is shown in figure 64.
70.

Assemblies and Connections

a. Detonating
Assemblies.
(1) Nonelectric. This detonating assembly consists of a length of detonating
cord (approximately 2 feet), a nonelectric blasting cap, a length of time
fuse, and a fuse lighter. The blasting
cap is crimped to the time fuse and
then fastened to the detonating cord
(A, fig. 85). The fuse lighter is then
fastened to the time fuse. The length
of time fuse depends on the time required for the blaster to reach safety
after lighting the fuse.
(2) E&ct+ic. The electric detonating assembly is a length of detonating cord
(approximately 2 feet) with an electric blasting cap attached (B, fig. 86).
of assembly
to system.
(3) Attachment
76

TAPE

of bangalore

torpedo.

The free end of the detonating cord is
fastened to the main line by a clip or
a square knot as shown in figure 85.
(4) Advantages.
Many advantages may
be gained by th euse of these primers
-they
may be made up in advance,
thus saving time at the target, which
is a great advantage when time is a
critical factor; and they permit the
person in charge to attach the initiating system and function it as he desires, giving him complete control of
Also, a detonating
the operation.
cord loop is useful in attaching two or
or more ring mains to a single priming assembly: and a single electric or
nonelectric blasting cap properly fastened to two detonating cord mains by
a string, wire, or piece of cloth will
detonate both (fig 86).
b. Detonating
Cord Connections.
A detonating cord clip (fig. 26) or square knot pulled
tight is used to splice the ends of the detonae
ing cord. At least a Cinch length should be left
free at both sides of the knot (fig. 87). When
fabric is used to cover the detonating cord, the
fabric must not be removed.
The knot should
not be placed in water or in the ground unless
the charge is to be fired immediately.
ADO,*1**

DETONATING

BLASTING CAP
CRIMPED TO
DETONATING
CORD

ELECTRIC
BLASTING

-

TO INITIATOR

c. Branch Line Connections. A branch line
is fastened to a main line by means of a clip
(fig. 26) or a girth hitch with one extra turn
(fig. 88). The angle formed by the branch line
and the cap end of the main line should not be
less than SO”from the direction from which the
blast is coming; at a smaller angle, the branch
line may be blown off the main line without being detonated. At least 6 inches of the running
end of the branch line is left free beyond the
tie.
d. Ring M&L A ring main is made by
bringing the main line back in the form of a
loop and attaching it to itself with a girth hitch
and one extra turn (fig. 89). This, if of suffi-

cient length, will detonate an almost unlimited
number of charges. The ring main makes the
detonation of all charges more positive because
the detonating wave approaches the branch
lines from both directions and the charges will
be detonated even when there is one break in
the ring main. Branch lines coming from a
ring main should be at a 90” angle. Kinks in
lines should be avoided and curves and angles
should be gentle. Any number of branch lines
may be connected to the main line, but a
branch line is never connected at a point where
the main line is spliced. In making detonating
cord branch line connections, avoid crossing
lines. However, if this is necessary, be sure
n

that the detonating cords are at least a foot
apart in places where they cross, or they will

cut each other and possibly
system.

destroy

the firing
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71. Handling Detonating Cord Misfires
a. Failure of Nonelectric Blasting Cap. If
a nonelectric blasting cap initiator attached to
detonating cord fails to function, delay the investigation for at least 30 minutes.
Then cut
the detonating cord main line between the blasting cap and the charge, and fasten a new blaating cap initiator on the detonating cord.

aessmblies

attached

to m&z

tins.

CORD

nating cord leading to a charge detonates but
the charge fails to explode, when above ground,
delay investigation until it is certain that the
charge is not burning; but when below ground,
wait 30 minutes. If the charge is intact, insert
a new primer. If the charge is scattered by the
detonation of the original detonating cord, rcassemble as much of the original charge as
possible, place a new charge if necessary, and
reprime. Make every attempt possible to recover all explosives scattered by misilrc, particularly those used in training exercises.

b. Failure of Electric Blasting Cap. If an
exposed electric blasting cap fastened to detonating cord fails to fire, disconnect the blasting
machine immediately and investigate. Test the
blasting circuit for any breaks or short circuit.
If necessary,
replace the original blasting cap.
c. Failure of Detonating Cord. If detonating cord fails to function at the explosion of an
exposed electric or nonelectric blasting cap, investigate immediately. Attach a new blasting
cap to the detonating cord, taking care to fasten
it properly.
d. Failure of Branch Line. If the detonating cord main line detonates but a branch line
fails, fasten a blasting cap to the branch line
and fire it separately.
e. Failure of Charge to Explode. If the detoSection IV.

w-

\I

EXTRA

HITCH
TURN

I

DUAL FIRING SYSTEMS

72. Reduction of Misfke Risks

a. The use of a dual Aring system greatly
increases the probability of successfu1 firing.
In combat, misfires may cause the loss of
battles; in training, they cause the loss of valuable time and endanger the lives of those that
investigate them. It is necessary to take every
possible precaution to avoid misfires of demolition charges.
b. The failure of firing circuits is most frequently the cause of demolition misfires. Thus
Aoo ,158A

GIRTH

a dual firing system should be used whenever
time and materials are available. It may consist of two electric systems, two nonelectric
systems, or one electric and one nonelectric
system. The systems must be entirely independent of each other and capable of firing the
same charge.
73. Nonelectric Dual Firing System
This consists of two independent nonelectric
systems for firing a single charge or set of
79

Fipure

90.

Nonelectric

charges. If two or more charges are to be fired
simultaneously, two detonating cord ring mains
are laid out, and a branch line from each
charge is tied into each ring main. Figures 90
and 91 show the layouts for nonelectric dual
firing systems.
74.

Electric Dual Firing System

This dual tiring system consists of two independent electric circuits, each with an electric
blasting cap in each charge, so that the firing
of either circuit will detonate all charges.
Thus, each charge must have two electric primers. The correct layout is shown in figure 92.
80

dual firing ~lystem

The firing wires of the two circuits should be
kept separated so that both will not be cut by
a single bullet or a single shell fragment.
The
tiring points also should be at two separate
locations.
75. Combination Dual Firing System
The combination dual firing system requires
an electric and nonelectric firing circuit (fig.
93). Each charge has an electric and nonelectric primer.
Both the electric and nonelectric
circuits must be entirely independent of each
other. The nonelectric system should be fired
first.
AGOVW
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CHAPTER 3
CALCULATION AND PLACEMENT OF CHARGES

Section 1. INTRODUCTION
76. Critical Factors in Demolitions

The critical factors in demolitions are the
type of ex&sive used and the size, Dlacement,
&d tamping of the charge.
Table

VIII.

a. Type of Ezplosive.
Explosives used in
military operations and their application to
demolition projects are shown in table VIII.

Chasoctsristiw

of Ezploaivsa

TNT

Excellent
Main charge, boosta
charge,
cutting
and breaching
charge,
general
and military
use
in forward
areas

Tetrytol

Composition

C 3

Composition

C 4

Ammonium

Nitrate

Military
Ml

Cratering
ing
Quarry
C”tS

Dynamite

40%
Straight
Dynamite
(commercial)
50%

end

and

60%

Gelatin
Dynamite
(commercial)
50%
60%
-

-P

ditch

rock

Land clearing,
cratering
quarrying, and general
use in re*r ax-as

40%
Ammonia
Dynamite
(commercial)

Excellent
Special
blasting

Land clearing,
cratering
quarrying, and general
use in rear areas

Land clearing.
watering
quarrying, and general
use in rear areas

Good (if
Rred
within
hours)

18,000 fps
5,800 mps
19,000 fip.

I
No. 6
commercial
CUP

No. 6
commercial
-P

2,700 mpa
8,900 fpa
3,400 mps
11,000 fpa
3,100 mps
12,000 fpa
2,400 mpa
7,900 fpps
2,700 mps
8,900 fps
4,900 mps
16,000 fps
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Tab& VIII.

Characteristica

of Ezploaives-Continued

I
Excellent

t

Black

Powder

Time

blasting

fure

NIA
I

b. Size of Charge.
The amount of explosive
used in a demolition project is determined by
formula calculation, and by means of a computing tape or tables.
Formulas for computing
specific charges-timber
and steel cutting,
breaching, and so on-are
given in succeeding
sections of this chapter.
In the formulas (for
example, P = D’) , the value of P is the amount
of TNT (in pounds)
required for external
charges.
If other explosives are used, the
value of P must bc substituted according to the
strength of these other explosives in relation to
TNT. The substitution is computed by dividing the P value (TNT) by the relative effectiveneas factor for the explosive to be used. Steel
and timber charges should be computed by
formula when possible.
c. Tamping. The detonation of an explosive
produces pressure in all directions.
If the
charge is not completely sealed in or confined
or of the material surrounding the explosive is
not equally strong on all sides, the explosive
force breaks through the weakest spot and part

u

400 mpa
1,312 fpa

Excellent

Dangerous

0.66

I

of the destructive effect is lost. To retain as
much of this explosive force as possible, material is packed around the charge.
This material is called tamping material or tamping,
and the process, tamping. On the other hand,
an internal charge (one placed in the target to
be destroyed) is confined by packing material in
the borehole on top of the charge as is done in
quarrying and cratering.
This is called stemming. Explosive charges are generally tamped
and stemmed as described below.
d. Charge Placement.

(11 Charges should be placed at the position that will provide maximum effectiveness.

For

cratering,

they

are

placed in boles in the ground; for
breaking or collapsing stone or concrete, they are properly located on the
surface or in boreholes; for cutting
standing timber they may be tied on
the outside or placed in boreholes,
whichever is the more practical.
(21 Charges are fastened to the target by
Aoo 72BA

compound,
friction
wire, adhesive
tape, or string; propped against the
target by means of a wooden or metal
frame made of scrap or other available materials ; or placed in boreholes.
Special accessories are issued for this
the
purpose-adhesive
compound,
rivet-punching
powder-actuated
driver, the earth auger, and pneumatic
tools (para 22-41).
77. Types of Charges
a. Internal Charges. Internal
charges are
charges placed in boreholes in the target.
These are confined by tightly packing sand, wet
clay, or other material (stemming)
into the
opening.
This is tamped and packed against
the explosive to fill the hole all the way to the

surface.
In drill holes. tamping should not begin until the explosive is covered by at least one
foot of stemming.
Light materials are not acceptable, as they are apt to blow out of the
borehole and cause incomplete destruction;
neither are flammable materials
like paper,
sawdust, and sacking, which may ignite.
These charges are
b. External Charges.
placed on the surface of the target.
They are
tamped by covering them with tightly packed
sand, clay, or other dense material.
Tamping
may be in sandbags or loose. For maximum
effectiveness
the thickness
of the tamping
should at least equal the breaching
radius.
Small breaching charges on horizontal surfaces
are sometimes tamped by packing
several
inches of wet clay or mud around them. This
process is called mudcapping.

Section II. TIMBER-CUTTING CHARGES
78. Size and Placement of Charge

For untamped external charges, block explosive (TNT, tetrytol. and Composition C3 and
C4) is adequate, as it is easily tied or fastened
in place and the charge size is calculated by
formula based on its effectiveness in relation to
that of TNT (relative effectiveness factor).
Foi tamped internal
charges in boreholes,
dynamite is generally used, as it is the most
convenient to place bscause of the size of the
cartridge and is powerful enough because it is
confined. It is impractical to attempt to cut
all kinds of timber with charges of a size calculated from a single formula. There is too much
variation in different kinds of timber from
locality to locality.
Accordingly,
test shots
must be made to determine the size of the
charge to cut a specific type of timber.
Formulas for the calculation of these shots are provided for untamped external charges, felling
trees for an abatis, and for tamped internal
charges. They are as follows:

a.

Formula
for
Untamped
External
Charges. For cutting trees, piles, posts, beams,
or other timber members with an untamped external charge, the following formula is used for
the test shot for either round or rectangular
members :

P = pounds of TNT required,
P = least diameter of the timber in inches
or the least dimension of dressed
timber, and
40 = constant
Adjustment for explosives other than TNT will
be made using the relative effectiveness factor
(table VIII) that pertains to the particular explosive being used. The amount of explosive
required to cut a round timber 30 inches in
diameter using an untamped external charge
is determined as follows:

D = 30 inches
p = (3OY
_=
40

22.5 pounds of TNT.

b. Formula for Partially Cutting Trees to
Create an Ob.%!acle or Abatis. When cutting
trees and leaving them attached to the stumps
D=
to create an obstacle, the formula P =50
is used to compute the amount of TNT required
for the test shot. The result of the test shot
35

will determine
the need for increasing
or decreasing the amount of explosive
required
for
subsequent
shots
c. Formula For Tamped Internal Charges.
Tamped internal cutting charges may be calculated by the following
formula:
P=k
P = pounds of explosive
required,
D = diameter
or
least
dimension
dressed timber, in inches, and
250 = constant

of

P = any explosive; relative effectiveness
is not pertinent.
The amount of explosive
required to cht a 15inch diameter
tree,
using
tamped
internal
charges, is determined
as follows:
Noti.

factor

152
P =2x=
Note.

225
250

See rounding

= 0.90 or 1 pound
off rule para

glb(4).

External
d. EztemaZ Charge Placement.
charges are placed as close as possible to the
surface of the timber regardless
of the kind of
cut desired (fig. 94). Frequently
it is desirable
to notch the tree to hold the explosive in place.
If the tree or timber is not round and the direction of fall is of no concern, the explosive
is
placed on the widest face so that the cut will be
through the least thickness.
The tree will fall
toward the side where the explosive
is placed,
unless influenced by lean or wind.
To make the
direction
of fall certain
a “kicker charge,”
a
one-pound
block of ‘TNT, placed about twothirds of the distance up the tree on the opposite
side
has
proved
excellent
(fig.
94).
Charges on rectangular
or square dressed timber are placed as shown in figure 95.
e. Internal
Charge
Placement.
These
charges are placed in boreholds parallel to the
greatest dimension
of cross section and tightly
tamped with moist clay or sand.
If the charge
is too large to be placed in one borehole, bore
two side by side.
On round timber, bore the
two holes at approximately
right angles to each
other, but not to intersect
(fig. 96).
Both bore86

holes are tamped
simultaneously.

and

the

charges

are

fired

79. Abatis
Charges for making fallen-tree
obstacles are
placed the same as those in paragraph
‘78, except that they are placed approximately
5 feet
A00

1258A

above ground level. To mahe the obatacle~
more difficult to remove, they should be mined,
boobytrapped, and covered by fire. To he effective these obstacles ehould be at least 75
meters in depth and the felled trees should extend at a 46” angle toward the enemy.

Figw,,

nb.

Intsmd

tin&w-cutting
charge.

Section III. STEEL-CUTTINGCHARGES
80. Cutting Steel with Explosives
a.

Principles of Detonation.

(1) When a high explosive detonates, the
explosive changes violently from a
solid into compressed gas at extremely
high pressure. The rate of change is
determined among other things by the
type of explosive and the density, confinement, and the dimensions of the
charge. Thus the detonation releases
tremendous pressure in the form of
a shock wave which, although it exists
for only a few micro-seconds at any
given point, may shatter and displace
objects in ita path aa it proceeds from
ita point of origin. This shoch wave
Aoo ISDA

is transmitted directly to any substance in contact with the charge.
other characteristica being equal.
(2) A high explosive charge detonated in
direct contact with a ateel plate produces easily detectable dentructive
etkcta. An indentation or depremion
with an area about the sire of the
contact area of the explosive charge
is made in the surface of the plate
where the charge is exploded. A alab
of metal-a
spaI or 8caKi
tom
from the free surface of the plate directly opposite the explosive charge.
Thin apalled metal is approximately
the shape of the explosive charge, but
n

its area is usually greater than the
contact area of the charge. The steel
is split or fractured under the exploded charge along its entire length, and
finally, a cross fracture is formed
across the end of the charge away
from the point of initiation.
Variations in the dimensions of the charge,
the shape of the steel member under
attack, and the placement of the
charge in relation to the steel member can alter the destructive effects
described.
b. Significance of Charge Dimensions.
(1) The force of an explosion is proportional to the quantity and power of
the explosive, but the destructive effect depends on the contact between
the explosive and the target and on
the manner that the explosive is
directed at the target. For the maximum destructive effect against a steel
target, an explosive charge with a
configuration
and dimensions optimum for the size and shape of the
target must be detonated in intimate
contact with the steel along the desired line of cut. As any air or water
gap between the charge and the steel
greatly reduces the cutting effect,
close contact is essential. An optimum
relation must exist between the area
of the charge in contact with the target and charge thickness in order to
transmit the greatest shock. If any
given weight of explosive, calculated
to cut a given target, is spread too
thinly, there will be insufficient space
for the detonation to attain full velocity before striking the target. The
shock wave will tend to travel more
nearly parallel than normal to the
surface over much of the area: and
the volume of the target will bs excessive for the strength of the shock
wave. On the other extreme, a thick
charge with narrow contact area will
transmit the shock wave over too little
of the target with excessive lateral
loss of energy. Test results have dem-

onstrated conclusively that the optimum ratio of charge width to charge
thickness is about 3 :l for contact steel
cutting charges placed on structural
members 3 inches thick or less. They
have also demonstrated that the point
of charge initiation has no significant
effect on the shattering power of contact charges on steel. Successful explosive cutting of steel bars and
structural steel beams with certain
contact charges, however,
requires
charge initiation at specific points.
These findings are applied in the discussion
on steel-cutting
formulas
given below.
(2) Thus, in the preparation of steel cutting charges, the factors of type, size,
and placement of the explosive are
important for successful operations.
The confinement or tamping of the
charge is rarely practical or possible.
Formulas for the computation of the
size of the charge vary with the types
of steel-structural,
high carbon, and
so forth. Placement, frequently harder to accomplish on steel structures
than on others, is aided by the use of
plastic explosive and the Ml18 special
sheet explosive.
c. Explosive
Used.
Steel cutting charges
are selected because of their cutting effect and
adaptability to placement.
Plastic explosive
(C4) and sheet explosive Ml18 are the most
desirable as they have high detonation velocity
and other characteristics that give them great
cutting power. C4 (hISGAl) can be molded or
cut to fit tightly into the grooves and angles of
the target, particularly structural steel, chains,
and steel cables: but the Ml12 block, also C4,
is more adaptable because of its adhesive compound on one face, which fixes it more securely
on the target. Sheet explosive, because of its
width (3 in.), thickness (rh in.), and adhesive,
is more desirable for some steel targets than
either the MSAl or Ml12 demolition block.
TNT, on the other hand, is adequate, generally
available, and cast into blocks that may be
readily assembled and fixed, but not molded to
the target.

,
81. Size of Chorge Determined by Type
ond Size of Steel
a. Types of Steel.

(1) Structural.

Examples of this are Ibeams, wide-flanged beams, channels,
angle sections, structural tees, and
steel plates used in building or
bridge construction.
These ate the
types of steel usually present in demolition projects. The formula in b(l),
below, is applicable to structural steel.
except for cutting slender structural
bats (2 inches ot less in diameter)
where placement difficulties require
the use of the formula in b(2)(b) below.

This type of steel is
(2) High-carbon.
used in the construction of metalworking dies and tolls. The formula
in b(2) (a), below, is applicable.
(3)Alkq.f.
Gears, shafts, tools, and Plowshares generally ate made of alloy
steel.
Chains and cables also arc
often made from alloy steel; some,
however, are made of a high-carbon
steel. The formula in b(2) (a), below,
applies to high carbon or alloy steel.
(4) NickeLmolybdenum
steel and cant
iron.
Cast iron, being very brittle,
breaks easily, but nickel-molybdenum
steel cannot. be cut by demolition
blocks. The jet from a shaped charge
will penetrate it, but cutting will require multiple charges. Accordingly,
nickel-molybdenum steel should bc cut
by some method other than explosives-acetylene
ot electric cutting
tools, for example.
b. Calmlatim
(I) FO~U&

of Chwges.

for structural
steel. Charges
to cut I-beams, builtup girders, steel
plates, columns, and other structural
steel sections are computed by fonnula as follows:

P=zA

a

P =. pounds of TNT requited,
A = cross-section
area, in square
A00

7uu

inches, of the steel member to ba
cut, and
3
-=
constant
8
(2) Formula for other stesb.
(a) The formula below is recommended
for the computation of cutting
charges for high-carbon or alloy
steel, such as that found in mrchinety.
P = D’
P = pounds of TNT
D = diameter ot thickness in incher
of section to bs cut.
(b) For round steel bats, such as conCrete reinforcing rods, where the
small size makes charge placement
difficult or impossible
and for
chains, cables, strong forgings.
steel rods, machine parta, and highstrength tools of a diameter of 2
inches or less usePzD
P = pounds of TNT
D = diameter in inches of section
to be cut.
Such steel, however, may be cut by
“rule of thumb:”
For round bars up to 1 inch in
diameter, use 1 pound TNT.
For round bats over 1 inch up
to 2 inches in diameter, uss 2
pounds of TNT.
(3) Railroad rail. The siee of railroad
tail is usually expressed in terms of
Rails over 80
weight per yard.
pounds pet yard (mote than 6 inches
in height) may be cut with 1 pound of
TNT. For tails less than 30 pounds
per yard (6 inches or less in height),
l/h pound of TNT is adequate.
rub.
Charges calcu(4) “Romding-off”
lated by formulas should bc “toundedoff” to the next higher unit package
of explosive.
However, when a Hpound charge is required, and only
2?&pound blocks are available. cut the
blocks to proper size if feasible. For
charges other than TNT. apply the

89

“rounding off” rule at completion of
relative effectiveness factor calculalatione.
(5) Problem: cutting steel I-beam. De
termine the amount of TNT required
to cut the &eel I-beam shown in dgure
97. The solution is given in the figure.
(9) Problem: ezplosives other then TNT.
Determine the amount of C4 explosive required to cut the steel I-beam in
figure 97.

P=D
P = POUNDS OF TNT REOUIRED,
AND
0 = DIAMETER
IN INCHES OF STEEL
D = I lNCH
P=,
P= 1 POUND OF TNT,
IF BLOCK
IF NOT, USE TWO BLOCKS,
OF LINK

CHAIN

TO GE CUT

WILL
BRIDGE
ONE ON EACH

LINK;
SIDE

The amount of TNT = 3 E
Aa C4 is 1.34 times 88 effective a8
TNT
219
P (of C4) = 94 = 2.6 pounds
1.34

Figure

Calculation

98.
(8)

USC

of

duwge

to cut steel ohdn.

of the td.4 ifi making cfded5

t&w. Table IX below, shown the correct weight of TNT necessary to cut
&eel sections of various dimensions
(7) Probkm: cutting St& chin.
HOW
much TNT is needed to cut the steel
chain in 5gure 98? The solution ia
given in figure 93. Notice that the
link is to be cut in two placea (one cut
on each side) to cause complete failure. If the explosive ie long enough
to bridge both sidea of the link, or
large enough to fit snugly between the
two ridea, use only one charge; but if
it ie not. uee two separately-primed
charges.

calculated from the formula P=
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

5

A. In using this table:
Measure eeparately the rectangular
eections of members.
Find the corresponding charge for
each s&ion by using the table.
Total the chargee for the eectiona
Use the next larger given dimension if dimensions of eectione do
not appear in the table.
Cauth:
Never use leu than the edcu1ak.d mnount.

T.,bb

IX.

Pound,

Of

TNT

erDla.i”c

Needed

*

for -l.2t4”aul.,
lici.ht

*

s

0.2 0.3
0.3 0.5
0.4 0.6
0.5 0.1
0.6 0.9
0.7 1.0
JO.8J_l.2

e. Problem.

I

h

0.4
0.6
0.6
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.5

0.5
0.7
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.1
1.9

I

0.6
0.9
1.2
1.4
1.7
2.0
2.3

to Cut

Of

Steel

,ted

Ssctimw

9f.ztirns

Dive” dhl.n.ion.

section in L”Ch”

1

8

0

IO

0.7
1.1
1.4
1.7
2.0
2.4
2.7

0.3
1.2
1.5
1.9
2.3
2.7
3.0

0.9
1.3
1.1
2.2
2.6
3.0
3.4

1.0
1.4
1.9
2.4
2.3
3.3
3.3

I*

I4

16

I*

1.2
1.7
2.3
2.9
3.4
4.0
4.5

1.3
2.0
2.7
3.3
4.0
4.6
5.3

1.6
2.3
3.0
3.6
4.5
5.3
6.0

1.7
2.6
3.4
4.3
5.1
6.0
6.6

I,

1.1
1.6
2.1
2.1
3.1
3.1
4.2

m
22
1.9 2.1
2.3 3.1
3.6 4.2
4.1 5.2
5.7 6.3
6.6 I.3
'7.5 3.3

11

2.3
3.4
4.5
5.1
6.3
7.9
9.0

The problem in figure 9’7 may be solved as follows:

Charge for flanges:
width = 5 inches
thickness = $4 inch
Charge from table =
1.0 pounds

Charge for web:
height = 11 inches
thickness = s/a inch
Charge from table =
1.6 pounds

Total charge:

2 flanges = 2 x 1.0 = 2.0 pounds
web = 1 x 1.6 Y 1.6 pounds
Use 4 pounds of TNT.
3.6 pounds
82.

Charge

Placement

a. Steel Section.
The size and type of a
steel section determine the placement of the
explosive charge. Some elongated sections may
be cut by placing the explosive on one side of
the section completely along the proposed line
of rupture. In some steel trusses in which the
individual members are fabricated from two or
more primary sections, such as angle irons or
bars separated by spacer washers or gusset
plates, the charge has to be cut with the oppos:
ing portions of the charge slightly offset to produce a shearing action (para 83d(4). Heavier
H-beams, wide flange beams, and columns may
also require auxiliary charges placed on the
outside of the flanges. Care must be taken to
insure that opposing charges are never directly
opposite each other, otherwise they tend to
neutralize the explosive effect.
b. Rods, Chains, and Cables.
Block explosive, often difficult to emplace, is not recommended for cutting steel rods, chains, and
cables if plastic explosive is available.
AM 1ZOI)A

e. Steel Members and Railroad Rails. Charge
placement for cutting these is found in figures
99 and 140.
Built-up members
d. Built-up
Members.
frequently
have an irregular shape, which
makes it difficult to obtain a close contact between the explosive charge and all of the surIf it is impractical to distribute the
face.
charge properly to obtain close contact, the
amount of explosive should be increased.
e. Irregular Steel Shapes.
Composition C4
(M2Al block) is a good explosive for cutting
irregular steel shapes because it is easily molded or pressed into place to give maximum contact.
A light coating of adhesive compound
applied to the steel surface will help hold the
explosive on the target. The Ml12 block, also
C4, has an adhesive coating on one side and the
Ml18 sheet explosive has a similar coating,
which makes placement easier (para 80~).

f.

Securing

Ezplosives

in

Place.

All ex91

CHARGE
ON ONE
I -BEAM

CHARGE

SPLIT

PLACED

ON

AND

TWO

SIDES

IN PLACE
SIDE OF

PLASTIC
MOLDED

plosives except moldable or adhesive types must
be tied, taped, or wedged in place unless they
rest on horizontal surfaces and are not in
danger of being jarred out of place.
g. Precazltimw. In cutting steel, the charge
should be placed on the same side as the firing
party, as explosive charges throw steel fragments (missiles) long distance at high velocities.
83.

Special

Steel Cutting

Techniques

a. Use of Special
Techniques.
Three types
of steel cutting charges are available for use,
the saddle charge, diamond charge, and ribbon
charge.
They are prepared in advance for
transportation to the site by wrapping them in
aluminum foil or heavy paper. Not more than
one thickness of the wrapper should be between
the explosive and the target.
b. Saddle Charge.
This charge is used on
solid cylindrical mild steel targets up to 8
inches in diameter.
Detonation is initiated at
the apex of the long axis (fig. 100).
(1) Size of charge.
92

EXPLOSIVE
ON I-BEAM

(a) Thickness

of charge = l/3 of the
thickness of MSAl block of plastic
explosive (2/3 inch) for targets up
to 19 inches in circumference
(6
inches in diameter) ; and r/s the
thickness of M5Al block of plastic
explosive (1 inch) for targets from
19 to 25 inches in circumference
(over 6 to 8 inches in diameter).
(b) Base of charge = ‘/z circumference
of target.
(cl Long axis of charge = circumference of target.
(2) Ezampk~.
Determine the dimensions
of a charge for cutting a shaft 18
inches in circumference
(may be
measured by a length of string).
(a) Thickness = l/3 thickness of MSAl
block of plastic explosive
(2/3
inch).
(b) Base = q! x 18 = 9 inches
(c) Long axis = 18 inches.
Charge is 9 inches at base, 18 inches at
long axis, and 2/3 inch thick.

(a) Long axis = 15 inches.
(5) Short axis = ‘/z x 15 = 7% inches.
(c) Thickness = l/3 the thickness of
MSAl block of plastic explosive or
2/3 inch. Charge is 15 inches at
long axis, V/6 at short axis, and 2/3
inch thick.

Figure

100.

Saddle

charge.

Note. Steel alloy and mild steel target8
over 25 inches in circumference
(over 8
inches in diameter)
require
the diamond
charge (c below).

The long axis of the
Placement.
saddle should be parallel with the long
axis of the target. Detonation of the
charge is by the placement of a military electric or nonelectric blasting
cap at the apex of the long axis.

(3)

c. Diamond Charge.
This is used on high
carbon steel or steel alloy targets (ilg. 101). It
is shaped like a diamond.
(1)

Size.of charge. The size of the charge
depends on the dimensions of the target.

(a)

Long axis of charge = circumference of the target.

(b) Short axis of charge = t,$ the circumference
(c)

AGO
12.w*

of the target.

Thickness
of
charge = l/3
the
thickness of M5Al block of plastic
explosive (2/3 inch).

-

Figure

101.

Diamond

chargs.

(3) Placement.
Wrap the explosive completely around the target so that the
ends of the long axis touch. Detonate
the charges simultaneously from both
short axis ends. This may be done
by priming with two pieces of detonating cord of the some length with
nonelectric blasting caps crimped to
the ends, or two electric blasting caps
connected in series.
d. Ribbon Charge. This charge, if properly
calculated and placed, cuts steel with considerably less explosive than standard charges. It is
effective on noncircular steel targets up to 2
inches thick (fig. 102).
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WIDTH OF
;H$$XS=

THICKNESS
THICKNESS

THICKNESS
OF CHARGE---,

7

LENGTH

Figure 10%

steel member will bs ruptured at approximately the linear axis of the rib-

OF CHARGE = 3/4
OF TARGET

OF TARGET

Ribbon chwgs.

(1) Calczllation. The effectiveness of the
blast depends on the width and thickNed of the explosive.
(a) Thickness of charge = 8/a thickness
of the target.
(b) Width of charge = 3 x the thickness of the charge.
(c) Length of charge = length of the
cut.
Nets. Charge should never be less than
%-inch thick.

(2) Ezample.
Determine the thickness
and width of a ribbon charge for cutting a steel plate 1 inch thick.
(a) Thickness = J/ thickness of target
1 x yb = x inch.
(b) Width = 3 x thickness of the charge
3 x a/ = 2j/, inches. Charge is
s/&inches thick and 2j4 inches wide.
(3) Detonation.
The ribbon charge is
detonated from one end only. It may
be necessary
where the calculated
thickness is small to “build up” the
detonating end with extra explosive.
Either the electric or nonelectric cap is
satisfactory.
The charge should extend slightly over the target at each
end to insure a complete cut.
The

bon.

(4)

Use

on 8truetu7bCI steel sections.

The

ribbon charge (computed by formula
given in (2)) above) has a proven ap
plication to cutting structural
stesl
sections (fig. 103). On wide-flanged
beams of less than 2 inches of steel
thickness, a C-shaped charge is placed
on one side to cut the web and half
of the top and bottom flanges.
The
other sides of these flanges are cut by
two offset ribbon charges, placed so
that one edge is opposite the center of
the C-shaped charge as shown in A,
figure 103. For beams with steel

thickness of 2 inches and over, the offset charges are placed opposite an
edge of the C-shaped charge ae shown
in B, figure 103.
For optimum resulta, the chargea muat be primed with
three equal lengths of detonating cord
with blasting

cap4 attached

and placed

in the charges as in C, figure 103 to
provide simultaneous detonation. The
three charged are initiated by an elecSection IV.

84. Size

tric or nonelectric

system.

in possible that on heavilyloaded beams the C-shaped ribbon char4s
placed on one aide (fig. 103) will be adepuate. The uncut sidea of the flanges mw
fail without the use of offset charges because of the weight. This technique,however, must be uned with dkretion
to
eliminate
possibility
of failure.

Note. It

PRESSURECHARGES

ef Charge

The pressure charge is used primarily for the
demolition of simple apan reinforced concrete
T-beam bridges and cantilever bridges.
a. Formula for Tamped Pressure Charges.
The amountof TNT required for a tamped
pressure charge is calculated hy the formula
below. If explosive other than TNT is used, the
calculated value muat be adjusted.
P=SHyT
P = pounds of TNT required for each
beam (stringer).
Ii = height of beam (including thickness
of roadway) in feet
,T = thickness of beam in feet
However, the values of H and T, if not whole
numbers should have the fraction expresse.d
in ‘/c-foot increments by rounding off to the
next higher Yb-foot dimension. H and T are
never considered less than 1 foot.
b. Formula for Vntamped Pressure Ckurgea.
The value calculated for P by the above formula ia increased by one-third if the pressure
charge is not tamped to a minimum of 10
inches
c. Problem: Pressure Charges. Determine
the amount of TNT required to destroy the
bridge span shown in tlgure 104. The solution
to thii problem is found in the figure. Notice
that the quantity of explosive given by the
formula refers to the charge for each beam.
Thus four of these (l-pound chargea should be
placed as ahown in the figure.

d. Use of Table in Making Calcuhtiund.
Table X, gives the various weights of TNT I+
quired to provide suitable tamped pressure
charges. The weights of TNT in the table were
calculated from the formula
P = 2H*T and the
values were rounded off to the next highest
pound.
To use the table proceed as follows:
(1) Select the appropriate value in the
“Height of beam” column.
(2) Read the weight of the TNT from the
column corresponding to the thickness
of the beam.
e. Ezanple.
The height of the beam in the
problem in figure 104 is 34 inches and the
thickness is 17 inches. In table X (S-inch
height and M-inch thickness columns), the
weighht of TNT for the tamped pressure charge
is indicated as 41 pounds.
For untamp+-d
charges the weighht values given in the table
are increased by one-third.
85. Chaqa Placement and Tamping
a. Placement. The correct amount of explosive is placed on the roadway over the tenterline of each atringer (fig. 104) and alined
midway between the ends of the span. If a
curb or aide rail prevents placing the charge
directly above the outside &ringer, it ia placed
against the curb or aide rail. This does not
require an increase in the size of the explosive
charge.
b. Tamping.
Pressure charges should be
tamped whenever possible. Effective tamping
requires a minimum of 10 inches of material.
All charges are primed to fire simultaneously.

IO IN

TAMPING

WIN)

CHARGES PLACED

CHARGE

CALCULATION

P.3H2T
Ii=3
T= 1.5
USE 41 POUNDS OF TNT
ADD 113 MORE

EXPLOSIVE

FOR EACH CHARGE
FOR UNTAMPED

Table X.

TNT

CHARGES

Required

Pounds of explosive for each beam (tamped char&)

for Tamped Pressure

Charges

* (TNT)

,-t2.,

,,21”.,
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
S
4
4
4
4
5

(12 in.)
% (15 in.)
% (18 in.)
U (21 in.)
(24 in.)
?4 (27 in.)
% (a0 in.)
31 (33 in.)
(86 in.)
?4 (SO in.)
4 (42 in.)
Y (45 in.)
(48 in.)
?4 (61 in.)
% (54 in.)
% (57 in.)
(66 in.)

3
5
7
10
12
16
19
2.3
27
32
37
43
48
65
61
68
75

6
0
12
16
19
24
29
34
40
46
63
60
68
76
85
94

11
14
18
23
20
34
41
48
66
64
12
82
92
102
113
-

16
21
27
3s
40
48
56
65
74
04
96
107
110
182

24
31
96
46
64
64
73
,86
06
160
122
186
160

a6
43
61
61
12
83
96
108
122
137
159
169

47
61
68
80
92
106
120
186
162
170
188
--

63
76
88
101
116
132
149
167
187
207

_____
81
95
111
127
144
168
168
263
225

SECTION

86. Critical

V.

BREACHING

and Computation

Breaching charges are applied chiefly to the
destruction of concrete slab bridges, bridge
piers, bridge abutments, and permanent field
fortifications.
The size, placement, and tamping or confinement of the breaching chargs are
critical factors - the size and confinement of
the explosive being relatively more important
because of strength and bulk of the materials
to be breached. High explosive
breaching
charges, detonated in or against concrete and
rock, must produce a shock so intense that it
breaks or shatters the material. The metal reinforcing bars often found in concrete are not
always cut by breaching charges. . If it is
necessary to remove the reinforcement, the steel
cutting formula (para (b) 81b (2) (b)) is used.
a. Cal&o&n
Fwmda. The size of a charge
required to breach concrete, masonry, rock, or
Tab& XI.
Volus of K (Material

CHARGES

similar material is calculated by the formula
below. By proper adjustment of the P-value,
the charge size for any other explosive may be
readily determined.
P
P
R
K

=
=
=
=

C = a tamping factor, given in figure 105
which depends on the location and
tamping of the charge (d below)
Note. For breaching
walls 1 foot thick or less, increase the total calculated
charge by 50 percent.
Add
10 percent far charges
under 50 pounds.

b. Breaching Radius R. The breaching radius
for Breaching Chargsa

Factor)

Ydelid
Ordinary

RJKC
pounds of TNT required
breaching radius, in feet (lo below)
material factor, given in table XI,
which reflects the strength and
hardness of the material to be demolished (c below)

I
1

earth

BrcnehinB radius
All

values

I

Poor -my.

abale and bardpan;

Good masonry,

Dense concrete,

Reinforced

ordinary

first-class

concrete

WALL OR
ABUTMENT

concrete,

good timber

and earth

construction

masonry

(concrete

only;

will not cut steel reinforcing)

UNTAMPED

I

All values
Less than 3 feet
3 feet to less than 6 feet
5 feet to less than 1 feet
1 feet or nwre

rock

TAMPED OR
ED

K

1 0.05
0.23

I

0.35
.28
.25
.23

Leas than 3 feet
3 feet to less than 5 feet
5 feet to less than 1 feet
1 feet or more

0.45
.38
.33
.28

Less than 8 feet
3 feet to less than 5 feet
5 feet to less than 7 feet
1 feet or more

0.10
.55
.50
.43

PLACED IN
CENTER OF

R is the distance in feet from rm explosive in

the thickness of the mass to be breached.

which all material is displaced or destroyed.
The breaching radius for external charges is

breaching radius for internal charges is onehalf the thickness of the mass to bs breached if

3

41

67

38

21

3x
1

59
**

107

55

33

m

6

3

6

3%

7
*

Notes:

1.
2.
3.

10% has been added to the table
for charges
less than 50 lbs.
For best results
place
charge in shape of a square.
For thickness
of concrete
of 4 ft or less use charge
thickness
of 2 in (one block
thick);
over 4 ft thick,
use charge
thickness
of 4 in (one haversack
of tetrytol
or plastic
(M5Al)).

To use
1.
2.

3.

table:

Measure thickness
of concrete.
Decide how you will
place
the charge against
the concrete.
Compare your method of placement
with the diagrams
at the top
of the page.
If there is any question
as to which column to use,
always use the column that will
give you the greater
amxmt
of TNT.
For calculating
explosives
other
than TNT, use relative
effectiveness
factor
(Table VIII).
Figure

106.

Brsoching

charge

cuhlationa.

The

the charge is placed midway into the mass.
If
holes are drilled less than halfway
into the
mass, the breaching
radius becomes the longer
distance from end of the hole to the outside of
the mass. For example, if a I-foot wall is to be
breached by an internal
charge placed 1 foot
into the mass, the breaching
radius is 3 feet.
If it is to be breached by a centered internal
charge, the breaching
radius is 2 feet.
The
breaching radius is 4 feet if an external charge
is used. Values of R are rounded off to the next
highest i/rz-foot.
c. Material Factor K. K is the factor that reflects the strength and hardness of the material
to be breached.
Table XI gives values for the
factor K for various types of material.
When it
is not known whether or not concrete is reinforced, it is assumed to be reinforced.
d. Tamping Factor C. The value of tamping
factor C depends on the location and the tamping of the charge.
Figure
105 shows typical
methods for placing charges and gives values of
C to be used in the breaching
formula
with
both tamped
and untamped
charges.
In selecting a value of C from figure 105, a charge
tamped with a solid material
such as sand or
earth is not considered fully tamped unless it is
covered to a depth equal to the breaching
radius.
e. Use of Figure in Making Calculations. Figure 106 gives the weight of TNT required
to
breach reinforced
and dense concrete targets.
The weights of TNT in the table were calculated
from the formula
P = R’KC and the values
were rounded off to the next highest pound.
f. Ezample.
Using figure 106, calculate the
amount of TNT required to fireach a reinforced
concrete wall 7 feet in thickness
with an untamped charge placed at a distance
R above
the ground.
From the figure (7 foot thickness
and untamped
charges placed at a distance R
above the ground columns) the required weight
of TNT is 340 pounds.

Section VI.

Placement and Number of Charges

a. Positions.
In the demolition
of piers and
walls, the positions
for the placement
of explosive charges are rather
limited.
Unless a
demolition
chamber is available, the charge (or
charges)
may be placed against one face of the
target either at ground level, somewhat
above
ground level, or beneath the surface. A charge
placed above ground level is more effective than
one placed directly on the ground.
When several charges are required to destroy a pier, slab,
or wall and elevated charges are desired, they
are distributed
equally at no less than 1 breaching radius high from the base of the object to
be demolished.
In this manner, the best use is
obtained
from the shock waves of the blast.
All charges are thoroughly
tamped with damp
soil or filled sandbags
if time permits.
(Tamping must equal the breaching radius.) For piers,
slabs, or walls partially
submerged
in water,
charges
are placed below the waterline.
If
underwater
demolition
is essential, the tamping
factor for the placement of tamped charges with
earth is used.
b. Number
of Charges.
The number
of
charges
required
for demolishing
a pier, slab,
or wall is determined
by the formula:
N=$
N=
number of charges
W z
width of pier, slab, or wall, in feet
R =
breaching
radius in feet (para 36b)
If the calculated value of N has a fraction
less
than ih, the fraction
is disregarded,
but if the
calculated
value of N has a fraction
of i/s or
more, the value is “rounded
off” to the next
higher
whole number.
An exception
to this
general rule is in calculated
N-value between
1 and 2, in which a fraction less than $” is disregarded,
but a fraction
of IA or more is
rounded off to the next higher whole number,
or 2.

CRATERING AND DITCHING CHARGES

88. Critical Factors
a. Ezplosive.
A special cratering
charge,
ammonium nitrate, issued in a waterproof
metal
container,
is used.
When the ammonium
niAGO1ZIBA

87.

trate charge is not available,
may be substituted.

other

explosives

b. Size and Placement of Charge.
(1) Basic factors. In deliberate cratering,
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holes are bored to specific depths and
spaced according
to computation
by
formula.
Deliberate
craters
are a
minimum
of 8 feet deep.
In hasty
cratering,
holes are more shallow, contain less explosive, and are spaced on
&foot centers.
The crater depth is
1W times the depth of the borehole.
In ditching,
test shots are made and
the diameter
and depth are increased
as required.
The size of the cratering
charge is determined
as described
in
paragraphs
89 and 90.

be breached

of roads
so that

be made by use of the
by the
an M2A3
8) deto30 inches
of soil
a borehole deep enough
to
a cratering
charge
(table
XII).
But since these shaped-charge
boreholes are usually tapered in
be enlarged by means
of a posthole digger,
or other

is
be dug
is done

by exploding
on the
charge of
inches of

A l-pound
is used

e. Confinement of Charge. Charges at cratering sites and antitank
ditching sites are placed
in boreholes
and properly
stemmed.
Those at
culvert sites are tamped with sandbags.

2
It
as thick as

the
Table XII.

in bore(A
a smallthe paveConcrete

shaped
diameter
borehole through
ment and into the subgrade).
should not be
at

(2)

breached

by charges
or blasted

of Boreholes Made bu Shaped Charge8

Size

MI

Maximum

wall

thickness

that can be perforated

__(

shnmi

char..

60 in

MZAJ

.hWed

ehrRe

36 in
30 in
3% in

hole

Average

(in)

.~~_~~~~~~~~____~~_____~___

Minimum
Depth

of hole with

Perforation
Average
Depth

---I
11

_.

second

3% in

2% in

_. ~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~____~~__

2 in

2 in

charge

94 in

placed

over Rrst hole

._._______.~~~.____.~~~~~~...____~.

diameter

of hole

of hole with

50-i”

At least

_~~~~~~..__...2?4

._~~...
standoff

~~...._~~

~~______~

45 in
20 in

in

12 in
l’h

in

72 in

NIA
12 in

Depth

with

30-in

standoff

~~_______.__.__.______~--

N/A

Depth

with

42-in

standoff

_______~_~__~._..._.~____

N/A

60 in

NIA

6 in to 1% in

Permafrost

12

Diameter

of hole with

average

(30.in)

Diameter

of hole with

50-i” standoff

Diameter

of hole with

normal

Depth

with

Diameter

average
with

(42-i”)

average

standoff

~~______________

standoff
standoff

(42-in)

.._

~~__________~..
_______~~_..___

standoff

__._._..__~~

9 in to 5 in

N/A

l26-30

2630

in to 7 in

12 ft.

1 ft

6 in

3% in

in to 4 in

89. Deliberate Road Crater
A deliberate road crater may be made in all
materials except loose sand, regardless of the
type of road surface.
The method shown in figore 10’7 produces a clean V-shaped crater a
minimum of 8 feet deep and 26 feet wide extending about 8 feet beyond each end charge.
The method of placing charges is as follows :
a. Bore the holes 5 feet apart, center-tocenter, in line icross the roadway.
The end

Figure

107.

Charge

ploccment

b. Place 80 pounds of explosive in the ‘I-foot
holes and 40 pounds of explosive in the &foot
holes. Two bfoot holes must not be made next
to each other. If they are so calculated, one of
them must be a ‘I-foot hole. The resulting two
adjacent ‘I-foot holes may be placed anywhere
along the line.
c. Prime all charges and connect.them to fire
simultaneously.
A dual firing system should be
used.
d. Place a l-pound primer in each hole on top
of the can for dual priming, if the standard
cratering charge is used.
e. Stem all boreholes with suitable material.
90. Hasty Road Crater
Although a hasty road crater takes less time
and less explosive for construction than a deliberate road crater, it is less effective because

holes are 7 feet deep and the others are alternately 5 feet and 7 feet deep. The formula for
the computation of the number of holes is:
N=&$+l
L = length of crater in feet measured
across roadway
Any fractional number of holes is rounded off
to the next highest number.
If a hole is too
small to accept the cratering charge, enlarge it
by use of the detonating cord wick (para 98a).

for

deliberate

road

crater.

of its depth and shape. It does, however, make
an excellent barrier for vehicles and small tanks
(fig. 108). The method described below forms
a crater about llAr, times deeper and 5 times
wider than the depth of the boreholes and extends about 8 feet beyond each end charge. The
sides have a slope of 30’ to 60’ depending on the
soil. Craters formed by boreholes less than 4
feet deep and loaded with charges less than 40
pounds are ineffective against tanks. The following hasty cratering method has proved satisfactory :
a. Dig all boreholes to the same depth. This
may vary from 21/z to 5 feet, depending upon
the size of the crater needed. Space the holes 6
feet apart center-to-center
across the road.
b. Load the boreholes with 10 pounds of explosive per foot of depth.
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Figure

108.

Charge

placemsnt

e. Prime the charges as for deliberate cratering.
d. Stem all holes with suitable material.
91. Special Crate&g
Methods
a. Relieved Face Cratering Method.
This
demolition technique produces a trapezoidalshaped crater with unequal side slopes. The
side nearest the enemy slopes at about 29 from
the road surface to the bottom while that on the
opposite or friendly side is about 30’ to 40
steeper. The exact shape, however, depends on
the type of soil found in the area of operations.
In compact soil, such as clay, the relieved face
cratering
method will provide an obstacle
shaped as shown in 1, figure 109. The procedure is as follows:
(1) Drill two rows of boreholes 8 feet
apart, spacing the boreholes on ‘I-foot
centers. On any road, the row on the
friendly side will contain four boreholes. Stagger the boreholes in the
row on the enemy side in relationship
to the other row, as shown in 2, figure
109. This row will usually contain
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for ho&v

road

crater.

three boreholes or always one less than
the other row (2, fig. 109).
(2) Make the boreholes on the friendly
side 5 feet deep and load with 40
pounds of explosive, and those on the
enemy side 4 feet deep and load with
30 pounds of explosive.
(3) Prime the charges in each row separately for simultaneous
detonation.
There should be a delay of detonation
of I/? to 1 l/Z seconds between rows, the
row on the enemy side being detonated
first. Best results will be obtained if
the charges on the friendly side are
fired while the earth moved in the first
row is still in the air. Standard delay
caps may be used for delay detonation.
(4) Acceptable results may be obtained by
firing both rows simultaneously,
if
adequate means and sufficient time for
delay firing are not available.
Note. While the procedure in (I), above,
specifies four bareholes on the friendly side
and three boreholes on the enemy side, more
boreholes
may be made if needed to crater
AGO ,25**

branch lines of the row on the friendly
aide (detonated Ia&) should k Pm&ted by
a covering of 63to g inches of earth.
and

8 FT-.

7

I. RELIEVED

FACE

CRATERING

CHARGE

ENEMY

J&o

!

O--j-INSTANT~EOVS

DELAY

”

2. GDREHDLE

PATTERN

wider mads or to make larger craters. They
should be located and staggered, however,
in tbe same manner as states in (1) above.
To Prevent misfires from the shock and blast
of the row of charges on the enemy side
(detonated first), the detonating cord mains

0

0

0

0

I
450
ANGLE

1

b. Angled
Cratering Method.
This method
is useful against tanks traveling in defiles or
road cuts where they must approach the crater
straightaway.
A line of boreholes is blasted or
drilled across a roadway at about a 46 angle,
and charged as in figure 110. Because of the
unevennass of the side slopes, tanks attempting
to traverse an angled crater are usually halted
effectively.
c. Stan&f
Distance.
The standoff distance
for making the boreholes on unpaved roads
with M2AS shaped charges should be 20 to 30
inches. For paved roads, the standoff distance
should bs about 36 inches. As the standoff disstance is decreased, the depth of the open hole
is decreased while the diameter is increased
In any case, test hole should be made to ascertain the optimum standoff distance.
d. Blasting Permafrost.
(1) Number of boreholes and size of
charge.
In permafrost, blasting raquires about 11/s to 2 times the number of boreholes and larger charges
than those calculated by standard
formulas
for
moderate
climates.
Frozen soil, when blasted, breaks into
large clods 12 to 18 inches thick and
6 to 8 feet in diameter. As the charge
has insufficient force to blow these
clods clear of the hole, they fall back
into it when the blast subsides. Tests
to determine the number of boreholes
needed should be made before extensive blasting is attempted. In some
cases, permafrost may be as difficult to
blast as solid rock.
(2) Methods of making boreholes. Boreholes are made by three methodsstandard drilling equipment, steam
point drilling equipment, and shaped
charges. Standard drill equipment has
one serious defect-the air holes in the
drill bits freeze and there is no known
method of avoiding it. Steam point
drilling is satisfactory in sand, silt, or
clay, but not in gravel. Charges must
placed immediately upon withdrawal
of the steam point, otherwise the area
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around the hole thaws and plugs it.
Shaped charges also are satisfactory
for producing boreholes, especially for
cratering.
Table XII shows the size
of boreholes in permafrost and ice
made by M3 and M2A3 shaped
charges.
(3) Ezpbsives.
A low velocity explosive
like ammonium nitrate, satisfactory
for use in arctic temperatures, should
be used, if available.
The heaving
quality of low velocity explosives will
aid in clearing the hole of large
boulders.
If only high velocity explosives are available, charges should
be tamped with water and permitted
to freeze.
Unless high velocity explosives are thoroughly tamped, they
tend to blow out of the borehole.
e. Blasting
(1)

Ice.
Access holes.

These are required for
water supply and determining
the
thickness of ice for the computation of
safe bearing pressures for aircraft
and vehicles.
As ice carries much
winter traffic, its bearing capacity
must be ascertained rapidly when forward movements are required. Small
diameter access holes are made by
shaped charges. On solid lake ice, the
M2A3 penetrates 7 feet and the M3,
12 feet (table XII).
These charges
will penetrate farther but the penetration distances were tested only in
ice approximately 12 feet thick. If the
regular standoff is used, a large crater
forms at the top, which makes considerable probing necessary to find the
borehole.
If a standoff of 42 inches
or more is used with the M2A3 shaped
charge. a clean hole without a top
crater is formed.
Holes made by the
M2A3 average 3%~ inches in diameter,
while those made by the M3 average
6 inches.

(2) Ice conditions.
In the late winter
after the ice has aged, it grows weaker
and changes color from-blue to white.
Although the structure of ice varies
and its strength depends on age, air
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temperature, and conditions of the
original formation, the same size and
type of crater is formed regardless of
the standoff distance. If the lake or
river is not frozen to the bottom and
there is a foot or more of water under
the ice, the water will rise to within
6 inches of the top after the hole is
blown, carrying shattered ice particles
with it. This makes the hole easy to
clean.
If the lake is frozen to the
bottom, the blown hole will fill with
shattered ice and clearing will be extremely difficult. Under some conditions, shaped charges may penetrate
to a depth much less than that indicated in table XII.
(3) .%rface charges. Surface craters may
be. made with ammonium
nitrate
cratering charges or TNT, Ml, M2, or
M3 demolition blocks.
For the best
effects, the charges are placed on the
surface of cleared ice and tamped on
top with snow. The tendency of ice
to shatter more readily than soil
should be considered when charges are
computed.
(4) Underwater charges.
(a) Charges are placed underwater by
first making boreholes in the ice
with shaped charges,
and then
placing the charge below the ice. An
SO-pound charge of M3 demolition
blocks under ice 455 feet thick forms
a crater 40 feet in diameter.
This
crater, however, is filled with floating ice particles, and at temperatures around 20’F freezes over in
40 minutes.
(b)

A vehicle obstacle may be cratered
in ice by sinking boreholes 9 feet
apart in staggered rows. Charges
(tetrytol or plastic) are suspended
about 2 feet below the bottom of the
ice by means of cords with sticks
bridging the tops of the holes. The
size of the charge depends upon the
thickness of the ice. Only two or
three charges are primed, usually
one at each end and one at the midAGO1268A

dle. The others will detonate sympathetically.
An obstacle like this
may retard or halt enemy vehicles
for approximately 24 hours at temperatures around -24” F.
92. Cratering at Culverts
A charge detonated to destroy a culvert not
more than 15 feet deep may, at the same time,
produce an effective road crater. ‘Explosive
charges should be primed for simultaneous
firing and thoroughly tamped with sandbags.
Culverts with 5 feet or less of fill may be destroyed by explosive charges placed in the same
manner as in hasty road cratering
(para 90).
Concentrated charges equal to 10 pounds per
foot of depth are placed in boreholes at 5-foot
intervals in the fill above and alongside the
culvert.
93. Antitank Ditch Cratering
a. Construction.
In open country, antitank
ditches are constructed to strengthen prepared
defensive positions. As they are costly in time
and effort, much is gained if the excavation can
be made by means of cratering charges.
To be
effective, an antitank ditch must be wide enough
and deep enough to stop an enemy tank. It may
be improved by placing a log hurdle on the
enemy side and the spoil on the friendly side.
Ditches are improved by digging the face on the
friendly side nearly vertical by means of handtools.
b. Deliberate Crate&g
Method.
The deliberate cratering method outlined in paragraph
89 is adequate for the construction of heavy
tank ditches in most types of soil.
c. Hasty Crate&g Method. Ditches for medium tanks may be constructed by placing 40
pounds of cratering explosive in I-foot holes
spaced 5 feet apart.
This makes a ditch approximately 6 feet deep and 20 feet wide. A
heavy antitank ditch may be constructed
by
placing 50 pounds of cratering
explosive in
5-foot holes, and spacing the holes at S-foot
intervals.
The ditch will be approximately
8
feet deep and 25 feet wide (para 90).
94. Blasting of Ditches
In combat areas, ditches may be constructed
to drain terrain flooded by the enemy or as
initial excavations for the preparation
of entrenchments.
Rough open ditches 21/2 to 12

feet deep and 4 to 40 feet wide may be blasted
in most types of soils. A brief outline of the
method is given below.
a. Test Shots. Before attempting the actual
ditching, make test shots to determine the
proper depth, spacing, and weight of charges
needed to obtain the required results.
Make
beginning test shots with holes 2 feet deep and
18 inches apart and then increase the size of
the charge and the depth as required.
A rule
of thumb for ditching is to use 1 pound of explosive per cubic yard of earth in average soil.
b. Alinement
and Grade.
Mark the ditch
centerline by transit line or expedient means
and drill holes along it. When a transit or
hand level is used, the grade of the ditch may
be accurately controlled by checking the hole
depth every 5 to 10 holes and at each change in
grade. In soft ground, the holes may be drilled
with a miner’s drill or earth auger. Holes are
loaded and tamped immediately
to prevent
cave-ins and insure that the charges ate at,
proper depth. Ditches are sloped at a rate of
6 to 12 inches per 100 feet.
c. Methods of Loading and Firing.
(1) Propagation
method.
By this method
only one charge is primed-the
charge
placed in the hole at one end of the line
of holes made to blast the ditch. The
concussion from this charge sympathetically detonates the next charge
and so on until all are detonated. Only
commercial dynamite should be used
in this operation.
The propagation
method is effective, however, only in
moist soils or in swamps where the
ground is covered by several inches of
water.
If more than one line of
charges is required to obtain a wide
ditch, the first charge of each line is
primed.
The primed hole is overcharged 1 or 2 pounds.
(2) Electrical method. Any high explosive
may be used in ditching by the electrical firing method which is effective
in all soils except sand, regardless of
moisture content.
Each charge is
primed with an electric cap and the
caps are connected in series.
All
charges are fired simultaneously.
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(3) Detonuting cord m&hod. In this ditching method any high explosive may
be used. It is effective in any type of
soil, except sand, regardless of mois-

ture content.. Each charge is primed
with detonating cord and connected to
a main or ring main line.

Sextion VII. LAND CLEARING AND QUARRYING CHARGES
95. Introduction

In military operations, constructign jobs occur in which demolitions may be employed to
advantage. Among these jobs are land clearing,
which includes stump and boulder removal, and
quarrying.
The explosives commonly used are
military dynamite and detonating xord.
The
quantity of explosive used is generally calculated by rule of thumb. Charges may be placed
in boreholes in the ground under or at the side
of the target, in the target itself, or on top of
the target.
All charges should be tamped or
mudcapped, which is a form of light tamping.
96. Stump Removal
In certain military operations

it may be nec-

essary to remove stumps as well 8s trees.
Stumps are of two general types, tap- and
lateral-rooted
(fig. 111). Military dynamite is
the explosive best suited for stump removal.
A rule of thumb is to use 1 pound per foot of
diameter for dead stumps and 2 pounds per foot
for live stumps, and if both tree and stump are
to be removed, to increase the ameunt of explosive by 60 percent. Measurements are taken
at points 12 to 18 inches above the ground.
a. Taproot Stumps.
For taproot stumps, one
method is to bore a hole in the taproot below the
level of the ground. The best method is to place
charges on both sides of the taproot to obtain
a shearing effect (fig. 111). For best results,
tamp the charges.
b. LateraLRoot
Stumps..
In blasting lateral
root stumps, drill sloping holes as shown in
figure 111. Place the charge as nearly as possible under the center of the stump and at a depth
approximately equal to the radiirs of the stump
base. If for some reason the root formation
cannot be determined. assume that it is the
lateral type and proceed accordingly,
97. Boulder Removal
In the building of roads and airfields or other
military construction, boulders can be removed
by blasting.
The most practical methods are
snakeholing, mudcapping, and blockholing.
a. Snakeholing Method.
By this method, a
hole large enough to hold the charge is dug under the boulder. The explosive charge is packed
under and against the boulder as shown in figure 112. For charge size, see table XIII.
For surface
or
b. Mudcapping
Method.
slightly embedded boulders, the mudcapping
method is very effective. The charge is placed
on top or against the side of the boulder and
covered with 10 to 12 inches of mud or clay (fig.
112). For charge size see table XIII.
G. Blockholing Method.
This method is very
effective on boulders lying on the surface or
slightly embedded in the earth. A hole is drilled

A.

8.

PLACEMENT

PLACEMENT

OF A SNAKEHOLE

OF A MUD-CAPPED

CHARGE

CHARGE

UD TAMPING

..
C. PLACEMENT OF A BLOCKHOLE CHARGE

Figure

112.

Boulder

blasting

charges.

top of the boulder deep and wide enough to
hold the amount of explosive indicated in table
XIII. The charge is then primed, put into the
borehole, and stemmed (fig. 112).
on

98. Springing Charges
a. Definition

charge

and

Method.

A springing
small charge deto-

is a comparatively

Table XIII.

Charge

Sic

for Blasting

Boulders

nated in the bottom of a drilled borehole to form
an enlarged chamber for placing a larger
charge. At times two or more springing charges
in succession may be needed to make the chamber large enough for the final charge.
Under
these conditions at least 30 minutes should be
allowed between firing and placing successive
charges for the boreholes to cool.
b. Detomting
Cord Wick.
This is several
strands of detonating cord taped together and
used to enlarge boreholes in soils. One strand
generally widens the diameter of the hole about
1 inch.
(1) A hole is made by driving a steel rod
approximately
2 inches in diameter
into the ground to the depth required
(para 41~) or by means of a shaped
charge.
According to the rule of
thumb, a hole 10 inches in diameter
requires 10 strands of detonating cord.
These must extend the full length of
the hole and be taped or tied together
into a “wick’ to give optimum results.
The wick may be placed into the hole
by an inserting rod or some field expedient.
Firing may be done electrically or nonelectrically.
An unlimited number of wicks may be fired at
one time by connecting them by a
detonating
cord ring main or main
line.
(2) The best results from the use of the
detonating cord wick are obtained in
hard soil. If successive charges are
placed in the holes, excess gases must
be burned out and the hole inspected
for excessive heat.
99. Quarrying

1”““1$

Quarrying
is the extraction of rock in the
natural state.
Military quarries, generally of
the open face type, are developed by the single
or multiple bench method.
See TM 5-332 for
detailed information.
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CHAPTER
DEMOLITION
Section I.
loo.

4
PROJECTS

DEMOLITION PIAN

scope

for the demolition.
(10) Estimate and sketch of security
tails required.

Thus far, this manual has been concerned
with methods and techniques in the selection,
calculation, priming, placement, and firing of
explosives on such materials as steel, concrete,
wood, and stone and in earth.
This chapter
deals with the problems of applying these techniques to the conduct of demolitions projects.

de-

101. Reconnaissance to Develop Demolition
Plan
a. Infowndion Required. Thorough reconnaissance is necessary before an effective plan
may be made to demolish a target, as reconnaissance provides information in all areas related
to the project. Before the demolition of bridges,
culverts. and road craters, the following data
is urovided by reconnaissance.
(1) Situation map sketch (fig. 113) showing the relative position of the objects
to be demolished, the surrounding
terrain features, and the coordinates
of the objects keyed to existing maps.
(2) Side-view sketch of the demolition object. If, for example a bridge is to be
blown, a sketch showing the overall
dimensions of critical members is necessary (fig. 114).
(3) Cross section sketches, with relatively
accurate dimensions of each member
to be cut (fig. 114).
(4) A bill of explosives, showing the
quantity and kind required.
(5) Sketch of the firing circuits.
(8) List of all equipment required for the
demolition.
(7) List of all unusual featurea of the site.
(8) Estimate of time and labor required
to bypass the site.
(9) Estimate of time and labor required

b. Demolition
Reconnaissance
Record.
DA
Form 2203-R (Demolition Reconnaissance Record) (fig. 115), together
with appropriate
sketches, is used to report the reconnaissance
of a military demolitions project.
This form
and the actions listed in a, above, are intended
primarily for road and bridge demolition. They
are also partially applicable to the demolition
of almost any other object.
In certain instances, the report may require a security
classification.
The form is reproduced locally
on 8- by lOt/e-inch paper.
Demolition Orders
a. Purpose.
Three commanders

102.

are usually
involved in the execution of a demolition proj-
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COMPRESSION

MEMBER
Figure

FIRM
114.

SYSTEM

Drawing

ect. These are the tactical commander with
over-all responsibility and authority to order
the firing of the demolition, the commander of
the demolition guard, and the commander of
the demolition firing party,
To assist the commanders in the execution of their responsibilities, two demolition orders are used. These
are shown in figure 116, (Orders to the Demolition Guard
Commander)
and in figure
117, (Orders to the Commander, Demolition
Firing Party) (DA Form 2050-R).
The procedures that follow are in accord with the
agreement between the armed forces of NATO
nations and will be complied with by Department of the Army units.
b. Procedures.

or the tactical
above, will-

Each authorized commander,
commander referred to in a

(1) Establish the requirement and assign
the responsibility
for a demolition
guard and a demolition firing party.
(2) Establish a clear cut channel whereby
110

of object

TENSION MEMBER
to bc dmolih,ed.

the order to fire the demolition is
transmitted from himself to the commander of the demolition guard and
thereby to the commander
of the
demolition firing party.
In the event
that no demolition guard is required,
this channel must be established between the authorized commander and
the commander of the demolition firing party.
(3) Insure that this channel is known and
understood by all concerned, and that
positive and secure means of transmitting
the order to fire are established.
(4) Specify the conditions for executing
the demolition as contained in part V
of “Orders to the Commander, Demolition Firing Party,” and completing
part IV of the “Orders to the Demolition Guard Commander.”

I
1.

lwsxrf1w

-

REORD
I

(ml 5-25)

IILglPJ.

4l/

2ETIOliI-02. mLlmwi~ao.

/

3. MT2

21 JzNEd 3

4. TIME

z/o0

CUSSIFICATION

Serial

SecurityClassificaticm

No.

Notes: 1. his form will be completedand signedbefore
it is handed to the Commnder of the Demolition
Guards.
2. In completingthe form, all spacesmust either
be filledin or lined out.
3.

The officerempoweredto order the firingof

the demolitionis referredto throughoutas the
*Authorized
Commnder~.

MTI-w
1.a. Description
of target
b. Locatioh:
Map Name and Scale

Sheet No.

Grid Reference
c. Codewmd or codesign(if any) of demolitiontarget.
2.lheAuthorizedComander is
(giveappointmentonly). If this officershoulddelegatehis
authority,you vi11 be notifiedby one of the methodsshorn
in paragraph 4, below.
3. The DMlLITION FIRING PARTYhas been/willbe providedby
4. All messages,includingany codewordsor codesign(if any)
used in these orders,will be passedto you by:
a.Nomalc

omzendwirelessnet, or

b. Specialliaisonofficerwith c-cations
AuthorizedCommnder, or
CLASSIFICATION
Figure

112

116.

Orders

to the Demolition

Guard

directto the

Commander.

Q

CLUSIFICATION(Cont'd)
c. Telephoneby the AuthorizedCommnder, or
d. zhe AuthorizedCommnder personally,or

(DeletethoseNOT applicable)
Note: All orderssent by nmsage will be prefixedby the codeword or ccdesign(if any) at paregraphl.c.,and all such
messagesmust be acknowledged.

CL4SSIFICATION
(Cont'd)
Figure 116-Continued.

0
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to the State of
5. The de,mlitionwill be preparedinitiall;hours on
Readiness
(date).
b
6. On arrivalat the demolitionsite,you will ascertainfron
the ccvamnderof the demolitionfiringparty the estirated
time requiredto changefrom State *tll'
(SAFE)to State "2"
(AR&D). You will ensurethat this information
is passed
to "*he
AuthorizedCwmander and is acknowledged.
(SAFE)to
7. Changesin the State of Readinessfron State rrl*r
State "2" (AhtED)or from State "2" to State rrl"
will be
mde cmly zhen so orderedb: the AuthorizedComander. However, the demolitim my be AI&ED in order to accomplish
emergencyfiringwhen you are authorizedto fire it on your
own initiative.
8. A recordof the changesin the State of Readinesswill be
enteredby you in the tablebelow,and cm the firingorders
in possessionof the commnder of the demolitionfiringparty.
State

of Readiness
ordered,?" (SAFE)
or "2U (Me&ED)

Time & date
changeto
be completed

Authority T5me & date
of recegpt
of order

Note: If the order is transmitted
by an officerin person,
his signatureand designation
till be obtainedin the
columuheaded ~*Authority~*.
9. You ail1 reportcompleticmof all changesin the State of
Readinessto the AuthorizedCummnder by the quickestmeans.

10. 'Iheorderfor firingthe demolitionall1 be passedto you
by the AuthorizedCoemmnder.
NAm-UNCIASSIFIED
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m

- s(Cont'd)

pass it to the
ll. Cn receiptof this orderyou will imkzdiately
ccmmnder of the demoliticmfiringparty on his demolition
Ordersform (Qrder6 to the Commnder of the Demolition
Mring Fwty").
12. After the deuuliticmhas been firedyou will reportthe results imediate~to the AuthorizedCcmmnder.
lJ. In the event of a misfireor only partiallysuccessful
demolition
you will give the firingparty protectianuntil
such time as it has completedthe demolitionand report
againafter it has been completed.

NM-UFigure

UNCUSIFIEXJ(Cmt'd)

11e-Continued.
0

Notes:

1.

Ooe sub-paragraph
of paragraph14 must be deleted.

2. The order given hereincan cmly be alteredby the
issueof a new form, or, in emergencyby the
appropriate
order (or codewordif used) in Fart V.
U.a.

You will order the firingof the demolitim only upon the
orderof the AuthorizedComander.
OR

b. If the enw is in the act of capturingthe target,.and/or
mmiticm, you till order the firingof the demliticm on
your own initiative.

Actionto be taken

II6

Codeword(if used)

a.

ChangeState ~SRea~$aa)nlll
"2"
ee

to

b.

ChangeState of Readinessfrm "2" to
,lll,
(Seeparagraph7)

c.

Nre The Demolitirm(seeparagraph10)

d,

Bragraph lL,ais now cancelled. You
are now authorizedto fire the demolitim if the eneqv is in the act of
capturingit.

fCont'd)

e.

ParagrapbL$bis nowcancelled. You
will order the firingof the demolitim
y_z
the order of the Authorized
.

f.

Specialauthentication
instructions,
if
W.

Codeword(if used)

Signatureof officerissuingthese orders
Neme (printedin capitalletters)
F&U&

ADpointment

Time of issue

hours,

(date).

NATO - UNCLASSIFIED
(Cont'd)
Figwe flU-Co&humd

@
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for:15. You are responsible
a. Conumndof the demolitionguard and the demolitionfiring
party.
b. The safetyof the demolitionfrom enemyattack,capture,
or sabotage.
c. Controlof trafficend refugees.
d. Givingthe ordersto the demolitionfiringparty in
writing to changethe state of readiness.
e. Givingthe order to the demolitionfiringparty in writing
to fire the demolition.
f. After the demolition,
reportingon its effectiveness
to
the AuthorizedConaander.
g. Keepingthe AuthorizedCozmmnderinforrbad
of the operational situationat the demolitionsite.
16. You will acquaintyourselfwith the ordersissuedto the
Ccummnderof the DemolitionFiringPartyand with the instruc-.
tionsgiven by him.
17. The DemolitionGuardwill be so disposedas to ensureat all
time completeall-roundprotectionof the demolitionagainst
all types of attackor threat.
18. The Conmmnderof the DemolitionfiringParty is in technical
ccmtrolof the demolition.You will agree with him on the
site of your Headquarters
and of the firingpoint. These
shouldba togetherwheneverpracticable.When sitingthem
you rims-t
give weightto the technicalrequirements
of being
able to view the demolitionand have good accessto it from
the firingpoint.
NAM- IJNcL4.%1FIED

II.

pBBT VII - Dm

19. Yauwillnaninateyour deputyforthwithand ccmpilea
seniorityroster. Youwill ensurethateachmsn knowshis
place in the roster,mderstands his dutiesand knom Mere
to find this formif youbecome a casualtyor are unavoidably
absent. The seniorityrostermst be made known to the
Cammnder of the Demlitim FiringParty.
20. Once the state of readiness"2 AME!DII
has been ordered,either
you or your deputymust alwaysbe at your Headquarters
so
that orderscanbepassed an imediatelyto the Commnder of
the Demlitian FiringParty.

NATO - mcLAssWreD

(Cont'd)
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SECURITYCL.4?SIFICATION
ORDB To THE CO!W.NDE?,
t#%BLITION
FIRIN:PARTY
IX?lX:PartsI, II and III willbe completed
and signedbeforethis formis handedto
the conmmderof the DemlitionFiringParty. Paragraphs
4 ard 5 can onlybe
alteredby the authority
issuingtheseorders. In suchcasesa new formwill
be issuedand the old me destroyed.
FRCW
To:

b.
K4P~AmSmI.E

LCCATIIW
SmI N).

GRIDRWJBBXX

c. CODEWCRDOF DEWLITIONTAHZT (Ifany)

d.A!lTACHEDPKXGR&BAND~IALTECHNICALINSIRUCTICPJS
2. ZHE DBDLITIONCUARDIS REIN2PROVTDEDBY (Unit)

I
m

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

All ordersreceivedby masage will be verified
by the c&e mrd at Paragraph
lc.
If the orderis transmitted
by an officerin person,his signature
and designation
willbe obtainedin the Colum headed"Authority".
PARTII-ORIBRSFURFIRIN3
NXi3:'Iheofficerissuir?g
theseorderswill strike,out
the s,ubpamgraphs
of ParTPb.3.4
a$3 5 whichare not applwable.,Whenthere18 a dermlltlon
guard,Pamgrap 4 ml1
waysbe usedand Paragraph
5 ml1 alwaysbe struckout.
4aYOU~LL~REnlE~LTTIONAS~ASYOUHAYE~~IT.
b.YUUWIILFE%T?IEM4JLITIONA.T
HIOR CPJ(Date)
c.YOUWILLFlRZzHE~LITIoNONRXEIppOFZiEcODEwoRD
d. YOUAILLFIRE~DGIDLITIONWHENMEOFFI~~DESI~IONIS
HASsI~PARlLGRApHSBELow:
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PART III - 0RDERsFORREmFm~
AFE%FIRIK:'IHEDEIDLITIONYOLJ~LL
IIMRlIATELYREHIRTRE3ULTSTOlKEOFFIC~wIp)
w
YOUTO FIRE INTX!3=
OF APARTIAL FAILURXYOUWILLWMNHIM, AM) IM
l.QDIATELYCAREYOvT~WCRKiWXS%4RY'ICCOMPLFTE'RIEDEMJLITION
FI~Y,YOUWILL~IATH?IRE~'IHERESULTSMYDURUNITCCkMAND~O~IC~
(SeeParagraph
13.)
DATEOF ISSUE
TIME OF
GNATVREOFOFTICERISSUIK NAME (Incapitals)
ISSUE
mEamm
DFSIGNATION

.

3. psy

PARTIV-ORDEt(TOFIRE
To Ml SO, I OP.DER
YOU To FIRENDW ?HE DEM3LITION
DESCRIBED
IN
NJMK (Incapitals)

ICMTURX

TIME

DAlE

DESIMATION
PARTV - Cm

INSlRucTIoNs
(ReadTheseInstructions
Carefullv)

,. YOU ARE IN TECHNICAL
CKAKZ OF THX.FXXPAPATION,
CBAKIN: 8&D FIRIN OF 'IHEDEKJLITIOI
-AND
CCMPILEASENIORITY
T&m
DESCRIBED.YOU WILL NoLdINATE
YOURDEpvI"I
ROSI'EROFYOIRPARTI.YOUWiLLI~~TEACHMANKNOWSHISPLACEIN~RO~I,
UNDERSlXNC6mE3EINSlRUCTIONS,
AND KNWYS'/HERETO
FINE?HISFOFM IFYOIJAREHIT OR
UNAVOIDABLYAESEhT.
YOU WILL CO-T
WITHTHE CCM44NDER
OFTHED!3dlLITI@!GUARE
ON
m SITIN:OF lXE FIRIN:POINT.
OF THE DEMLITIONGUARD (wherethereis one)
i.YoLJMu3rm~m~mc~
ISRESIXMIBLZFCR:
COMAND OF ALL THE TRCOPBAT ?HE DEM)LITION
SITE. (Youare therea. OPERATIONAL
foreunderhis camand.)
b. P?+Z%TIN:'IKECAPTUREOF ?HE DMLITION SITE,OR mEBYTHEmWII?I
DEKlLITION
FREPAP.ATIOK3.
C. COhlROLLImALL lmimc Am Rmmms.
d GIVIX YOU'ME ORBZ3TO CHAEI;E
THE STATEOF READINESS
i+?RcM
"l(SAFE)"
To "2(AJMED
ORBACKTO"1(SME)"XXIN. YDUWILLlNFUEMBIMOFTHETIMEK%VIREDFOR5VXA
CHAN%E.
e. PAS3lXTOYOUT?IEACl'UALORDERTOFIRE.
L. !,?E3J
'MEREIS EJODEMOLITION
GUARDAND YOU ARE INSlXlJXEC
IN PAR&R&% 4'ToACCEPT
~~~TOFIREFRadSOMEPARTICULARO~ICW,ITIS~NP~YOUAREABLEr0
lD!mrIFYBIM.
4, YOU SdmJLD
L IFYOUGET~~TOFIRE,~~THOSELAIDDOWNINPARPGRPPH
R&XXX'IXEMTOTHEDEX#JLITIONGLlARD
CQMAND~OR, IF=
ISM) DBOLI'ITONGUMD
CC&MNDJ!R,
To YOW Il&XIIATX
SUPEFZOR.IF'YOUCANNOTDOMIS, YOUKCLL CBJLYDEPAR?FROMYOURIRII'fTmINSlRlJZTIOP
WBENYOUARFeSRTISFIED
k3M'IIIEID8XMTYANn0v.m
RIDI~.~IlYOF
m
GIVESYOUTREZZN%W m.
AND YOU WILL GETHIS SIG
PGSSIBLE.
K4TlREINPARAGRApHB~
5. TK3F@XRTTOYOURUNITCOMQiDIWOFFICER, ASCAL~FOR INPARpGRAAi7, %FJlJLn
I-ION
(whereapplicable):
cmAlNmm~
REFER5XEOF DEMILITION.
a. IDENPIFICATION
b.UPPm
c. TIMEANDD~~~LITIONWASFIRED.
d. EXIENTOFDAMpGEACCC?&?LI%KO.
IKLUDIN3:
E3TIMTEDWIDIi3OFGAp)
moFsANSww
) INCASEOFABRIXE
SIZZAND LCXXTION
OF CRATXRSINALQADORRUNWAY.
MINESMID.
e. SC3ICBSHMIN: EFFECTOF DZA93LITION.
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c. Orders

to the

Demolition

Guard

Com-

mander.
The authorized commander completes
and signs this form. The order is written in
seven parts, each of which is self-explanatory.
d. Orders to the Commander,
Demolition
Firing Party.
In addition to those items listed
in b above, the authorized commander designates the unit or individual responsible for the
preparation of these orders.
This unit or individual will complete and sign parts I through
III and pass the order to the commander of the
demolition firing party.
Part IV will be completed upon detonation of the demolition (fig.
117).
e. Definitias.
The states of readiness (safe
and
armed) referred to in part I of the Order
to the Commander, Demolition Firing Party,
and in part II of the Order to the Demolition
Guard Commander, are described as follows :
(1) “1 (Safe) .” The explosive charges

are prepared and securely fixed to the
target and are safe against premature
firing.
All firing circuits and accaaseries have been checked, are in proper
operating condition, and are ready to
be attached to charges.
If detonating
cord is used it may be attached to
demolition charges:
however, detonators will not be attached to detonating cord ring mains or main lines until
the state of readiness is changed to
“armed.”
(2) “2 (Anned).”
The demolition
is
ready for immediate firing.
The risk
of premature detonation is accepted.
f. Dispositim
of Orders.
After the demolition haa been fired, one copy of the orders will
be retained by the headquarters
of the issuing
authority and one by the commander of the
demolition tiring party.

Section II. TECHNIQUES COMMON
103. Types of Military Demolitions

There are three types of demolitions applicable to tactical situations-reserved,
deliberate,
and hasty.
a. Reserved Demolitions.
These are specifically controlled at a command level appropriate
to the tactical or strategic
plan. Reserved
demolitions are usually in place, “ready and
waiting,” in the “safe” condition.
b. Deliberate Demolitirms. Deliberate demolitions are wed when enemy interference during preparations
is unlikely and there is
sufhcient time for thorough reconnaissance and
careful preparation.
Deliberate
preparation
permits economy in the use of explosives, since
time permits accurate calculation and positive
charge placement to obtain the effects required.

c. HastyDemolitiow
Hasty demolitions are
used when time is limited and economy of explosives is secondary to apead. In all cases,
common sanse and good judgment must be exercised to prevent waste.
In the preparation
of demolition projects in forward areas where
a surprise raid by hostile forces is possible, a
priority should be given to each charge.
Although this procedure is relatively time consuming, it causes maximum damage to the
project in relation to the time required, even
122

TO MOST DEMOLITIONS

though enemy interference might prevent completion of the job. Each charge is primed as it
is placed ; for if charges are all placed firat and
then primed, it is possible that enemy interference prior to the act of priming might stop
the work before any damage is done. The use
of dual detonating cord ring main lines and
branch lines is recommended for all frontline
demolition projects (para 6430).
104. Nucleor Weapons Demolitions

Atomic demolition munitions
(ADM) may
be effectively employed to create obstacles and
to destroy and deny military facilities or installations.
They have the capability of creating large
radioactive
craters
with little
preparatory effort. The residual radiation and
fallout hazards require consideration; however,
the use of small yields minimizes the fallout
hazard and area of residual contamination.
The
ODM, like conventional hand-placed charges,
has a primary advantage of no delivery error,
which permits the use of minimum yield for a
given targat.
This is of particular importance
in producing craters or for destruction through
cratering effects since the radius of cratering
effects of atomic weapons is relatively small in
comparison with other effects. No further information, sea FM 6-26.

105. Supplemsnting Demolition Obstacles
Nuisance mining and charges with delay
fuses are a very potent means of increasing the
effects of demolition projects.
The area to be
mined should include the facility
to be
destroyed, the ground where a replacement
structure or remedial work will likely be performed, working party bivouacs, and alternate

sites. Thus, for a demolished bridge, the
dropped spans and abutments should be mined
to impede removal or recovery; suitable sites
for a floating bridge or ford should be mined
to prevent ready use; and locations likely to be
selected for material storage, equipment parks,
or bridge unit bivouacs should also be well
mined and boobytrapped.

Swtion III. BRIDGE DEMOLITION
106. Extent of Demolition
There is no rule of thumb or regulation tc
indicate the optimum extent of demolition of
bridges.
It is determined after investigation
and analysis of specific conditions.
a. Complete
Bridge
Demolition.
Complete
demolition leaves nothing of the old bridge suitable for use in a new bridge.
Debris is left on
the site where its removal will require much
hazardous work before any kind of crossing
can be installed.
However,
when enough
demolition is accomplished to force the enemy
to select another site for a temporary bridge
as a substitute for the damaged bridge, further
demolition is unnecessary.
Too, a permanent
structure is not likely to be replaced in kind
during wartime.
However, where the terrain
is such that the existing bridge site is needed
for a new structure, even a temporary one,
demolition in greater proportions
may be
justified.
b. Partial Demolition.
(1)

Aoo 128.4

Method. Bridges are generally demolished to create obstacles that delay
the enemy. This seldom requires complete destruction.
Unless a denial
operation is in effect, the demolition
method chosen should permit the economical reconstruction of the bridge
by friendly troops at a later date.
Frequently the necessary delay can be
obtained by only blasting a gap too
long to be spanned by the prefabricated bridging available to the enemy.
This gap should be located where the
construction of an intermediate support is difficult or impossible. A high
and relatively slender bridge component may be demolished by cutting
one side so that it topples into a mass

of broken and twisted material. The
destruction of massive bridge components,
however,
requires
large
expenditures of explosive, time, equipment, and effort that may not be
In many cases on major
profitable.
bridges, the destruction of any component that can easily be replaced may
not be justified.
(2) Factors
detwmining
the estent
of
destruction.
Factors that determine
the extent of destruction needed for
a project are as follows:
(a) The tactical and strategical situations that indicate the length of
time the enemy must be delayed,
the time available for demolition,
and the extent of denial to be accomplished.
(b) The likelihood that friendly forces
may reoccupy the area and require
the use of the bridge.
(c) The results to be obtained by the
expenditure of labor and materials
compared with the results that may
be obtained elsewhere with the same
effort.
(d) The manpower,
equipment,
and
kinds and quantities of explosives
available.
107. Parts of Fixed Bridges
The ordinary fixed bridge is divided into two
main parts; the lower part or substructure,
and the upper part or superstructure (fig. 118).
a. Substructwe.
The substructure consists
of the parts of the bridge that support the
superstructure.
There are two kinds of SUPports: end supports or abutments and intermediate supports, or piers or bents. The parts
of the substructure are123
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(1) Abutment.

The ground supports at
the ends of a bridge are called abutments. These may bs constructed of
concrete, masonry, steel, or timber
and may include retaining walls or an
end dam.
(2) Footing. A footing is that part of
any bridge support that rests directly
on the ground. It distrib*Jtes the load
over an area wide enough to keep the
support from sinking into the ground.
(-a End dam. An end dam is a retaining
wall of concrete, wood, or other material at the end of a bridge that supports the bank and keeps the approach
road from caving in.
support. An intermedi(4) fntermdate
ate support is a support placed beneath a bridge between the abutments.
It may be a pier of masonry or concrete, cribbing, several pile or trestle

bents constructed as a unit, or a
single pile or trestle bent.
b. Superstructure.
The superstructure includes the flooring, stringers, floor beams, and
any girders or trusses that make up the total
part of the bridge above the substructure (fig.
118).
(I) Span.
(a) Simple. Simple spans have stringers that extend only from one sup
port to the next.
(b) Continuous. Continuous spans have
beams that extend over one or more
intermediate supports.
(2) Truss. A truss consists
principal elements :

of

these

(a) Lower chord. The lower chord is
the lower member in a panel of a
truss that runs parallel to the deck.

(b) Upper chord. The upper chord includes the upper members in the
panel.
(3) Stringers.
Stringers run longitudinally with the bridge and directly SUPportthe deck.
(4) Deck and tread. The deck is the floor
of the bridge and the tread, the top
surface material.
108. Planning Bridge Demolitions
a. Structural Churacteriatics.
The demoli-

tion of bridges must be carefully planned, as
bridges have a great variety of SuperstructUres
made of steel, timber, or masonry and various
typea of substructures made of these materials.
The size and placement of the charge, therefore,
depends on the characteristics of the individual
bridge structure.
b. General Procedures.
Some general procedures apply to most bridge demolition projects; for ezample: if charges are placed
under the bridge roadway, special precautions
must bs taken to insure that the charges will
not be shaken loose or initiated by traffic on
the bridge. The following general points apply to the demolition of most or all of the
bridge structures mentioned and described below.

(1) Hasty charges, which must be placed
first because of enemy interruption,
should bs located carefully, if possible,
so that they may bs included later on
into the deliberate preparation of the
bridge.
(2) It is often possible either to economize
on the use of explosives or to improve
the thoroughness of the demolition by
blasting se&era1times rather than only
once. When conditions permit, this
procedure should bs considered.
(3) Tension members are more diflicult to
repair than compression members, bec8use the latter may sometimes be
replaced by cribbing while the former
almost always require steel riveting
or welding. Thus tension members
should bs given priority.
(4) When bridges over railways or canals
are to be destroyed, the demolition
should be so planned that any tem-

porary intermediate piers that might
be erected to repair the structure will
be located where they will block traffic
on the railroad or canal.
(5) Any long steel members that require
cutting in only one place to demolish
the bridge should be further damaged
to prevent their ready salvage by recutting or splicing. It is not necessary to cut such members completely
in two at other pointa to accomplish
this. A number of small charges
properly located will damage the UPper flange, the lower flange, and the
web, which will make repair difficult
and uneconomical. The twisting of
such members in dropping the span
and any other feasible method of further destruction should also bs considered.
(6) The nature of the terrain under the
bridge is of great importance to the
success of the demolition. If the distance from the river bed, for example,
to the bridge is adequate, the weight
of the bridge may be exploited to
assist in its destruction (fig. 127).
109. Destruction of Substructures
a. Concrete and Masonry Abutments.

(1) Charges in fill behind abutment.
The
placing of charges in the fill behind
an abutment has the advantages of
economy in the use of explosives and
of concealment of the charges from
the enemy until they are detonated.
This method also has its disadvant
ages, as the charges are difficult to
place.
Where speed is required,
charges are not placed behind the
abutment if the fill is known to
contain large rocks. If the bridge approach is ap embankment, the most
practical method may be to place explosive charges in a tunnel driven
into the side.
(a) Abutments 5 feet or less in thickneee and 20 feet or lees in height
(fig. 119). Such abutmenta are demolished by a line of IO-pound
cratering charges placed on S-foot
125

centers in holes 6 feet deep and 6
feet behind the face of the abutment
(“triple-nickel-forty”).
The iirst
hole is placsd 5 feet from on8 side
of the abutment and this spacing is
continued until a distance of 5 feet
or less is left from the last hole to
the other side of the abutment. The
formula for computing the number
of charges is

These charges ars calculated by
means of the breaching formula,
P = PKC
(para 86cr). using the
abutment thickness as the breaching
radius R. The charges are placed
at a depth equal to or greater than
R. The number of charges and
their spacing are determined by the

N = !! - 1, where N = number of
5
charges and W the width of the
abutment. If the wing walls are
strong enough to support a rebuilt
or temporary bridge, they too
should be destroyed by placing
charges behind them in a similar
fashion.
Abutments
mom than 5 feet thick
and 20 feet 07 lessin height.
Such
abutments are destroyed by breaching charges placed in contact with
the back of the abutment (fig. 120).

(2) Combination charges.
A combination
of external breaching charges and fill
charges may be used to destroy abut
merits more than 20 feet high. Breaching charges placed along the bottom
of the abutment face should be fired
simultaneously with the charges in
the fill behind the abutment. These
fill charges may be breaching charges
as explained in (1) (b) above, or the
“triple-nickel-forty” charges depending on the abutment thickness. This
tends to overturn and completely destroy the abutment.

formula N = E.
2R
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(1) E~e4%ivsnesu. The dentruction of one
or more intermediate supports of a
multiepan bridge is usually the moat
efktive
method of demolition (fief.
121). The dentruction of one support
will collapee the spans on each aide
of it, eo that destruction of only alternate intermediatk supporta is suilicient to collapee all epane. For repair
thie will require either the replacemat of those supports or the eonetruction of long epane.
(2) concrctc and +suIamy pia?. concrete
and maeonry piers are demolished
*SW1-
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wnowts

&hunt

either by internal or external char2ea
(Cg. 121). Internal charges require
leee explosive than external chargee.
but becewe they require D great
amount of equipment and time for
preparation, they are seldom wed unless explosive43 are ecerce or the pier
has built-in demolition chmnbem. The
number of charge+3 required ie calW
culat..ed by the formula N = - (pan
2R
876). The .&A of each charge is
calculated by the breaching formula,
P =lMCc (para 860).
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(a) Internal charges.
C4).

Plastic

(C3 or

dynamite,and other explosives

are

for
satisfactory
internal
charges. All charges of this type
should be thoroughly tamped with
blunt wooden tamping sticks, not
with steel bars or tools. If there
are no demolition chambers, charges
are placed in boreholes, which are
blasted by means of shaped charges
or drilled with pneumatic or hand
tools. A g-inch diameter borehole
holds about 2 pounds of explosive
per foot of length or depth. The
steel reinforcing bars make drilling
in heavily reinforced concrete impractical, however.
(b) Ezternal charges. External charges
may be placed at the bass of a pier
or higher and spaced not more than
twice the breaching radius (para
866) apart. All external charges
should bs thoroughly tamped with
earth and sandbags if time and the
size, shape, and location of the target permit.
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110.

Sri-r
Bridges
a. Use. The stringer bridge (Pig. 122) is
the most common type of fixed bridge found in
most parts of the world. It is frequently used
in conjunction with other types of spans. The
stringers are the loadcarrying members, while
the floor is dead load. Stringers may be timber, concrete, rolled steel sections, or plate
girders.
b. Simple Spans. In simple span stringer
bridges, the stringers extend only from one
support to the next. The method of destruction for this type of superstructure is to place
the charges so that they cut the stringer into
unequal lengths in order to prevent reuse (fig.
122).
c. Continuowr Spans. Continuous spans have
continuous lateral supports that extend over
one or more intermediate supports. Because
the spans are stiffer over piers than at midspan, they may frequently remain in place even
though completely cut at midspan. Steel or
reinforced concrete is commonly used for such
lateral supports. Continuous steel beams. gird118

ers, or trusses may be identified readily because
they are either the same depth or deeper over
piers than elsewhere, and there is no break or
weak section over the supports. The superstructure may be demolished by cutting each
member in two places between supports and
then dropping completely the portion between
the cuts. Also, the span may b-a cut in unequal portions on the sides of the support for
overbalancing and falling. Continuous con-

111. Slab Bridges
The superstructure of a slab bridge consists
of a flat slab support at both ends (fig. 123).
This is usually made of reinforced concrete, but
may also be of laminated timber or a composite section of timber with a thin concrete wearing surface.
If they are simple
spans, the superstructure may be destroyed by
the use of a single row of charges placed either
across the roadway or underneath the span.
The breaching formula is used for reinforced
concrete slabs; and the timber-cutting (external
charge) formula is used for laminated timber.
On reinforced concrete slabs, the charges are
placed twice the breaching radius apart; and
on laminated timber, twice the slab thickness
apart.
Continuous slab spans must be cut in
two places to insure the dropping of the slab
or cut in places over the support to provide
overturning by unequal weight distribution.

trek T-beams or continuous concrete slab
bridges may be recognized by the absence of
construction or expansion joints over the supports.

Figwe

112.

Concrete

185.

Placmsnt

T-Beam Bridges

A T-beam bridge is a heavily reinforced conCrete stringer bridge with the floor and stringer
made in one piece. The floor acts as part of the
beam. Thts type is heavily reinforced. T-beam
bridges are generally simple span or continuous

of

charges

on slab b&g.,.

span.
a. Charge Placement on Simple Span. Simple span T-beam bridges are destroyed by
explosives calculated and placed by the pressure
formula or breaching formula.
b. Charge

Placement

0% Continuous

Span.

Continuous span T-beam bridges are destroyed
by breaching.
Charges
calculated
by the
breaching formula are usually placed under
the deck in order to use the thickness of the
beam R. Continuous T-beam bridges may bs
recognized by the haunching or deepening of
the section adjacent to the interior supports.
According to conditions, it may be necessary
to demolish the piers, demolish the junction
between span and pier, or remove all spans by
cutting them at approximately one-quarter of
their length from each end between supports.
Breaching charges are used in all these cases.
They may be placed on the roadway, or underneath it if the bridge must be used after the
charges have been prepared (fig. 124).

BOARD

Figure 121. Placement of charges
T-beam

113.

Concrete

on conthumca

span.

Cantilever

Bridges

a. Description.
Concrete cantilever bridges
are identified by the construction joints that
appear in the span but not over the piers.
Figure 125 shows a cantilever bridge with a
suspended span and figure 126, a cantilever
bridge without a suspended span.
5. Concrete Cantilever
Bridges
with Suspended Span.
The superstructure
of this
bridge may be demolished by cutting each
cantilever arm adjacent to the suspended span.
If a large gap is desired, the cantilever arms
should be cut in such a way as to drop the
cantilever arms and the suspended spans (fig.
125)

e. Concrete Cantilever Bl’idges without Suspended Span.
As in the bridges above, the
superstructure of a cantilever bridge without
suspended span is demolished by destroying
the cantilever action and unbalancing the cantilever arms (fig. 126).
A bridge of this type
130

must be studied to determine the function of
the members.
Otherwise the charges may not
be properly placed.
114.

Truss Bridges

a. Description.
A truss is a jointed frame
structure consisting of straight members (steel
or timber) so arranged that the truss is loaded
Trusses may be laid below
only at the joints.
the roadway of the bridge (deck-type trusses)
or partly or completely above the roadway
(through-type trusses).
Single span trusses
b. Single Span Trusses.
extend only from pier to pier, usually having
a pin joint on one end and a sliding connection
at the other.
Simple span trusses may be
destroyed by any of the following methods :
(1) Cut the upper chord and lower chords
at both ends of one truss in each span
on the upstream side. This causes the
bridge to roll over; thereby twisting
the other truss off its support (rotaThe height of the
tion method).
bridge above the riverbed, however,
must permit this. Place the charges
on the upper chord so that upon firing
the severed upper member will not
hung on the lower member and the
gap will extend the width of the roadway (fig. 127).
If the truss is too
small and too light to twist free, both
ends of both trusses on each span
should be cut or the method described
in (2) below should be used.
(2) Cut the upper chords, lower chords,
and diagonals of both trusses and the
roadway midspan (fig. 128).
This is
a more complete demolition and makes
the reuse of the truss extremely difficult.
(3) Cut both trusses into segments (fig.
129).
e. Continuous
Span
Trusses.
Continuous
span trusses are usually extended over two
spans, rarely over three. The heaviest chord
sections and the greatest depth of truss are
located over the intermediate supports.
One
method of demolition is shown in figure 186.
In general, aside from the exact location of
charges, the methods given for the destruction
of simple span trusses are applicable to conAGOlli8.4
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of charges
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tinuous spans. Care must be taken to make
the cuts so that the bridge becomes unbalanced
and collapses.
115. Cantilever Truss Bridges
a. Description.
Cantilever truss bridges obtain their strength by having a much deeper,
stronger heam section over the piers, or in
effect, two “arms” that reach partially or cornpletely across the adjacent spans.
As cantilever truss bridges are a modification
or
refinement of continuous truss or continuous
beam bridges, the demolition methods given in
paragraphs 112 and 114 apply.
b. Cantilever

Truss

Bridges

with

Suspended

cantilsvar

bridge

with

suspended

span.

Span. Cantilever truss bridges with suspended
span are invariably major bridges having single suspended spans.
The suspended spans are
hung from the ends of adjacent cantilever arms
by means of hinges, hangers, or sliding joints.
Cutting at these junctions causes these spans to
drop out of the bridge (fig. 131). These may
be identified by a thorough study of the bridge
structure.
Additional steel members may be
provided for stabilization
but carry no load.
The cantilever arms may also be destroyed by
the method described in c below.
c. Cantilever
pended Span.

Truss

Bridge

To destroy

Without

Sus-

a cantilever

truss
131

Figure

fg6.

Placement
of chargs
on conccrst
without
suspended
span.

not containing a suspended span, the method
shown in figure 132 is recommended.
The top
and bottom chords are cut at any desired point,
and the bridge is cut through near the joint at
the end of the arm in the same span. Another
method of destruction
is to cut completely
through the bridge at any two points in the
same span. thereby dropping out the length of
bridge between the two cuts.

116. Arch Span Bridges
a. Components. A few of the components of
bridge arches are described below and illustrated in figure 133.
(1) Span. The horizontal distance from
one support of an arch to the other
measured at the spring line.
(2) Spring lines. The points of junction
between the arch and the supports.
The vertical distance measured
(3) Rise.
from the horizontal line connecting the
132

cantilever

supports
arch.
(4)
(5)

bridge

to the highest

point on the

Crown.
The highest point on the
arch.
Abutments.
The supports of the arch.

(5)

Haunches.
Those
portions
of
arch that lie between the crown
the spring lines.

the
and

(7)

Spandrels.
The
triangular-shaped
areas between the crown and abutment and above the haunches.

b. Filled Spandrel
Arch.
A filled spandrel
arch consists of a barrel arch (comparatively
short span) supporting an earth or rubble fill
between the retaining walls.
The arch is the
most vulnerable at its crown, where it is the
thinnest and the earth fill is usually only a foot
or two thick.
Filled spandrel arches are constructed of masonry
(stone or brick), reinforced concrete, or a combination
of these
AGO12;s:.

materials.
They may be destroyed by either
crown or haunch charges.
e. Demolition by Crown Charges.
Crown
charges are more easily and quickly placed than
haunch charges; but their effectiveness is substantially less, particularly
on an arch with a
rise that is large in comparison with the span.
Crown charges are more effective on the flatter
arches because the flatter shape permits a
broken portion of the arch to drop out of the
bridge. Breaching charges are placed,as shown
in figure 134.
d. Demolition by Haunch Charges. Breaching charges may be placed at the haunches
(just ahead of the abutment) as shown in figure 135 and the traffic maintained until they
are fired. If the bridges have demolition
vaults or chambers built into the haunches, the
AC‘3723.M

charges should be placed there.

The presence
of demolition vaults is usually revealed by the
ventilating brick or steel plate laid in the side
wall of the arch.
Charges placed in the haunch
on the left side will drop out that portion of the
arch between lines C and D as shown in figure
135. Charges in both haunches will drop out
that portion of the arch between lines C and E.
The breaching charges must be placed on the
arch ring either in holes on the top or supported
on the under side.
117. Open Spandrel Arch Bridges

An open spandrel arch consists of a pair of
arch ribs that support columns or bents which
in turn support the roadway.
The number of
arch ribs may vary, and on rare occasions the
spandrel bents may be placed on a full barrel
133
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Figure 129. Placement ol charg
arch similar
to that which supports
the filler
material of the filled spandrel arch.
The open
spandrel
arch bridge
(fig. 136) may be constructed
of reinforced
concrete, steel, timber,
or any combination
of those materials.
a. Demolition
of Concrete Open Spandrel
Arch.
The ribs of a concrete open spandrel
arch bridge
(fig. 136) are about 5 feet wide.
The thickness
of the arch rib at the crown
varies from about 1 foot for spans of. 50 to 60

feet in length to 3 feet for spans of 200 feet
or more.
The arch thickness at the spring line
is ordinarily
about twice the thickness
at the
crown.
In long spans, the ribs may be hollow.
The floor slab is usually close to the crown.
permitting
packing of charges against the rib
at this point.
Here again, the same difficulties
are found in reaching
the working
points at
the crown as in T-beam
(para
112) or in
stringer
bridges
(para 110).
Since for struc-

\SPANDREL

tural reasons, the haunch over the abutment
is most likely to be heavy, effective destruction
of the arch itself by means of light crown
charges may leave a substantial
pier at roadway
level in an undamaged
condition.
This type
of structure
is usually built in one massive unit
rather
than
in lighter
separate
component
parts and is very tough.
Also, cutting
the
span at each end may drop the whole span only
136

~SPANCREL

a relatively
short distance.
This may make
the damaged
bridge an excellent support
for
building
a new temporary
bridge.
Therefore
to prevent
utilization
of such a span, one
charge is placed at the haunch and another at
the crown.
The uncut half-span
will then also
fall if the total span exceeds 50 or 60 feet.
The charge
at the haunch
is computed
for
placement
at either the ring or the pillar over
AGO1258A

Figure

184.

Breoehing

by crown

chargeo

the support, whichever
has the greater
radius.
For short single arch spans, destroy the entire
spa” with breaching
charges
laid behind the
abutments
or behind the haunches.
b. Demolition of Steel Arch Span.
Steel
arches are of four general types:
continuous
arches ( (1) fig. 137), one-hinged
arches (2))
two-hinged arches (3)) and three-hinged
arches
(4).
One-hinged arches are hinged in the middle ; two-hinged arches, at both ends ; and threehinged arches, at both ends and in the middle.
Continuous
arches and one-hinged
arches are
destroyed by placing charges at both ends of the
span just far enough from the abutment
to
allow the arch to fall.
Two-hinged
and threehinged arches need only one charge apiece for
destruction.
This should be placed at the center of the spa”.
118.

Suspension

The suspension
AGO7268.4

Span Bridges
span bridge

is usually

a ma-

on filled

spandrel

arch

bridge

jor bridge distinguished
by two characteristics
:
the roadway
is carried by a flexible member,
usually a wire cable, and the spans are long
(fig.
a.

138).

components.
(1) kables.

Cables of suspension
bridges
are usually two steel multi-wire
members that pass over the tops of towers
to anchorages
on each bank.
The
cables are the load-carrying
members.
(The
“Golden
Gate”
bridge
has
127,000 miles of cable wire.)

(2) Towers.

(3)

Tpwers
of a suspension
bridge
support
the cables or loadcarrying
members. They may be made
of steel, concrete, masonry, or a combination of these materials.
Trusses 07 girders.
The trusses
or
girders of a suspension
bridge do not
support the load directly.
They provide stiffening
only.
137
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ARCH

IIemolition of steel arch bridges.

Anchorage.
The usual anchorage
is
merely the setting of the splayed end
of the cable in a rock or a concrete
mass.
This may be large-sometimes
as much as 1000 cubic feet in size.

b. Destruction.
(1)

I

@ TWO-HINGED
ARCH

Major
structures.
The towers
and
anchorages
of a major
suspension
bridge are usually too massive
to be
destroyed, and the cables are too thick

for positive
cutting
with explosives.
The most economical
method
of destruction
is either by dropping
the
span leading onto the bridge or dropping a section
of the roadway
by
cutting
the suspenders
of the main
or load-bearing
cables.
The length
of this section should be determined
by an analysis
of what capabilities
the enemy has for repair in the time
139

he is expected to retain the site, particularly the erection of a prefabriIt may also be feasible
cated bridge.
where there are reinforced concrete
towers to breach off the concrete and
cut the steel.
The two vulner(2) Minor structures.
able points of a minor suspension
bridge are the tower and the cables.
(3) Towers. Charges may be placed on
the towers slightly above the level of
A section should be cut
the roadway.
out of each part of each tower.
A
charge is placed on each post to force
the ends of the cutout section to move
in opposite directions twisting the
This will prevent the ends of
tower.
a single cut from remaining in contact. Demolition chambers, provided
in some of the newer bridges, make
blasting easier, quicker, and more effective.
(4) Cables. Charges should be placed on
the cables as close as possible to firm
support such as at the top of the tower
or at a” anchorage. Extreme care
should be taken to extend the charges
not more than one-half the distance
around the circumference of the cable.
These charges are bulky, exposed, and
difficult to place; and the cables are
difficult to cut because of the air space
between the individual wires. Shaped
charges, however, with their directed
force effect, may be used to advantage.

119. Floating &idges
Floating bridges consist of a continuous road140

way of metal or wood supported by floats or
pontons.
o. Pneumatic Floats.
Pneumatic floats consist of rubberized fabric made into airtight
compartments and inflated with air.
(1) Hasty method of destruction.
The
anchor cables and bridle lines may be
cut with axes and the steel cable, by
explosives.
(2) Deliberate method of destruction. The
floats may be punctured by small arms
or machinegun fire. This requires a
considerable volume of fire because of
the large number of watertight compartments in each float. Detonating
cord stretched snugly across the surface of inflated ponton compartments
will make a clean cut through the material.
One strand will suffice to cut
most fabrics; two may bs required for
heavier material. Also one turn of detonating cord around a” inflation
valve cuts it off at the neck or does
other damage.
Lines placed around
valves should not be main lines but
branch lines run off from the main
line, as the blast wave may fail to
continue past the sharp turn.
b. Rigid Pontom.
Rigid pontons are made
of various materials such as wood, plastic, or
Most of these are open but occasionally
metal.
they are decked over.
(1) Hasty method of de&u&ion.
A ‘/2pound charge of explosive is placed
on the upstream end of the bottom of
each ponton and detonated simultaneously.
If the current is rapid, another method is to cut the anchor
cables so that the bridge will be carried downstream.
(2) Deliberate method of destruction. The
bridge is severed into rafts and halfpound charges of explosives are placed
at each end of each ponton and detonated simultaneously.
e. Treadways.
Charges to destroy the treadway of any metal treadway type of floating
bridge may be calculated by means of the steelcutting formula.
The placement and amount
of the charges to be used depends on the type
of bridge to be destroyed. In general, if charges
AGO1258.4

are set to sever the roadway completely at
every other joint in the treadway, the bridge
will be damaged beyond use.

Bailey Bridges
A l-pound charge placed between the chan-

120.

nels of the upper and lower chords will destroy
the panels. A i/&pound charge will cut the
diagonals and a l-pound charge, the sway
bracing (fig. 139).
a. Bridge in Place.
(1) The bridge is severed into parts by
cutting panels on each side, including
the sway braces.
The line of cut is
staggered through the panels; otherwise the top chords may jam and prevent the bridge from dropping.
In
double-story or triple-story bridges,
the charges are increased on the

Section IV.

DAMAGING TRANSPORTATION

121. Highways
Disruption of enemy transportation lines is
an important demolition objective.
The extent
of demolition, however, depends upon the analysis of the system and the mission.
By the
destruction of the road net, the attacking forces
are halted or delayed, the movement of supplies
is prevented, and frequently new construction
is required before the enemy can advance.
This may be accomplished by the demolition of
bridges, by blowing road craters, by placing
wrecked items of equipment and debris in cuts
and defiles, and by the construction of abatis
and roadblocks.

122. Railroads
a. Tmcka.
(1)

chords at the story junction line.
charges are
placed on the transoms and the stringers.
b. Bridges in Storage or Stockpile.
Destruction of bridges in storage must be such that the
enemy cannot use any of them as a unit or any
parts for normal or improvised construction.
This requires that one essential component, not
easily replaced or improvised, be destroyed so
that the bridges at a particular stockpile cannot be used. In this way it will also be impossible for the enemy to obtain replacements
for other sectors.
The component that fulfills
all of these conditions is the panel. To make
the panel useless, the female lug in the lower
tension cord is removed or distorted.
All
panels should be destroyed before other components are destroyed.

(2) For further destruction,

If possible, the destruction of railroads with explosives should be done
at vulnerable points. These are curves,
switches, frogs, and crossovers, which
may be destroyed with a small amount
of explosive.
This is called the “spot”
method.
Placement
of charges
is
shown in figure 140.
(2) A length of single track may be destroyed rapidly by a detail of soldiers
with a push car, 1/,-ton truck, or other

LINES

vehicle supplied with explosives, nonelectric blasting caps, time fuse, fuse
lighters, and filled sandbags.
Several
soldiers ride the vehicle, prime lpound charges, and hand them, together with sandbags, to men walking
immediately behind the vehicle. These
men place the charges against the rail
on alternate connections of both tracks
for a distance of about 600 feet, and
then tamp them well with sandbags.
Tamping is not required to break the
rail, but will destroy a longer length
of rail. Other men follow about 260
yards behind the vehicle to light the
fuses.
This method requires approximately 20 pounds of explosive per SOOfoot length of single track line. It
should be repeated at approximately
1 s-mile intervals.
Such procedure is
particularly
advantageous when the
supply of explosives is limited or when
time or other factors prohibit complete destruction of a line. It causes
a greater delay in repair than a concentrated destruction of short lengths
of track. If time, explosives and other
conditions permit, however, complete
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section of track, fastening
a neavy
chain or cable to it, and pulling it up
by a locomotive.
Also, a large hook
towed by a locomotive is useful to tear
up ties and rails.
Whenever possible,
ties loosened from the rails should be
piled and burned.
b. Roadbeds.
Roadbeds are damaged by the
methods used in making road craters and antitank ditches.
123.

Figure 1.99. Demnolitionof Bailey bvidge.
destruction
of long lengths
of track
will provide maximum
delay.
(3) Tracks
may be made unserviceable
without the use of explosives
by tearing up sections of the track, especially
along
cuts,
fills, or embankments,
where the use of reconstruction
equipment is restricted
and work areas are
limited.
This may be done by removing fishplates
from both ends of a

Tunnels

Railway
and highway
tunnels
located
on
major routes to strategic
industrial
or military
areas are vulnerable
to demolition
and therefore
desirable
targets.
Tunnel
demolition,
however, with hastily placed conventional
explosives
is impossible
unless huge quantities
are used.
But when demolition
chambers exist
or time, men, and equipment
are available, considerable
damage
to tunnels
can be accomplished with reasonable amounts of explosive.
a. Principal Factors in Tunnel Demolitim.
The most critical factor in tunnel demolition
is the tightness
of the lining against solid rock.
The actual thickness and strength
of the lining
are of secondary
importance.
The degree of
contact of the walls with surrounding rock
influences the amount of blast energy transmitted to the rock or retained in the concrete
and the consequent
movement
of broken fragments, which may permit their being dislodged
and dropped into the tunnel.
b. Hasty Demolitions.
The hasty demolition
of tunnels with reasonable
amounts of conventional high explosives
is ineffective.
No hasty
method has yet been devised that will cause
extensive
damage.
The enemy may be ternporarily
deprived
of the use of a tunnel by
breaking
and dislodging
portions
of the lining
with normal
breaching
charges
placed at a
number of points and by creating
slides at the
tunnel portals by placing cratering
charges in
the slope above them.
Nuclear devices of proper size advantageously
placed, will effectively
demolish a tunnel.
c. Deliberate Demolitions.
Deliberate
tunnel demolitions will produce satisfactory results
when explosive charges are detonated in prepared chambers in the material adjacent to the
inner face of the tunnel. whether it is lined or
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(5”

Demolition

HIGH)

OR

not.
Excessive
charges
are not required.
Maximum damage desired in any tunnel is that
of obstructing
it with broken rock.
Secondary
damage by fire may also occur.
Caving, which
may result from structural
damage to the tunnel arch, cannot be predicted.
To obtain maximum damage to tunnels, the methods outlined
below are adequate.
chambers.
Tunnel
charge
(1) Charge
chambers
should be so constructed
that each chamber parallels
the long
axis of the tunnel
at or above the
spring
line.
The
T-design
tunnel
charge chamber is an efficient means
of inflicting
serious
damage.
The
chambers may be constructed
opposite
each other at staggered
intervals
on
opposite sides, or all on one side of the
tunnel. The maximum
burden, which
is the distance from the charge to the
inside rock wall, should he 15 feet. The
tunnel charge chamber
should be no
larger than necessary for convenience
of construction
and loading
and no
smaller than 3 feet wide by 41/z feet
high. Charge chambers should b-c constructed
far enough inside the tunnel
portal to insure confinement
of the
charge.
The minimum
of side hill or
outside burden should be 30 feet.
(2)

*Go 12YA
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USE

of railroad switches,

Charges.
Seven hundred
and fifty
pounds of high explosive
is an effective minimum
charge for single placement within a T-type chamber of 15-

tLB
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frogs, axd

RAILS

OVER

SOLWYD

(OVER THIGH)

Crossovers.

foot burden.
Charges should be placed
on 30-foot centers.
Stemming,
the material
(3) Stemming.
with which a borehole or charge chamber is filled or tamped (usually earthfilled
sandbags),
is necessary.
It
should extend from the last charge in
the T-type chamber
to the chamber
entrance.
Stemming is not necessary,
however, between charges within the
chamber.
d. Deliberate Demolition of Tunnels With
Prepared
Charge
Chambers.
Some tunnels
have chambers
or holes in the roof for the
purpose
of demolishing
them at some future
time.
Their presence is usually indicated
by
the open brick ventilators
placed over them.
If
no ventilators
are present, these chambers may
be located by striking
the roof of the tunnel
with some heavy metallic object, which usually
produces
a hollow
sound.
Explosives,
compacted as tightly as possible, are placed in the
chambers,
which are then closed and sealed
except for the place where the fuze or firing
wire passes through.
Sandbag
stemming
is
recommended
in all charge chambers
in timbered tunnels,
as the sandbags
increase
the
possibility
that the timbers
may ignite when
the charge is detonated.
124. Water Transportation Systems
The extent of demolition
depends largely upon the mission,
materials
available,
and an
analysis
of the system as to how critical,
accessible, repairable,
and vulnerable
it may be.
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a. Vessels. Piers. and Warehouses.
Vessels
can seldom b, destroyed efficiently by landbased
troops, unless they are tied up at docks, piers,
and warehouses, however, are excellent demolition targets, especially for the use of fire.
b. Channels.
The most expeditious way to
block a channel is to sink a ship or a loaded
barge at a point that cannot be bypassed.
Channels with retaining walls may be blocked
effectively by detonating breaching charges behind the retaining walls.
e. Dams.
Since a prohibitive amount of explosive is generally required to destroy an entire dam structure, the best and quickest
method is to destroy the machinery and the
equipment.
If the purpose of the demolition
is to release the water in the dam, all that is
required is to destroy the gates on the crest of
the dam, the penstocks or tunnels used to bypass the dam or to carry water to hydroelectric
plants, or the valves or gates used to control
the flow in the penstocks or tunnels. In dams,
partly or wholly constructed of earth fill, it may
be possible to ditch or crater down below the
existing waterline and thus allow the water
itself to further erode and destroy the dam.
Nuclear devices may also be used to advantage.
d. Canals. In most cases, a canal may be
made useless by destroying the lock gates and
the operating mechanism that controls them.
This mechanism, which includes the electrical
equipment and perhaps pumps, is the easier to
destroy and should therefore be attacked first.
If time permits, the gates themselves may be
destroyed.
The lock walls and canal walls may
be destroyed by breaching charges or cratering
charges placed behind them.
125. Airfields
Airfields may be destroyed by ADM.
They
may be rendered unusable by cratering runways or placing objects on surfaces to prevent
use by aircraft.
The destruction of POL and
munitions stocks and of repair and communications facilities is also effective.
Rooters, plows,
and bulldozers can ditch runways that are not
constructed of concrete.
Friendly operational
and nonoperational airfields should be destroyed
only in areas where the resulting wreckage will
provide the maximum impediment to enemy
movement and operations.
They should, however, be made ready for demolition only during
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the preparation for an organized withdrawal
when seizure by the enemy is imminent.
a. Plans for Demolition.
(1) The methods of destroying any airfield
depend on the materials at hand, the
type of installation to be destroyed,
and the time and equipment available
to complete the job. Aircraft
and
equipment may be destroyed instantly
by directing weapons fire against
them. Whenever possible, bombs and
ammunition should be used as explosive charges (app C). Gasoline and
other fuels (POL products) may be
used to aid in the destruction, by fire,
of vehicles, equipment, and buildings.
(2) When time permits, a detailed plan
for demolition of the airfield should
be prepared before any charges are
placed. This should include(a) Location of charges.
(b) Type of explosives.
(c) Size of each charge.
(d) Priority in preparation and placement of each charge.
(e) Total amount of itemized explosives
and other materials needed to effect
demolitions included in the plan.
(f) Assignment of personnel or groups
to prepare specific charges.
b. Priorities for Demolition.
It is seldom
possible to destroy an airfield completely because of the great amount of explosives and
time required.
Thus it is necessary to determine what specific demolition is to be done and
in what order specific operations are to be
accomplished.
Airfield demolition plans should
be very flexible, particularly in regard to priorities. The order of priority should vary according to the tactical situation.
The following
list suggests an order of priority for airfield
demolition, which may be modified to suit the
tactical situation.
(1) Runways and taxiways
and other
landing areas.
(2) Routes of communication.
(3) Construction equipment.
(4) Technical buildings.
(5) Supplies of gasoline, oil, and bombs.
(6) Motor vehicles and unserviceable aircraft.
(7) Housing facilities.
ACDlZSRA

c. Runways and Taxiways.
Runways and
taxiways have first priority in a demolition
plan because the destruction of landing surfaces
is the most important single item. Whenever
possible. demolition of an airfield should be
considered during construction by the placing
of large conduits in all fills. This requires
little extra work and provides a means of placing explosives under the runway.
Standard
deliberate and hasty craters may be useful in
the demolition of runways and taxiways.
Shaped charges may be used to breach thick
concrete pavement when speed is essential. The
placing of individual cratering charges diagonally down the runways or taxiways, or in a
zigzag line running diagonally back and forth,
provides more complete destruction.
When
pierced steel plank or other type of landing
mat is used on an airfield, substantial damage
may be done by attaching a large hook to
sections of the mat and pulling it out of place
with a tractor.
This should be followed by
cratering.
A hasty, satisfactory obstacle may
be produced by the use of IO-pound cratering
charges spaced every 15 feet across the runway
and buried 4 feet under the ground.
d. Turf Surfaces and Pavements.
Bituminous surface treatments or thin concrete pavements can be destroyed by bulldozers, graders,
and rooters. Turf airstrips can be destroyed
by plowing or cratering.
e. Aim-aft.
Unserviceable aircraft should
be destroyed by the detonation of 4 pounds of
TNT placed on each crankshaft between the
propeller and the engine and 1 pound of TNT

Section V.

DAMAGING

127. Telephone and Telegraph lines
Although damage to an enemy telephone
system or telegraph system may never be extensive, it does have a great delaying effect. Telephone
and
telegraph
switchboards
and
instruments are the best points of attack.
Generally l-pound charges placed on the cables
are adequate to sever them. Also dial systems
may be damaged by smoke from burning oil.
*co 12&s*

placed on the instrument panel to prevent
salvage.
The engines of jet-propelled aircraft
should be destroyed by detonating charges on
essential parts, such as the compressor, air
intake, or the exhaust turbine.
Radio equipment, bombsights, radar, and tires should be
removed or destroyed.
126.

Pipelines

The most vulnerable points of a pipeline
system are the storage tanks and pumping
stations.
a. Storage Tanks.
Storage tanks filled with
fuel may be destroyed most effectively by
burning with incendiary grenades or the burst
of .50-caliber incendiary ammunition.
Empty
tanks may be destroyed by detonating charges
against the base.
b. Pumping Stations.
Booster pumping stations on cross-country
pipelines, being very
vulnerable, should be destroyed.
Gravel or
other solid objects introduced into the pipeline
while the pumps are running will damage the
moving parts, although not to the degree possible with explosives.
If time permits, the
pumping station should be burned after the
equipment has been destroyed by explosives.
e. Pipe.
The pipe used in pipelines is destroyed only during scorched earth operations
because of the great amount of effort necessary
for effective damage.
Junctions, valves, and
bends are the most suitable points, particularly
when the line is buried.
Another method is to
close all valves on the line: the expansion that
occurs, even in subzero weather, will break it.

COMMUNICATION

SYSTEMS

Pole lines are not satisfactory targets as they
are strung over long distances and can be destroyed only in spots. They may be made ternporarily useless by cutting or grounding the
wires or by cutting the poles with small external timber-cutting charges and then burning. The wire should be cut into short lengths
to prevent further use.
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128. Rodio instolkhons

Radio provides rapid communication between
far distant points that would otherwise be without communication. Antenna towers, usually
constructed of steel and braced with guy wires,
are the most accessible part of any radio installation. They are destroyed by cutting the
guy wires and by placing cutting charges
against the base. The towers should be toppled over the transmitter station or across the
Section VI.
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Buildings may be destroyed by explosive or
other methods. The methods used and the
extent of demolition usually depend on the time
available.
a. Mosonr~ or Concrete Buildings. Masonry
or concrete buildings may be destroyed by
breaching charges placed on the inside and at
the bass of the exterior walls.
b. Wood or ThkWalled Buildings. Wooden
frame buildings may readily be destroyed by
fire. Another method is to close all doors and
windows and explode on the ground floor a
concentrated charge (dust initiator) equal to
W pound to 1 pound of explosive per cubic
yard of volume (app F). Such buildings may
bs dismantled, however, if time permits.
c. Steel Framed Buildings. Stink bombs and
other malodorous devices and contaminants
may be all that is required to damage the interlor furnishings or equipment.
Another
msthod-to expose the interior to extreme heat,
1000” F for 10 minutes-will
cause failure of
the structural steel members. Buildings with
steel frames may also bs destroyed by first
breaching the concrete or masonry where necessary to expose the vital steel members and then
cutting them with explosive charges.
d. Concrete Beam, Curtain Wall Buildings.
Concrete beam curtain wall buildings, con6tNded
in such a way that the load is carried
by reinforced concrete beams and columns, are
destroyed by placing breaching charges inside
the buildings at the base of the exterior wall
and at the bmm of all intermediate columns on
the Bmund em.
190.

destruction,

BUILDINGS

electric

power

plants

AND

INSTALLATIONS

should be studied so that the amount of damage
will be adequate but not exceed tactical demands. They may be destroyed by cutting the
windings of generators and motors, by placing
and detonating a g-pound charge inside the
casings, or by pouring gasoline on the generators and lighting them. Generators also may be
“shorted” out by the use of metal powder or
shavings. The shafts of motors and generators
are broken. Damage can also be done by removing or contaminating the lubricating oil
with metal filings or aluminum powder and
then running the machinery. Boilers are burst
with a cutting charge. AI1 buildings, transmission towers, penstocks, and turbines of
hydroelectric plants may be destroyed.
131. Water Supply
The pumping station,

filtration plant, and
reservoirs of a water supply system are. usually
the points most accessible to attack. Storage
tanks are demolished by charges calculated on
the basis of 1 pound of explosive per lOO-cubic
foot capacity. The charge is detonated inside
the tank when it is full of water. The water
acts as a tamping material.
Shaped charges
are also useful in this capacity. The standoff,
however, should bs cut down considerably.
Wells sunk in soft soils are damaged beyond
repair by charges that cut the lining. Wells
in rock and hard soils, having little or no lining,
are demolished by exploding large breaching
charges 6 to 12 feet from the edge of the well
and deep enough to secure good tamping. If
time does not permit such preparation, a large
charge is exploded halfway down against the
side.
132.
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high voltage transmission line through which
the installation received its power. Equipment
and standby power units may be destroyed by
mechanical means or by demolition charges.
Transformers also are very vulnerable. They
will burn themselves up if a hole is blasted in
the side or bottom and the oil let out, provided
they do not have automatic thermo cutoff
switches.

Potrohum,
R&Il.&s

Oil, and Lubrkating

POL refineries are readily demolished, hav*co ,.%a4

ing such extremely vulnerable points as cracking towers, steam plants, cooling towers, and
POL stock. These are easily damaged by explosive charges and fire. The demolition of
Section VII.
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133. Intmdwtion
a. Authority
for Deatmtion.

The destruction of friendly materials is a command decision, implemented only on authority
of the
division or higher commander.
Equipment
and supplies that cannot be evacuated and may,
therefore, be captured by the enemy are destroyed or made unserviceable, except for medical materials and stores, which are not to be
intentionally
destroyed
(DA Pam 2’7-1 and
FM g-10).
b. Destruction
Areas.
Whenever possible,
mobile equipment is demolished in places where
it most effectively impedes the advance of the
Examples of such places are(1) Approaches to bridges (fills).
(2) Airfield landing strips.
(3) Cuts, fills, or hills on roads.
(4) Sharp bends of roads.
(5) Roads leading through densely wooded
areas.
Narrow streets in thickly populated or
built-up areas.
c. Priority of Operations.
Destruction must
be as complete as the available time, equipment, and personnel will permit.
If all parts
of the equipment cannot be completely destroyed, the most ‘important
ones should be
damaged.
Special attention must be given to
those parts that are not easy to duplicate or
rebuild.
Particular
care must be taken that
the same components are destroyed on each
piece of equipment; otherwise the enemy may
assemble a complete unit with parts taken from
several partly destroyed units (cannibalization).
d. Precautions.
When material is destroyed
by explosives or by weapons fire, flying fragments and ricocheting bullets create a hazard.
Thus demolition must be accomplished in an
area free of friendly troop concentrations.

such installations
should be planned and executed only by persons familiar with their design and construction
or after
extensive
investigation.
OF EQUIPMENT

134.

AND

SUPPLIES

Planning

Standing operating procedures for all units
should contain a plan for the destruction of all
equipment and supplies except medical supplies, which are left intact for enemy capture.
Such a plan will insure that the maximum and
most effective damage is done to materiel and
will deny the use of friendly equipment to the
enemy.
It should outline the required extent
of demolition and include priorities of demolition and methods of destruction for all items
issued to the unit. If explosives are -to be
used, the amounts required should be indicated.
The plan must be flexible enough in its designation of time, equipment, and personnel to
meet any situation.
In order to make cannibalization by the enemy impossible, each equipment operator
must be familiar
with the
priority sequence in which essential parts, including extra repair parts, are to be destroyed.
He must also be familiar with the sequence
to be followed for total destruction.
135. Methods of Destroying Mate&l
The following methods of destroying material may be used either singly or in combination. The actual method or methods used in a
given situation depend on the time, personnel,
and means available.
a. Ezplosives.
All military explosives are
effective in destroying equipment.
b. Mechanical Means.
Material may be destroyed by mechanical means.
Sledge hammers, crowbars,
picks, axes, and any other
available heavy tools are used to smash or
damage whatever is to be destroyed.
c. Weapons
Fire.
Hand
grenades,
rifle
grenades, antitank
rockets, machinegun fire,
and rifle fire are a valuable means of destroying
materiel.
d. Them&e
f&m&a.
Flammable
material and equipment may be destroyed or made
unserviceable by heat generated by the them-rite
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grenade.
The material should be soaked with
fuel before burning.
e. Fire.
Rags, clothing, or canvas should be
packed under and around the materiel to be
destroyed.
It should then be soaked with gasoline, oil, or diesel fuel. Damage from fire may
not always be as severe as expected.
Engine
or transmission parts heated to less than a dull
red heat are not seriously damaged provided
they are lubricated immediately after the fire
to prevent corrosion.
Electrical equipment, including motor or generator armature windings
and other wiring, is effectively destroyed by
burning.
All parts made from low-meltingpoint metal may be almost completely destroyed
by fire.
f. Water. The damage resulting from submerging equipment in water is not generally
very severe, but the method is sometimea rather
quickly and easily accomplished.
Total submersion also provides concealment of equip
ment (h below).
g. Abuse.
Much damage can be done to
equipment, particularly to engines, by deliberate improper operation.
Such abusive treatment may proceed even after abandonment, if
hasty action becomes necessary, by leaving the
equipment in an improper operating condition.
h. Ccmcedment.
Easily
accessible
vital
component parts of equipment may be removed
and scattered through dense foilage, thus preventing or at least delaying use by the enemy.

Vital parts of entire items may be hidden by
throwing them into a lake, stream, or other
body of water (f above).
i. Boobytrapping.
Boobytraps are placed in
debris after destruction is completed, if time
permits.
See FM 5-31 for the techniques.
136. Destruction of Combat Equipment
There are various publications on the proper
methods of destroying military combat equipment. The FM 23-series is concerned with the
destruction of small arms such as rifles, pistols,
mortars, and ammunition;
and the FM 17series, with the destruction of armored vehicles
and their weapons.
137. Training
Training does not involve the actual demolition of any materiel but the simulated breaking of vital parts, the placing of dummy
charges, and the selection of sites suitable for
the destruction of equipment in order to block
communication routes.
Drivers and operators
should be made familiar with each step in the
appropriate method for the destruction of their
equipment and supplies.
It should be emphasized that in planning destruction operations,
the following methods should be considered in
the order given:

a. Mechanical

damage to vital parts.
b. Use of explosives.

c. Use of weapons fire, fire, and water.
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a. Cmn~liatue. Safety rules regarding explosives, caps, and demolition equipment will bs
followed strictly during training. In combat,
however, some must of necessity be altered so
that unit missions may be accomplished. In all
other situations they will be observed to the
fullest extent permitted by time, materials
available, and requirements of the mission.
Also, post regulations and local and units SOP’s
will bs observed.
b. Respomibility. The responsibility of the
preparation, placement, or firing of charges
must not bs divided. One individual should be
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responsible for the supervision of all phasse of
the demolition mission.
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Distances at which persons in the open are
safe from missile hasards from bare charges
placed on or in the ground are given in table
XIV. The formula for computing safe distances from explosives so placed is--safe dis
tance in feet=300 ;/pounds of explosives. (For
quarrying the safe distance in feet=330
;/pounds of explosives). The minimum safe
distance for soldiers in a missile-proof shelter
is 300 feet (AR 386-33).
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140. Package Care and Repair
Carelessness, rough handling, and disregard

for safety rules c8use premature explosions,
misfires, and in many c8ses serious accidents.
Issued explosives
and auxiliary
items are
packed in moisture-resistant
containers and
proper packing boxes to withstand field conditions of transportation and storage. Containers
and boxes must never be handled roughly; they
must never be broken, cracked, or dented. Some
special items, if distorted, lose part of their
effectiveness.
Damaged packing boxes and containers must be repaired immediately; all defaced parts of marking must be transferred to
new parts of the boxes. Broken airtight containers, such 8s those containing chemical
mines, should bc destroyed.

TRANSPORTATION, STORAGE, AND DISPOSAL
of.explosives shall be in charge of, and
operated by, 8 person who is matureminded, physically fit, careful, reliable,
able to read and write the English
language, and not addicted to the use
of intoxicants or narcotics. He should
be 8w8re of the destructive effects of
explosives.
(5) No metal tools, carbides, oils, matches,
firearms, electric storage batteries,
flammable substances, acids, or oxidizing or corrosive compounds shall bs
carried in the bed or body of any vehicle transporting explosives.
(6) Vehicles to be used in the transportation of explosives shall be in good
repair. When steel or part steel bodies
8re used, fire-resistant and nonsparking cushioning materials shall be employed to separate the containers of
explosives from the metal.
(7) Vehicles transporting explosives shall
(2) All vehicles transporting explosives
be equipped with not less than two
shall be marked with reflectorized
fire extinguishers placed at strategic
placards on both sides and ends with
points, filled and ready for immediate
the word EXPLOSIVES
printed on.
use, and of 8 make approved by the
(3) Blasting caps or other initiators shall
National Board of Fire Underwriters
not be transported in the same vehicle
for class B and C fires.
with other explosives,
if possible;
(8) A vehicle containing explosives shall
otherwise the caps should be carried
not be taken into 8 public building or
in the front and the explosives in the
repair shop or parked in congested
_ _..
rear of the truck.
8re88 for any period of time.
(4) All vehicles used for transportation
(9) All vehicles shall be checked before
Section

II.

141. Tmnspotition
a. Safety Policy.
Local transportation of explosives for immediate use is directed by AR
385-63.
The Department of the Army clearly
defines the safety responsibilities of transportation officers at their installations. Local safety
SOP’s are provided to insure that 811 persons
participating in the transportation of explosives
have proper instruction in safety requirements
and 8re held to account for all violations of
pr0eedUl-e.
b. Gmed
Rules.
The following rules 8re
observed :
(1) Vehicles used for the transportation
of explosives shall not be loaded bsyond rated capacity and the explosives
shall be secured to prevent shifting
of load or dislodgement from the vehicle in transit. In all open-body types
of vehicles the explosives shall be covered with 8 fire-resistant tarpaulin.
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transporting explosives and all electric wiring completely protected and
securely fastened to prevent short circuiting.
(10) Vehicles transporting explosives shall
be operated with extreme care and
shall not be driven at a speed greater
than 35 miles per hour. Full stops
shall be made at approaches to all
railroad crossings and main highways, and the vehicle shall not proceed until it is known that the way is
clear. This, however, does not apply
to convoys or protected crossings
manned by highway flagmen or
guards.
(11) All vehicles transporting explosives
on public highways, roads, or streets
shall have an authorized driver and
helper. No person other than the authorized driver and helper shall be
permitted to ride on trucks transporting explosives or detonators.
142. Magazines
o. Types.
Explosives are stored in magazines according lo the safety regulations prescribed in TM 9-1903. Table XV indicates the
minimum distance for the location of magazines from other magasines, buildings, and
routes of communication baaed on the quantity
of explosives stored. There are two types of
magazines-permanent
and temporary.
AIthough the permanent type is preferred, temporary or emergency types are frequently
required when permanent construction is not
possible.
b. Barricades. Explosives storage magazines
must be barricaded, that is, have a substantial
obstacle between them and inhabited buildings.
For certain explosives, effective natural or
artificial barricades reduce by one-half the distance necessary between magazines, railways,
and highways.
The use of barricades thus
permits the storage of larger quantities of explosives in any given area. Although barricades help protect magazines against explosives
and bomb or shell fragments. they are no safeguard agahurt pressure damage.
c. Other CrmsidcrptioM. Bfagaxinea are uau*IX ,w*

ally placed at locations determined according
to safety, accessibility, dryness, and drainage.
Safety and accessibility, however, are the most
important. An ideal location is a hilly area
where the height of the ground above the magazine provides a natural wall or barrier to buildings, centers of communication, and other
magazines in the area. Sidehill dugouts are
not desirable, as adequate ventilation and drainage are often hard to provide. Brush and tall
grass should be cleared from the sits to minimize the danger of fire.
Table XV.

Mooorinc

Loeztimw (Unbanimded)

d. Lightning Protection. All magazines must
have a grounded overhead lightning rod sg%tern. Also, all metal parts-doors,
ventilators,
window sashes, and reinforcing steel-muat be
connected in several places to buried conduits
of copper-plate or graphite rods.
142. Field Ezpedient Structures
a. Field expedients for the storage of axplosives when magazine construction ia not
possible are(1) A dugout excavated in a dry area and
revetted with timber to prevent
caving.
(2) An isolated building.
(3) A light wooden frame box house, with
a wedge type roof covered by corrugated iron, or merely covered with a
tent or canvas tarpaulin.
The axplosivea should be placed on palleta for
all-around ventilation.
b. Field expedient storage facilities should
be appropriately marked by signs on all four
aides, and guarded.
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144. Tempomry Magazines and

Storage

Limited supplies of explosives can be stored
for several days when necessary in covered ammunition shelters and should be so separated
that fire or explosion cannot be transmitted
from one shelter to another. Piles of explosives
temporarily stored in the open should contain
no more than 500 pounds, and be placed no less
than 140 feet apart.
Explosive components
should be piled separately.
Explosives, caps,
and other demolition material stored temporarily in training areas should be kept separate
in covered ammunition
shelters, and under
guard at all times. Temporary storage operations should be guided by local safety SOP’s
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and other regulations

(AR 38653).

145. Destruction and Disposal of
Explosives
a. Methods.
Explosives, being insoluble

in
water, generally cannot be disposed of as sewage. Submergence, burning, or decomposition
by chemical agents is necessary.
Explosive
material may be disposed of without alteration
in form by dumping at sea. The best method
of destroying explosives, however, is by burning.
b. Ordnance Units. Explosives are destroyed
by explosive ordnance disposal unite as directed
in AR ‘75-15, TM 9-13869,
TM 9-1900, TM
g-1903, and TM 9-1375-200.
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APPENDIX
METRIC CHARGE

B

CAlCUlATlONS

1. Introduction

K

The following metric equivalent charge calculation formulas are included because of
NATO requirements, wherein the United States
and British Armies are gradually changing
over from their tables of measurement to the
metric system. Problems, solutions, and tables
with measurements converted to the metric
system are given below.

Formula

3. limber

(use ?6 kilograms of TNT)
Cutting Formula
Charge.

Formula : K = $
K = kilograms of TNT r&red
D = diameter of target in centimeters
Ezample: the diameter of a tree is 30 centimeters.
Tabb

XVI.

Valw

urth

-.-...-...

Poor -ry,
shale
esrth
wMtNcti0~
114

(fig. 96)

K=-+gg

K = .267 kg
Use 260 grams of TNT or any
other explosive
4. Breaching Formula
Formula : K = 16R*KC
K = kilograms of TNT required.
K = breaching radius in meters.
K = the material factor based on
strength and hardness of
material to be demolished.
C = the amping factor baaed on
type and extent of tamping to be wad.
Add 10 percent to calculated
charge less than 22.6 kilograms.
For walls SO centimeters
(approx 1 ft) thick or less,
increase the charge by 60
percent.

of Material Factor K for Caleulntbn of Brsaohing Chargea (Metric)
*mcllinll rulism

Y.twid
OrdiMrJ

:K= &

K=G

(fig. 97)

a. Eztemal

550

K = kilograms of TNT required
D = diameter of target in centimeters
Ezample:

Flange Area = 2 x 1.2 x 12.7 = 80.48 or
80.6 sq cm
WebArea=28~1=28sqcm
A (total) = 30.6 sq cm + 28 sq cm = 68.6
SQcm
K=-!!_=L
K = 1:

900

b. Internal Charge.

K= *
K E kilograms of TNT required
A = gross sectional area in square
centimeters

Ezample:

w 560

2. StruaVml Steel Cutting Formula
Formula:

-

K = 1.64 kg
Use of 1.6 kilograms of TNT

- ----_____._____

_ .__----

and hardpan,
good timber,
____._______________--_~__.-

Y

All values

0.05

All v&ws

0.88

and

Aa0 ?IIM

K

0.35
1 to leu than 1.6 meters

a8

1 to lelu than 1.6 meten
1.5 to less than 2 meters
2 or more meters
Less than 1 meter
1 to Iella than 1.5 metera
1.5 to leas than 2 metera
2 or more met-em

.25
.ea
0.46
38
.88
28
0.70
66
50
.4a

1.6 to leu than 2 meters
More thaa 2 meters
L.esathan 1 meter

a. Breaching Radius. The breaching radius
(R) is the distance in meters which an explosive charge must penetrate and within which
all material is displaced or destroyed.
For example, to breach a 3-m&r
concrete wall by
placing a charge on one side, the value of R
in the formula K = 16 R3KC is 2 meters.
b. Material Facto?-. The values of the material factor for various types of construction
are given in table XVI.
e. Tamping Factor. The value of the tamping factor depends on the location and the
tamping of the charge.
No charge is considered fully tamped unless it is covered to a
depth equal to the breaching radius. If underwater demolition is necessary, the tamping
factor for placement of charges tamped with
earth is used (fig. 105).
Ezample:Determine the amount of TNT
required to breach a dense concrete pier 1.5 meters thick with
untamped charges placed on the
ground.
R = 1.5 meters
K = 33 (dense concrete, table XVI)
C= 4.5 (untamped, on the
Table

1.6

XVIII.

10.2

12.7

Steel

16.2

ground, fig. 106)
K = 16RBKC
K = 16 x3.3 x .33 x 4.6
K = 78.4 or 78.6 kilograms of
TNT per charge
5. Additional

Data

Characteristics
of U.S. explosives,
steel
cutting charges, and minimum safe distances,
expressed in the metric system, are given in
tables XVII, XVIII, and XIX respectively.
Table

TNT

XVII.

..___...

Tetrrt.9 ___..
Ml18 (sheet

expl&e) .
Composition
c-3.
Composition
C-4.
Ammonium
nitrate.
Military
dynamite.
Cutting

20.3

Chnrps

26.4

Chamcteristica
of P+inci,ml
Ezplosivcs
(Metric)

-I
i

6,990

1.00

7,000

1.20

.464 and
,227 kg
1.1 kg
.90 kg-block

1.190
‘7.626

1.34

8.040

1.84

3,400

0.42

6,100

0.92

0.22 kg-sheet
1.02 kg-M8
1.1 kg-M6
1.1 kg-M6Al
0.66 kg-Ml12
18.11 kg
.221 kg

(Metric)

SO.6

36.6

40.6

ff. S.

46.7

6

~
t

Tabla XIX.
Kuw
A6

18
14
16
18
eo
22
23
25
27
29

I54

at OIDldws

Minimm
y

Sajs
&d~

to 12 kila _____________-________ 274
281
.__________--.--..___--.._____-.
290
________________________------__
so?.
____________________---_________
311
________________________--_-____
320
____________--.--_____-_--______
329
____________________---_-____--_
337
-....._..___--._______-_--__-_-_
348
____________________--_______--__
361
____________________-_-_____---_
366
.-__--______--._____---_.---_--_

Diatanwr

(in the Open)

mm

Of

(Metrio)

~rplol,“~~

y

$tgc

884
84 _______.____________-__._______.
393
86 .....---.___________
-._________
410
40 ._.____._..__.______--._________
424
46 _...._.._...________-__...____.
461
66 .._____._.__________--_-......__
436
62 .._.______._________---_...____
634
90 _______.__._________----_....._.
612
136 ._.._____...________^__---_...__
613
181 .________.__________----..______
726
226 -.---__-..-_________----___...__
Over226 (compute
by formula)

APPENDIX
USE

OF LAND

MINES,

AERIAL

AS DEMOLITION
1. lnlmduction

for denwli-

tion pwp3.sea.
2. land Mines
a. Safety Precmtiom.
Only defused mines
should be used in demolition charges, as fused
mines recovered from minefields may be sensitive because of near misses and may be det+
nated by even normal handling. The use of
enemy mines salvaged from minegelds or
dumps is regulated by directives issued from
headquarters of the theater concerned. United
States and foreign land mines are described in
detail in TM 2-1345-200, TM 6280, and TM
623OA.
b. Charges. In calculating demolition charges
when using mines, only the explosive weight is
considered. Normal explosive quantities may
be used for cratering or pressure charges with
mines ; but, because of poor contact of the mine
case against irregularly shaped objects, it may
bs necessary to increase cutting charges considerably. Test shota will determine the resulta to be obtained under given conditions. A
list of antitank mines in current use by the
United States and (in current use or obsolete in
foreign armies) with their explosive weights
ia given below. Information, however, on the
type of explosive used is not always available(I 1 United States
*co x?**

BOMBS,

AND

SHELLS

CHARGES

T_

men land mines, aerial bombs, and shells
are used as demolition charges, special precautions muat be taken because of flying steel fragments. The use of such mines, bombs, and
shells is generally uneconomical but may at
times become necessary or desirable.
Such
material may be issued from captured or
friendly supply stoclca or, in the case of land
mines, may be those recovered from enemy or
friendly minefields. In no case should unezploded dud shella or bombs be used

C

srF4wi~

Mvm

~~~~~~~~3% lb TNT
M6A2 A/T imetalliej
_.
_~_.lZ lb TNT
Ml5 A/T
(metallic)
_____....22
lb TNT
Ml9 A/T ~nonm&ilie) ~__.__21 lb TNT
Id21 A/T
(metallic)
_~...____10?4
lb composition

M7A2 A/T (metallic)

(2)
Barrier

Foreign

Ii6

Mine.9

(a)
A/T

Austria

(b)

Belgium

(metallic)

,-____.lO

lb

Model VI A/T
BSB
Type
Type

(metallic)
_____6 lb
A/T
(metallic)
________T.75 lb TNT
H A/T (metallic)
______l2.76
lb TNT
HA A/T
(metallic)
____12.15 lb TNT
(c)

Communist

Chit&z

Dual purpose No 6
(metallic).
Dual purpose No 4
(metallic).
Model 1951 A/T (wooden)

(d)

(e)

(f)

___._ll
___._~6

lb TNT
lb TNT (appmx)
16 lb cast TNT

Finland
(metallic)
(metallic1

. .._ ~...9
____....3.8

lb TNT
lb TNT

France

Ml936 heavy A/T
(metallic).
Ml936 light A/T
(metallic).
Ml946 A/T (metallic)

Ml946
A/T

12 lb
____13.6 lb TNT

Czechoslmakia

PT-Mi-K- A/T (metallic)
PT-MI-D A/T (wooden)
PT-Mi-Ba
AIT
(plastic or bakelite).
Id 36 A/T
M 39 A/T

6 lb

3.25 lb
5.76 lb
_____..11.6
TNT or MD (20%
dinitmnapthalenc
and 36% pi&e
acid*)

plate charge
(metallic).

Ml961 shaped charge
A/T
(metallic).
Model 1947 A/T (pl~tic)
Model 1951 A/T (Caseleas)
(9)
Huwary
CVP-1
variable
preae.un.
general purpose
(metallic).

16 lb TNT or
pieric acid’
4 to 6 lb hexolite
. . . J2.1 lb TNT
lb cast TNT
. 1620

3.6 lb TNT
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T”pd

(h)

Mine

Japan(WW ZZ)

Type 93 antivehicular
(metallic).
Yudatick
antivehicular
(metallic).
Model 1 beach mine
(double horn)
(metallic).
Model 2 beach mine (sinale
horn) (metallic).
(i)

South

40.6 lb trinitroanisol
22 lb

lb
5.25 lb TNT

Korea

mine (metallic)
Type I dual purpose
(metallic).
II dual purpose
(metallic).

_.27. lb TNT
5.7 lb flaked

Type

(k)

acid*
acid*

.~~ ._-9

Heavy A/T

PHZ40
TM-35
TM-38
TM-41

picrie

picric

NetherZand.9

Type II A/T (metallic)
Mushroom-topped
dual
purpose. (metallic).
(j)

2 lb
6 lb

TNT

4.5 lb TNT

USSR

A/T (metallic)
A/T (metallic)
A/T (metallic)
AIT
fmetallic)

T-IV A/T (metallic)
AKS general purpose
(metallic).
TYD-B A/T (wooden)

~__. ..8 lb
~~ m-3.8 lb
~~~~~~~6.5 lb
~_~
8 lb amatol
80120 or
flaked TNT
(picrie
acid* baster)
._6.2 lb
_.

13.2 lb
_______llL15
lb pressed
amatol, dynammonite, east TNT,
or powdered
picrie
acid*
TMB-44 A/T (wooden)
______ll-15.4
lb amatol,
dynammonite,
or
TNT
T?dEBA/T
(tar-impregnated
11 lb powdered
amaM
SO/20
cardboard).
13 lb powdered
amatol
TYS-B
A/T (tarSO/20
impregnated
cardboard).
(I)
Mark
Mark

2 EP A/T
2 GS A/T

Mark 3
Mark 4
Mark 6
Mark 5
Mark 6
Mark
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United Iiingdom

GS
GS
GS
HC
EP
6 C

A/T
A/T
A/T
A/T
and
A/T

(metallic)
(metallic)

(metallic)
(metallic)
(metallic)
(metallic)

___4.5 lb TNT
..__4 lb TNT or baratol
(barium
nitrate
and
TNT-20/80
or
lo/so)
___4.5 lb TNT
___8.25 lb TNT
___4.6 lb TNT
___8.3 lb TNT

(metallic)

___4.5

TNT

e. Priming.
Land minea are detonated by
means of a pound of explosive placed on the
pressure plate. If large quantities of mines are
to be fired simultaneously,
several mines are
primed to insure complete detonation.
Detonation of a single mine normally detonates
other mines in contact with it.
3. Aerial Bombs
a. Use. General-purpose
aerial bombs may
be used satisfactorily as demolition charges but
are more effective aa cratering charges.
Their
shape makes them inefficient for demolitions
requiring close contact between the explosive
and the target.
Precautions must be taken to
avoid damage to installations
and injury to
personnel because steel fragments of the bomb
case are thrown great distances.
Before using
a bomb, it must be positively identified as a
general-purpose
bomb.
b. Charges.
The explosive content of bombs
is approximately
half their total weight. Table
XX gives the weight of high explosive in various types of general-purpose
bombs. Approximately 20 percent of the explosive power is
expended in shattering the case.
Table XX.

Explosive

Content of General-Purpose
Bombs

~
2,000~lb

GP.

AN-M66A2

c. Priming. Bombs under 500 pounds weight
are detonated by firing a 5-pound explosive
charge in good contact in the middle of the
case. Bombs of 500 pounds or more are detonated by a lo-pound charge similarly placed.
Fuses should not be positioned on the nose or
tail. To insure detonation, large bomba should
be primed separately.
4. Artillery Shells (Nonnuclear)
Artillery shells are used for demolition
where a fragmentation
effect is desired.
cause of their low explosive content they
seldom used for other demolition purposes.

only
Beare’
The

*oo ,1581\

106mm howitzer HE shell, which weighs 33
pounds, contains only 5 pounds of explosive;
while the 166mm howitzer shell contains only
15 pounds. Shells up to 240-mm are detonated
by 2 pounds of explosive placed in good contact
with the case, just forward of the rotative
band. To insure complete detonation, a charge

should be placed on each shell. The universal
destructor Ml0 (para 401~) may be used to
detonate projectiles or bombs that have 1.7- or
2-inch diameter threaded fuse wells.
The
booster cavities of bombs, and large projectiles
should be filled to the full depth by adding
booster cups to the destructor Ml0 as required.

APPENDIX
SUMMARY

OF EXPLOSIVE

1. Timber-Cutting Charges
a. Ezternal Chaqws, L’ntamped

(para 78a).

P&P = pounds of TNT required
D = diameter of the timber in inches or
the least dimension of dressed timber.
b. Cutting Trees to Create an Obstacle (para
78b).

e. Inted

Charges. Tamped (para 78~).
PC+&
P = pounds of any explosive
D = diameter, or the least cross-sectional
dimensional in inches.

2. Steel-Cutting Charges
a. Structural Members (para 81b(l)).
P=3/s A
P = pounds of TNT required
D=cross-sectional
area in square inches
of the steel member to be cut.
b. Other Steel Members

(para 816(2)(a)).
P = D’
P = pounds of TNT required
D=diameter,
in inches, of section to be
cut.

e. Steel Bar8 2 Inches
(para 81b(2) (b) ).

in Diameter

07 Lese

P=D
P = pounds of TNT required
D = diameter of bar in inches or largest
dimension of section to be cut.
Rule of thumb.
Bars up to 1 inch in diameter, use 1 pound
TNT.
Bars over 1 inch in diameter and up to 2
inches, “se 2 pounds TNT.
d. Railroad Rails.

To cut 80-pound or lighter rail (6 inches or
less in height), use‘/ pound of explosive
To cut rails over 80 pounds (over 5 inches
160

D

CALCULATION

FORMULAS

high), “se 1 pound of explosive.
e. Saddle Charge (para 83b).
Base of charge = l/z circumference of
target (fig. 100).
Long axis of charge = circumference of
target
Thickness of charge = l/3 thickness of
M5Al block (2/3 inch) for targets “P
to 19 inches in circumference (6 inches
in diameter) ; l/z the thickness of M5Al
block (1 inch) for targets from 19 to 26
inches in circumference (over 6 to 8
inches in diameter).

Note.Steel

alloy target* over 26 inches in
circumference
(over 8 inches in diameter)
require the diamond charge.

Diamond Charge (para 8%).
Long axis of eharge=circumference
of
target (fig. 101).
Short axis of charge = ye circumference
of target
Thickness of charge =1/3 thickness MSAL
block (2/3 inch)
g. Ribbon Charge (para 83d).
Thickness of charge = s/a thickness of
target (fig. 102)
Width
of charge = 3 X thickness
of
charge
Length of charge = length of cut.

f.

2. Pressure Charges
(para 84)
P = 3H’T
P=pounds
of TNT required for each
stringer
H = height of stringer, including thickness of roadway
T = thickness in feet of stringer in feat
The values of H and T, if not whole numbers,
are rounded off to the next higher quarter-foot
dimension. Neither H nor T is ever considered
to be less than 1 in the formula.
N&s. Increase the calculated charge P by onethird

if it is not tamped.
AGO IZ6L)A

4. Breaching Charges
a. Size of Each Charge (para Et%).
P = R3KC
P = pounds of TNT required.
R = breaching radius in feet (rounded off
to the next higher i,$foot).
K = material factor (table XI).
C = tamping factor (fig. 105).
Noti. Add 10 percent to the calculated
charge whenever P ia lea than 50 pounds
and increase the charge by 50 percent for
walls 1 foot thick or less.
b. ?fumber of Charges (para 87b).
W

N-

2R

N = number of charges
W = width of pier, slab, or wall in feet
R = breaching radius in feet
When the value of N has a fraction less than
‘/, the fraction is disregarded,
hut when the
fraction is I,$ or more, the value is rounded off
to the next higher whole number.
An exception to the general rule is the N-value between
1 and 2, wherein a fraction less than rh is disregarded, but a fraction of lh or more is
rounded off to the next higher whole number, 2.
5. Crotering
a. Deliberate
pound charges

Charges
Method

(para

89).

Forty-

in S-foot boreholes are alternated
with
IO-pound
charges
in ‘I-foot
boreholes.
All boreholes are placed on S-foot
centers.
The end holes in all cases are ‘7 feet
deep. No two 5foot holes should be adjacent
to each other (fig. 107).
b. Hasty Method (para 90).

Ten pounds

of

explosive per foot of borehole is placed in holes
of equal depth.
Boreholes are positioned on
5-foot centers at depths varying from 2% to 5
feet (fig. 108).
e. Relieved Face Crater (para 91a).
Two
rows of boreholes are drilled 8 feet apart (fig.
109) ; boreholes are spaced on ‘I-foot centersfour on the friendly side and three staggered
between them on the enemy side. Boreholes on
friendly side are 5 feet deep and loaded with

40 pounds of explosive, and on the enemy side,
4 feet deep and loaded with 30 pounds of explosive. Row on enemy side is detonated first
and on the friendly side, l/s to llh seconds later.
d. Angled Crater (para 91b).
A line of
boreholes is blasted or drilled across a roadway
at a 45’ angle (fig. 110). Standoff distance for
M2A3 shaped charge for boring holes on unpaved roads is from 20 to 30 inches; and on
paved roads, about 36 inches.
Increase in
standoff distance increases depth of borehole
but decreases its diameter.
6. Breaching Hard-Surfaces Pavements
Charges are computed on the basis of 1 pound
of explosive per 2 inches of pavement thickness. Tamping should be twice the thickness of
the pavement (para 88b (2) ).
7. Computation of Minimum
Distances
a. For charges

Safe

less than 28 pounds, the minimum safe distance is 900 feet. This, however,
gives no insurance
against missile hazards,
which require a defilade.
b. For charges from 28 to 600 pounds, the
safe distance is computed by means of this
formula:
Safe distance in feet =
300 apounds of explosive
e. For quarrying operations the formula
Safe distance in feet =
350 (/pounds
8. Notes

is:

of explosive

I

a. The charges calculated by the above formulas should be rounded off to the next higher
unit package of explosive being used or cut,
when applicable.
b. When an explosive other than TNT is used
in external charges computed from the steel,
timber, breaching,
or pressure
formula, the
value of P should be adjusted by use of the
relative effectiveness
factor as indicated
in
table VIII.
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APPENDIX
POWER

REQUIREMENTS

1. Serbs Circuit
In demolition projects, electric blasting caps
are connected in series and fired by an electric power source
(blasting
machine).
A
series circuit provides a single path for the
electrical current which flows from one firing
wire through each blasting cap to the next
blasting csp and back to the other firing wire.
A series circuit should not contain more than
60 blasting caps. The connection of more
than 6C caps in a series circuit increases the
hazard of breaks in the firing line or cap leads
prior to the initiation of some caps.
2. Ohm’s law
The amount of voltage necessary to detonate
the blasting caps in these circuits is calculated
by the use of the basic law of electricity, Ohm’s
Law-

E z IR
E = electrical potential, or voltage,
pressed in volts.
I = current, expressed in amperes.
R = resistance, expressed in ohms.
Table XXI.

I

ex-

CIRCUIT

3. Electric Power Formula
Electrical power is computed by means of the
following formula:
W = PR
W = electrical power, expressed in watts.
I = current, expressed in amperes.
R = resistance, expressed in ohms.
4. Electrical Characteristics of Electric
Blasting Copl
The current needed to Are military electric
blasting caps connected in series should be at
least 1.6 amperes regardless of the number of
caps. The resistance of a military electric
blasting cap is 2 ohms.
5. Resistance of a Circuit
Resistance is computed to insure that the
power
source
is adequate to fire all charges
connected to the circuit.
Both the blasting
caps and the wire contained in a circuit contribute to the total resistance of that circuit.
This resistance is computed from the individual
resistances of the blasting caps and the wire.

Reaistmtce of Variow

P

E

FOR SERIES FIRING

Skca of Copper Wire

I

4

7.9

.s

12.6

.4

20.0

.6

31.6

1.0

SO

1.6

80

2.6

128

4.0

203

6.4

323

10.2

The resistance of the wire used is a circuit depends upon its size and the length. Table XXI
gives the resistance per 1,000 feet of various
sires of copper wire. The total resistance in a
series circuit is the sum of the resistance of the
(For simvarious components of that circuit.
plicity of calculation in the field, only the
resistance of the blasting caps is used to determine the resistance of a circuit.)
6. Calculations for a Series Circuit
Complete calculations for any circuit involve
the determination of the current (amperes),
the voltage (volts), and the power (watts)
needed to fire the circuit. Computation of the
voltage and of the power requires the determination of the resistance (ohms) in the system.
a. Current Requirements.
The current required for a series-connected system of special
electric blasting caps is 1.5 amperes, regardless
of the number of blasting caps in the circuit.
b. Resistance.
The resistance of the system
is computed as described in paragraph 5 of this
appendix.
c. Voltage
Requirements.
Using
Ohm’s
Law, E = IR (para 2 this app), the voltage
needed is computed by multiplying the required
current (1.5 amperes) by the resistance of the
system.
d. Power Requirements.
electrical power formula, W
app) , the number of watts of
be found by multiplying the
rent required ( 1.52 = 2.25)
of the system.

By means of the
= I*R (para 3 this
power needed may
square of the curby the resistance

e. Illustrative Problem.
Determine the current, voltage, and power required to detonate
the blasting caps of a circuit consisting of 20
special electric blasting caps connected in series,
and 500 feet of the standard 2-conductor, 18
gage firing wire.

(1) Current

required = 1.5 amperes
above)
(2) Resistance :
20 blasting caps = 2.0 x 20 ~40
1,000 feet No. 18 wire (table XXI)
6.4
Total resistance z 46.4 ohms

(a

=

Note. As 500-foot firing wire consists of
2 strands of No. 18 wire each 500 feet long,
AC0

IsbaA

1,000 feet of wire is used in the above eomputation.

(3)

(4)

Voltage :
E = IR (para 2 this app)
E = 1.5 x 46.4 = 69.6 volts
Power :
W = I*R (para 3 this app)
E zz 1.5? x 46.4 = 2.25 x 46.4 =
E = 1.5* x 46.4 = 2.25 x 46.4 =
104.4 watts

7. Calculated Voltage Drop
In each of the examples given above the
voltage drop (IR) in the blasting circuit was
calculated by the use of Ohm’s Law. In practice, if the calculated voltage drop exceeds 90
percent of the available voltage, it is recommended that the resistance of the circuit be
decreased or the voltage be increased.
8. Capacity of Power Sources

a. Determining
Capacity
of Power Sources.
It is possible to determine from the nameplate
amperage and voltage rating whether the
power source is suitable for firing an electric
circuit computed by the above methods.
Frequently, however, the size of a circuit that may
be fired with current from a given power source
may be determined by consulting table XXII
which gives the maximum capacities of some
power sources.
If it is necessary to calculate
the capacity of a given generator from the
nameplate data, proceed as follows:
(1) Divide 90 percent of the voltage of
the generator (para 6 this app) by the
total amperage of the circuit, 1.5
amps, to determine the maximum resistance in ohms that may be in the
circuit.
(2) Subtract the total wire resistance
from the maximum allowable circuit
resistance of caps to determine the
maximum allowable resistance of the
caps in the circuit.
(3) To calculate the maximum number of
caps, divide the allowable resistance of
the caps in the circuit by the resistance of one cap (2.0 ohms).
b. IUustrative
Problem.
Determine
the
number of military electric blasting caps in
series that may be fired by a 220-volt, 13%
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design

1 10 enpa in mntinu0”. Eerie&
2 30 caps in continu0”‘ series.
3 so capl in mntinuOIla seriel.

Cimul

SO

30

10

TOhI
number
of
cap8 in
circuit

_____

x

IO-cap
blasting
machine

The

x

x

circuits

so-cap
blasting
machine

below

x

x

I

are

So-cap
blasting
machine

connected

x

x

by

one

_._..

x

x

SOO-foot

standard

3.kw
portable
generator,
115.volt,
26.amp

Power source
1%kw
portable
generator,
116.volt,
IS%-amp

x

x

two-conductor

S-kw
portable
generator,
116volt,
43%amp

x

x

IL

firing

reel

S-kw
portable
generator,
220~VQ1f
lSH-amp

x

x

I

S-kw
portable
generator.
220~volt,
22%.amp

anlpere generator using 500 feet of 20-gage
connecting wire.
(1) Allowable resistance of circuit =
(0.90)(220)
(1.5)

132 ohms (para 6

and 7).

(10.2)(606)

(2) Resistance of firing wire =_

1,000

= 5.1 ohms (table XXI)
(3) Allowable resistance of caps for a
series circuit ~132 - 6.1 = 126.9
Ohm6

(4) Number of blasting caps allowed in

the series circuit u

126.9

63.4 or 63

2.0

caps (a(3) above).
c. Use of Storage Batteries
and Dry Cells.
The size of a circuit that may be fired by a
battery or dry cell may be determined by following the same procedure as that outlined in
a(1) through (3) above.
Cat&on: For safety, disconnect the battery
Jenninai prior to diaasaembly of the equipment
where there is danger from shorting acrossthe
battery circuit. In reaseembly, make the battery terminal connectionlast.
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SPECIAL

DEMOLITION

MATERIALS

Section I.
1. square

Digger

a. chanuteristics
(1)

TECHNIQUES

SPECIAL CHARGES

chaga

a. Description.
This technique is applicable
to the demolition of concrete and masonry
bridge piers and other typea of construction,
but not steel. The charge for use on reinforced concrete walls up to 4 feet thick is cornposed of composition C 4 blocks, 2 x 2 x 11
inches. They are placed as removed from the
packing case.
For walls from 6 up to 7 feet
thick, haversacks of 8 blocks of C 4 (MSAl)
explosive, measuring 4 x 8 x 11 inches each
may be used. The blocks are not removed from
the haversacks, as they are easily fastened
The size of the
against the target (fig. 121).
charge depends on the thickness of the target
and the ratio of the thickness of the charge
and the contact area. Although these charges,
if square. are more effective than if rectangular, it is not always feasible to cut them to
size. As most charges are rectangular, additional explosive is allowed for modification in
technique.
The charges tabulated in e below,
have proved effective.
b. Placement on Piers.
(1) Place the charge at least the thickness
2. F8xhole

AND

of the target above the base to obtain
the maximum results. A small charge
may be taped to the target or supported by a platform. Larger charges
may be supported by strips of material and wire attached to the pier by
fasteners driven into the concrete by
means of the powder-actuated driver.
(2) Initiate the charge from the center
(fig. 121).
(3) Mud tamp the explosive on l-foot
thick targets, as this permits a 30percent reduction in explosive weight.
e. Charge Size.
corcrsts UUk”uu

ch‘7r.sdsa

marpe Uluknsu

1 it

2 C4 blocks

One block-2

in

2 it

4 C4 blocks

One block-2

in

3 ft

7 C4 blocks

One block-2

in

4 ft

20 C4 blocks

One block-2

in

5 ft

6 M37 kit8 (20 lb
packet)

One kit-4

in

6 ft

3 M37 kits (20 lb
packet)

One kiL-4

in

7 ft

12 M37 kib (20 lb
packet)

One kit-4

in

Explosive Kit
(fig. 141)

Case
Y.tai.l

Plastic with ScreI

cap.

I

Shwe

Tubular

with

trmuted

tip.

I

I

Sk

1.38

x 2.23

v/t
1.0 lb

in

(2) Shaped charge
Y.cerkl

SUP

Exolaive

Sk

TYW

Copper cone with 59’
angle; and plastic.
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Tubular with

truncated top.

1.37 x 2.0 in

Octal

Ch..ne

wt

Dct Vel

27,569

fps

119g

OS)

(4.16

(3)

Cratering
Charge

-3

(4) Fuses
Y.til

ShP

Stainlru steeJ
bod7; ateel
coupling.

Tubular

(6) Auxiliary

size
4.26 x 0.66 in

ALtJon

hithtbr,

Yechmicnl with
spriwdriven
striker

em7

F’usb button

Cotter

=xD-

pin

RDX and
primer.

items

F%ce of No. 9 n7lon twine 36 in long; steel stabiiit7 rod 4.96 I 0.1 in; two strip8 adh&vesu&ed foam tape;
and lug ,on tide of case with hole for ntabilig rod and a rin# for a#rehi
soldier’s &thing OT equip

kit to

mnt

(6)

Ftemarka

Figure 141.

b. Effect.
(1) The shaped charge
depending on the
varying from 20 to
a tapered hole 21/b
*Go ,*61*

Fozhob

will penetrate soil,
density, to depths
33 inches, forming
inches in diameter

digger

czpla8tve

kit.

at the top and 1 inch at the bottom.
It will bore a hole through Cinch mild
steel plate, 1 inch in diameter at the
entry and I/! inch at the exit, and will
penetrate
concrete to a depth of 8
167

1~.

16B

Anningad

plaanamd

of joAds

di#gsr

r;rplotivs
kit

fm

matti#.

CRATERING:

EMPLACEMENT

AND

FIRING

-Continued.

inches with II hole 11h inches in diameter at the top and $6 inch at the
bottom.
(2) The cratering
charge will form a
crater in soil about 42 inches in diameter and about 32 inches deep.
c. Use. For demolition purposes the shaped
*co 1w*

charge (5.71 ounces of explosive) may be useful in boring small holes in metal, concrete,
wood, and soil, and in cutting small steel bars,
rods, and cables. This, of course, depends on
the ingenuity and initiative of the experienced
demolitionist.
It may be useful to damage
metal working parts of vehicles and other
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SHAPED

CHARGE

PI. CONNECT
AllAW
,fRMlNI,

THE ,Wo
FU7.E ,o

sEc,,oNS

of

I, R” C”SWING

y-COlIfR

cRl,f”lNG

OVE”

MA,,NG

PIN

PI. RfMOVf PAPfI FROM ONf SIDf OF IDHfSWf
FAS,fN CRAlERlNG CHIRGf
ROD OR CARLI

PI.

AND

CHARGE

FUZE SLEfVf

“OLD PLASRC PART OF WIE

,O ,ARCf,

WIH

,lPf

AND

.IN ,“I6 CASE A S,fE,

LEFT “~ND,RfMO”f

COWER

PIN AND SAFfT” SLEEVEWITH RIGHT HAND.AND PUSH FlRlNG
R.U,,ON WIIH ,HUMI
AF,E” W,,,ON
IS P”SHED.PLAS,IC
,111
Of WIf
MII
POP OFFAFlER
AC,UAlION,R.U,
,HIS 16 NOT
DANGEROUS

W. D”RlNG
WE ‘JO-SECOND DEL*” ,IME.PROCEED
TO A
DIS,ANCE
OF A, Lfa,
,SYDS AND HOLD HANDS OVER
CAUTION
b,,ER PUSHtNG
OF IUZE. IT HEATS RIPIDL”
TO WIN
IOU

RUITON.DO
AND MAI

EARS

NO, ,OUCH ME,AL
RI HOT ENOUGH

PAR,

A

H. ‘OR OlHER

,ARGElS.SUCH
AS ‘UT

STEEL .MO,OR
RLOCKS,IUlO
,RANSMlSSlONS
OR DlFffRfN,IALS.
IOU MA” NEED ,O REMOVE 1Hf
PIPER
FROM ROW SIDES OF WE
ADHESIVE ,Wf

CAUIIO,,
WHEN PLACED ON RRl,,LE
TlRGfTS,
FlAGMEWS
M&I BE PROJEC,fDf.E”DND
,“I 15.“D MlNlMUM
SAFE,., DISTANCE

FQuss

143-Continued.

equipment. The watering charge, also being a
high explosive (weighs 5.7 ounces) may be useful in cutting small metal bars, rods, and cables
*Go 12**

and in damaging equipment. Under critical
conditions, however, test shots should bs made
to ascertain the effectiveness of the shaped
171

for damage, see figure 143.

charge and cratering charge.
d. Arming and Phcemenk
(1) For arming procedure and placement
for watering see figure 142.
(2)
For arming procedure and placement

Note. As the delay period of the fuze
me7 vary from 20 to 50 seconds between
units, uur1) should consider

the delay m 90

seconds f-37 eafety TeamRL

Section II. EXPEDIENT DEMOLITIONS
3. Use of Expedient Techniques
These techniques are not presented as a replaceriwnt for the standard demolition methods
but for use by experienced blasters in special
projects.
Availability of trained men, time,
and material will generally determine their use.

FUSE

Y4
BOTTLE-

\

1

-CAP

4. Shaped Charges
a. Description.
Shaped charges concentrate
energy of the explosion released on a small
area, making a tubular or linear fracture in the
target.
Their versatility and simplicity make
them effective against many targets, especially
those made of concrete or those with armor
plating. Shaped charges may be improvised
(fig. 144).
Because of the many variables,
such as explosive density, configuration, and
density of the cavity liner, consistent results are
impossible to obtain.
Thus experiment,
or
trial and error, is necessary to determine the
o&imum standoff distances.
Plastic explosive
is best suited for this type of charge.
Dynamite and molten TNT, however, may be used
as an expedient.

STICKS

the

b. Preparation.
Almost any kind of container is usable (fig. 144).
Bowls, funnels,
cone-shaped glasses (champagne glasses with
the stem removed), and copper, tin, or zinc may
be used as cavity liners; or wine bottles with a
cone in the bottom (champagne
or cognac
bottles) are excellent.
If none of these is
available, a reduced effect is obtained by
cutting a cavity into a plastic explosive block.
Optimum shaped charge characteristics are-
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(1)

Angle of cavity = between 30” and
60” (most HEAT ammunition has a
42” to 45” angle)

(2)

Standoff distance
of cone.

= l’/z x

diameter

GA%

TAPED
: AS
.OFF

(3)

Height of explosive in container =
2 x height of cone measured from the
base of the cone to the top of the explosive.

(4)

Point of detonation = exact top center
of charge.
Cover cap, if any part of
it is exposed or extends above the
charge, with a small quantity of C4
explosive (fig. 144).

Note.

The nsrmw necks of bottles or the
stems of glasses may be cut by wrapping
them with a piece of soft abmrbent type
twine or string waked in gasoline and
lighting it.
Two bands of adhesive tape.
one on each side of the twine or string.
will hold it firmly in place. The bottle or
atem
be
continuously with the
neck up, to heat the glass uniformly. Also, a
narrow band of plastic explosive placed

must turned

AGO

1Zhl)A

around the neck and burned gives the same
result
After
the twine
or plastic
has
burned, submerge
the neck of the bottle in
water
and tap it against
some object to
break it off. Tape the sharp edge of the
battle to prevert cutting
handa while tampthe ezplosive in place.

ing

5. Opposed (Counterforce) Charge
This technique is very effective against comparatively small cubical concrete and masonry
objects 4 feet or less in thickness.
If properly
constructed of plastic explosive, placed, and
detonated, counterforce charges produce excellent results with a relatively small amount
of explosive.
Their effectiveness resulta from
the simultaneous detonation of two charges
placed directly opposite each of!her and as near
the center of the target as possible (fig. 145).
a. Charge Calculation.
The size is computed
from the diameter or thickness of the target in
feet, asThe amount
of explosive = 1% x the
thickness of the target in feet (1 Yz pounds
per foot).
Fractional measurements are rounded off to
the next higher foot prior to multiplication.
For example, a concrete target measuring 3 feet
9 inches thick requires 1% x 4 = 6 pounds of
plastic explosive.

Figure

116.

Platter

charge.

of the target so that the charges may be placed
flush against the respective target sides.
c. Priming.
The simultaneous
explosion
of
both charges is mandatoryfor optimum results.
Crimp nonelectric
blasting caps to equal
lengths
of
detonating
cord.
Prime
both
charges at the ceater rear point; then form a
V with the free ends of the detonating cord and
attach an electric or nonelectric means of firing.
6. Platter

Charge

This device produces the Miznay-Chardin
It turns a metal plate into a powerful
effect.
blunt-nosed projectile (fig. 146). The platter
should be steel (preferably round, but square is
satisfactory)
and should weigh from 2 to 6
pounds.
a. Calculations.
Weight of explosive = approximately the weight of the platter.
b. Preparation.
(1)

Figure

1‘5.

Opposed

charge.

d. Preparation
and Emplacement.
Divide
the calculated amount of explosive in half to
make two identical charges.
The two charges
mnst be placed diametrically opposite each
other. This requires accessibility to both sides
AGO11*0A

Pack the explosive uniformly behind
the platter. A container is not necessary if the explosive can be held firmly
against the platter.
Tape is acceptable.
(2) Prime the charge from the exact rear
center.
Cover cap, if any part is exposed, with a small quantity of C4
explosive to insure detonation.

(3)

Aim the charge at the direct center
of the target.
e. Eflect.
Thd effective range (primarily a
problem of aim) is approximately 36 yards for
a small target.
With practice, a demolitionist
may hit a 55-gallon drum, a relatively small
173

target, at 25 yards about 90 percent
time.
7. Grapeshot Charge
Claymore)

of the

(improvised

This charge consists of a container, preferably a No. 10 can, projectiles (small pieces of
steel), buffer material, an explosive charge, and
a blasting cap. These are assembled as shown
in figure 147.

an inclosed space, like a box car or a warehouse
or other relatively windowless structure.
At
detonation, the surround is distributed throughout the air within the target and ignited by
the incendiary material.
a. Computation.
(1) Charge size = 1 pound (G explosive,
% incendiary mix).
(2) Cover size = 3 to 5 pounds for each
1,000 cubic feet of target.
The onepound charge will effectively detonate
up to 40 pounds of cover.
Powdered TNT may be obb. Preparation.
tained by crushing it in a canvas bag. The
incendiary mix must be thoroughly dispersed
throughout the explosive.
A great number of
dust materials may be used as cover, among
which are coal dust, cocoa, bulk powdered
coffee, confectioners sugar, tapioca, wheat flour,
corn starch, hard rubber dust, aluminum
powder, magnesium powder, and powdered
soap. If gasoline is used, 3 gallons is the
maximum, as more will not disperse evenly in
the air and thus give poor results.
9. Improvised Cratering Charge

a. Computation.
The weight of the explosive is approximately IL x the weight of the
projectiles.
b. Preparation.
( 1) Assemble the projectiles, a few inches
of buffer
material--earth,
leaves,
wood, felt, cloth, cardboard, etc., and
the explosive charge.
This should be
C4, packed firmly.
(2) Prime the charge from the exact rear
center.
Cover the cap, if any part is
exposed, with a small quantity of C4
to insure detonation.
(3) Aim the charge toward th; center of
the target.
8. Dust Initiator
This device consists of an explosive charge
(powdered TNT or C3; C4 will not properly
mix with the incendiary), an incendiary mix
(2 parts of aluminum powder or magnesium
powder to 3 parts of ferric oxide), and a
suitable finely-divided organic material (dust)
or a volatile fuel such as gasoline called a surround. The dust initiator is most effective in
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This charge is a mixture of ammonium
nitrate fertilizer containing at least 33 l/3 percent nitrogen and diesel fuel, motor oil, or gasoline at a ratio of 25 pounds of fertilizer to a
quart of fuel. The fertilizer must not be
damp. From this mixture, improvised charges
of almost any size or configuration can be made.
a. Pour the liquid on the fertilizer.
b. Allow the mixture to soak for an hour.
c. Place about half the charge in the borehole.
Then place the primer, a primed l-pound block
of TNT, and add the remainder of the charge.
Never leave the charge in the borehole for a
long period, as accumulated moisture reduces
its effectiveness.
d. Detonate the charge.
10. Ammonium

Nitrate Satchel Charge

While the cratering charge (para 9 above)
A
is excellent, it is suitable only for cratering.
more manageable charge may be used by mixing
ammonium nitrate fertilizer with melted wax
instead of oil. The primer is set in place before the mixture hardens.
a. Preparation.
A00

1268A

(1) Melt ordinary

paraffin and stir in
ammonium
nitrate
pellets, making
sure that the paraffin is hot while
mixing.
c-3) Before the mixture hardens add a
half-pound block of TNT or its equivalent as a primer.
(3) Pour the mixture into a container.
COMMODITIES

Section III.

USEFUL

11. Introduction

This section deals with materials usable in
the manufacture
of homemade explosives, incendiaries, and delay devices. Below is a
partial list of commodities obtainable commercially that may be used. A glance at this list
will show the great complexity of the problem
of security forces who must deny these to
insurgents
The strictest possible control of
their purchase and sale is imperative at the
earliest possible moment.
12. Commodity

liit

The list is as follows :
Ammonium nitrate (fertilizer)
Ammonium perchlorate
Charcoal
Coal
Common match heads
Calcium carbide
Catechol
Dinitrobenzine
“Duco” cement
Flake aluminum
Fuel oil
Glycerin
Hydrogen peroxide (10 volume or higher)
Kerosene
Limed rosin
Liquid floor wax
Lead dioxide
Lead tetraethyl
Manganese dioxide
Mercury or mercury salts
Nitrobensine
Nitromethane
Nitrocellulose (pyroxyhn)
Sodium chlorate
Sugar
Sawdust
*co 125BA

Shrapnel material may be added to
the mixture if desired or attached on
the outside of the container to give a
shrapnel effect.
b. Use. Because the wax and fertilizer may
be molded into almost any size or shape, it may
be applied to a great many demolition projects
with satisfactory
effects.
FOR

MAKING

IMPROVISED

EXPLOSIVE

Coal dust
cocoa
Powdered coffee
Confectioners sugar
Tapioca
Wheat flour
Powdered rice
Cornstarch
Hard rubber dust
Cork dust
Powdered soap
Gasoline
Photoflash powder
Pi&c acid (certain dye derivatives)
Phenol
Potassium permanganate
Potassium nitrate
Potassium chlorate
Powdered aluminum
Powdered magnesium
Powdered zinc
Paraffin
Petroleum jelly
Pitch
Rosin
Resorcinol
Red phosphorous
Sodium nitrate
Sulfur
Sulfuric acid
Stearic acid
White phosphorous
Nitric acid
Calcium hypochlorite
Turpentine
Potassium dichromate
Sodium peroxide
Nitric acid
Copper sulfate
Carbon disulfide
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Plaster of Paris
Ferric oxide
Barium peroxide
Red lead
Ferric sulfate
Aluminum powder
Aluminum sulfate
Naphtha
Silver nitrate powder

Soction IV.

Note. As B rule, improvised
explosives
and incendiaries are more dangemus
to handle the” conventional
explosives.
Many mixtures
may be ignited-r
detonated
by a single spark, excessive heat, water, or the friction
generated
by stirring
or mixing
the ingredients
together.
Thus, only those who are well informed
on the
characteristics
and reactions
of the ingredients
should
attempt to make improvised
explosives.

UNDERWATER DEMOUTIONS

13. Inboduction
Underwater demolitions involve four basic
procedures-reconnaissance
in search of obstacles, charge priming, charge placement, and
charge initiation.
a. Reconnaissance.
As a map may show
only the superficial character of a water obstacle, the important information must bs ob
tained by on-site physical reconnaissance by
men trained in underwater techniques.
b. Types of Obstacles. Two types of obstacles
may be found under water-natural
and artificial. Natural obstacles include steep banks,
debris, floating logs and brush, underwater
ledges, natural craters (particularly at ford
sites), rocks,shoals, sandbars, islands, icecrust,
and floating ice. Artificial obstacles consist of
land mines, boobytraps, floating mines, mines
attached to submerged poles, floating obstacles,
craters, concrete walls, barbed wire, and conventional concrete and metal obstacles generally
found on land but often very effective under
water.

14. Priming Underwater Charges
a. Explosive.
(1)

Types.
Tetrytol (Ml chain and M2
blocks), Composition C-3 (M3 and MS
blocks),
TNT, and bangalore
tarpedoes are adaptable to underwater
demolitions.
Tetrytol may bs submerged in water as long as 24 hours
without any appreciable effects on its
explosive characteristics, while C3 and
TNT may be submerged longer if they
remain in the original package or are
placed in some other sort of container.
In addition two U. S. Navy charge
assemblies-Mk
133 models 0 and 2
and Mk 136 model O-are
recommended for use under water.
They
should not be submerged longer than
3 hours before firing, however.

(2)

Mk 193 model 2 demolition charge msentbly.

(a)

Ckaraeteristics

(fig. 148).

,
Wdpht
8.h
,
Color
,
containrr
23.5 lb
10 x 12 x 9 in
Gray
Mk 2 model 0 canvas haversack
with waterproof,
fireproof and mildew-resistant
treatment.
Rnn*rk#
*ruaor*a
EVI”si”.
Bon*7
ll.in eblm
10 ft of sash cord with 2 flat
Resembles
Ml chain
demolition
charge.
Five-foot length of det
hooks for lashing
to obstacle;
8 blocks H BX-1, 2.5 SO/50 pentAte
cord
extends
from
each
end of
flotation
bladder
for
towing:
located
at
center
lb each, strung 1 ft
charge.
and tow ring.
of block.
apart on det cord.

(b)

Use. The assembly is a source
eight
individual
demolition
of
charges-for
placing singly or as
multiple charges-by
cutting the

detonating cord chain.

.INQ

MK 133

(3)

MODELS

0 AND

llNO

2

Mk 195 Model o demolittin
charge
sembty.
(a) Chamctetitia
(fig. 148).

*Go ?%¶A

MK 135

aad-

(b)

MODEL

0

explosive
Use.
The
individual
charge, being tightly wrapped in a
CB~VW bag, cannot be molded into
177

cmtd”..

,

Mk 3 model 0 haversack
with waterproof,
and milder-resistant
treatment

fireproof,

color

,

I

I

Aecesmrifa

sooster ~leiniora,

chbrre

10 blocks composition
C3 (Hk 20
model 0). 2-lb each. in individual
canvas charge baga.

S-ft length of reinforced
det cord.
looped to make a I-ft
booster
core. molded into explosive
block.

Each charge baa a 3.S-ft sash cord and
flat hwk
for lashing
to obstacle.
Haversack
baa a IO-ft sash cord and
2 Hat hooks for lashing
to obstacle,
a flotation
bladder
for towing
by
swimmer.
and a tnar rine.

Remarks. Each charge has an 11-it length of reinforced detonating cord-6
and the remaining
6 ft is an explosive
lead.

desired shape, hut it can be
bent or curved into close contact
with the surface of the target.
any

b. Priming.
watersoaked,

Because detonating
may be detonated

dry end, it is the most
systems

for priming

satisfactory

explosive

cord, though

if initiated
of

charges

all

at a
firing

used on

obstacles. Ml chain, M2. M3, MS,
MSAI, M112, and TNT blocks am primed by
detonating cord as described in paragraphs 64
and 65. Bangalore torpedo sections are primed
as described in paragraph 69b. Although the
Ml chain demolition block may be primed by
means of a branch line attached to the detonating cord chain, priming is more positive if
the detonating cord primer is wrapped and tied
around the end of the block over the booster.
The same is true of priming the M2 block. The
2.5-lb. block of the Mk 133 model 0 assembly
should be primed by wrapping and tying the
detonating cord around the center over the
booster; while the M3, MS, MSAl, M112, and
TNT, having no boosters, may be primed anywhere on the block (para 64).
underwater

1s. chatgo Placement
a. In underwater demolitions both single and
multiple charges are used, depending on the
size and configuration of the target. The size
of the charge is computed by the applicable
table or formula, but because of the tamping
effect of the water, charges on underwater
targets require only about l/3 as much explosive as untamped charges used on similar
targets on land. Water-tamped charges, however, require the same amount of explosive as
tamped charges on land.
b. Multiple charges are connected by detonating cord branch lines attached by means of
knots to a main line or a ring main as described
178

Wcidtt

24 lb (appmx)
I

sx*al”e
“ain

1

Sk4

12 x 14 x 3 in

Gray

ft is looped and molded in the block

in paragraph 706 through d.
c. The following procedures should be followed, if possible, in underwater demolitions.
Charges should be placed so that(1) Their pressure waves will not counteract each other. To avoid this, charges
are placed in staggered lines-the
adjacent charges containing different
amounts of explosive. For example,
if the first charge is 20 pounds, the
second should be 10 pounds, the third,
20 pounds and so on.
(2) Their fragments will not be thrown
toward friendly troops and equipment.
(3) They will not throw heavy debris in
or partially obstruct a path to be taken
by friendly troops or equipment.
For example, a charge placed on top of
a boulder may merely leave the large
fragments that remain as obstructions, and a charge placed direetly under a boulder may form a few large
fragments and a large crater underneath, thus enlarging instead of removing the obstacle. On the other
hand, a snakehole charge properly
placed may move the boulder and fragments from the path. These prin. _
. .
.
_
ciples also apply to the removal of
other obstacles.
16. Charge Initiation
Detonating cord systems used underwater
may be initiated by an electric or nonelectric
detonating assembly attached to a dry end of
the ring main by means of a square knot (para
7Oa, fig. 36) or by means of an electric or nonelectric firing system attached directly to the
ring main.
Aoo 1118A
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F
F
F
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66
66
66

App F
Aoo F
A;; F

66
66
66

Aerial bombs:
Explosive content ._.___..______
Priming
____________~~___~____
Use .._..._..~.__________-----

App
App
App

Airfield destruction:
Aircraft
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Plans ~~~~___~~~...____________
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Runwsya and taxiwaya _________
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_~~_~_~__
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nitrate
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Angled cratering
method _~~_~__~___
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____________
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.._._______________
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Ml5 ____________
Atomic demolitions
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of equipment
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MlA2 __~~~~___~________
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Google)
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AGO w*A

App
App
App
App
App
App
App

C
C
C

151
151
161

125r
125a
125L
125~
125d
11
19
19b
21
91)

145
144
144
145
145
9
10
10
12
103

1%~
App C

132
161

IO@(~)
,oa(l)
25
25
lo4
133a
40+(3)
40+(l)

76
16
16
16
122
147
48
48

24”

16

26

16

and dry cells
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Blasting caps:
Charecteristiea

._.___.______
_~_~~ .
.._

___.~_....._____

%i

App
36

E

App

E

162

31, 310
31, ala
31b

25
25
25

29

:

Commercial
Electric:
Delay __________.____~____
Instantaneous
___~~____~.__
Noneelectric
_~~~.~..~~.~_~
Military:
Electric:

Blasting
Blasting

Instantaneous
___~_ ~~._ 31; ala
Nonelectric
_._ _....
. . ._. 31)
ice _______________________
91c
kits. (See Kits, blasting.)

Blasting
machines:
Fifty-cap
.________~~~~.~~~.~~_
One hundred-cap
~_~~~~~.__....
Ten-eep
~_~.._~~_________-..__~
Thirty-cap
_____~~~~~~~_~~..._.
Blasting
permafrost
._-.
.__~_~___
Bloekholing
method ~__.____________
Bombs. (See Aerial bombs.)
Boreholes:
Breaching
Demolition

charges ___. _____.___
of abutments
.

Drilling
and enlarging
.__.
Road cratering
__...____._._..._
Timber-cutting
_.. ._____

31~
3,~
3la
3lb
91d
9lc

31
31
31
31
103
lo6

86b
lOQa(1)
and (2)
33b(2)
89a. 90”
18~

91
125,
126
100
101
86

~_

_~._

Boulders, blasting:
Blockholing
___.._~_..._._..._...
910
Mudcapping
___ .___~~_ .._..._
9lb
Snakeholing
___._ _..__.._...
. . 9,a
Breaching charges:
Breaching
radius

___._._.____._

36)

Formula:
Metric ..____-.___-.~~_
. . . . App B
Summary
App D
Material
factor K ..____________
86~
Number of charges
_. .~ _...._
31)
Tamping
fnctor C ____
36d

__________...___
..____

Bridge demolitions:
Abutments
__
Arch

-.. .____.______

spans:
Components
__.... ___
__~_
Crown charges ~.~_..~.....
Filled spandrel
arch _______
Haunch charges .__-. __~~ ._

25
25
25
104

106
106
106
9,
lb4
160
93
99
99

10%(l),
109

124,
126

1160
116~
116b
116d

132
133
132
133
179

P-Db
Bridge demolitionbContinued
Bailey bridges _______ .
. . . . _ 120
Cantilever bridges, concrete:
Without suspended
span . . .
113~
With suspended
span _~....
1136
Cantilever trtlss bridgea:
Without suspended
span . .._
With suspended
sp.n _.___.
&tent
of demolition:
Complete ___._______~...__
Deliberate
___________~____
_
Iia*v

_______ __.........-.

P.“wnr.h

141

130

115~
116b

131
131

1065
1036

123
122

103c.

1owJ

lib

la.

Partial
________________...
Floating bridps:
heumatie
floats _ __-....-Rigid pontons ___........_.
Tr&,.)a
_~_________._._.

106b

12$
123

1lSa
119b
11%

140
140
140

Intermtdiate
ExtemaI
Formula
Internal
Tamping

supporta:
charges

lOSb(2)

126

(b)
__._.__._ . . . ..____
lOSb(2)
charges ..__. __ ._. _ lOSb(2)

__________

127
126

(a)
_ lOSb(2)

126

_______._ .._.....

(b)
Open spandrel arch bridecs:
Concrete
.._____ _.....---Steel.rchspan
______.__.__
Planning
_________.___________
S1.b bridgea _____._._____
. ..__ _
Stringer Lidgell:
Cmtinuoua
span __________.
Simple span __________.._..
Sub&m&we
__________________
BuWntrwture
_______._ . . .._._
Suspension
T-bean, bridme. eomx-etc. . . . .._
Truslbri~__...-----........
Buildinn.
destruction _____._.._____

npuls___
__....._...

c,

1174
117)
106
111

134
137
125
129

1lQc
110)
10%
107b
116
112
114
129

128
126
123
124
137
129
130
146
99

llSb(4)
App E
124d

140
162
144

E
APP E
APP E

162
162

tmpi”~ fmztor
~__
________
~______
s&i

Cables, suspension
bridges.
demolition of ________.___ _______ _
Calculation.
electric circuit ___~_____
Can&,
demolition
of _~____________
Capacity:
Dry cell battery _____~~_~______
Power sourea
_____ _______ _____
Btorsge hat&y
______~________
Cip crimpers:
Yethod of wing _______ __-___._
Caps. (See Blasting up&)
Cap seaIing compound __~___________
Card, demolition _~_~_______________
Causes, mis6na:
Detonating
cord system .._.._..
Rlectric system __~~~~~~________
NoneIectrie system ____~~~~~.___
Channels, destruction
of ~~__~_______
Charge dimensions
(ribbon)
180

APP

35

29

34
40P

29
47

71
Bll+c
50a.b
124b
20)

78
63
59, 60
144
63

Bangalore
torpedo:
MlAI. MlA2 __..
_..__.__
Rocke~propelled
(Barney
Google) ___.__._.
..__._.
Breaching
.___~.___ . . . _ .
Counterforce
(Opposed)
..

P.m

24

15

26
66, 07
App F

16
97, 99
166

Cratering:
Ammonium
nitrate __ ._ ._. __
Formulas.
summary
~. . . .._
Foxhole digger ____ ..~____
Improvised
________________
Nitramon
_____..____._.____

21, 36r
App D
App F
App F
22, 63a

12, 99
160
166
166
13.99

Priming:
Detonating
cord .
_._
Electric
_______..___._
Nonelectric
____.__..__
Crown charges _________...._..
Demolition charge 116113 _ . . ..___
Demolition charge wcmbly,
137
Dust initiator
_________________
Grape ahot charge .__ ______..__
Haunch charge
_._____________
Platter
eh.r&
_________.__..._

M-70
53-56
44-49
116~
11
26
App F
APP F
116d
App F

72
63
55
133
8
16
166
166
133
166

Pressure

charge:

Formula:
T.n,ped
______________
Untamped
.___________

345
04)

95
96

Projected
charges,
demolitions
kits
Bangalore.
rocket-propelled
_ 26
Ml and MlEl ___.__._ . . .
27~
Y2, M2Al. Y3. MSAl .
..
27b
Y151 ___________________._
2lc
Satchel charge ~._._ . . . . . . . . . App

16
11
18
21
166

:

Shaped charges:
Y2A3 and Y2A4

F

_____.....

231,
MS _______.______
_......_.
23b
~mmwised
______ . .._.. _ _..__ APP F
Bpringi-ng charges _ .__. .__
.
98
Square charge ______ _......_.__
App
F
Steel-cutting
charges:
calculation
formula . . . ..___
81b
Charge dimensions (ribbon)
20)
Other ~1s
___________..._
8lb(2)
Placement :
Built-up membera .._.._
22d
Irregular
ateI shapan
. 62a
Precautiona
__.... . ..-.
62#
Railroad raila . . ..___._
Sib(3).
62c
Rods, chains, and cables
22)
“Rounding-off”
rule . _ 21b(4)
Steel members __._~....
82~
Steel sections ______..._ 820.83
Structural steel ._...._._
81b(l)
Speck1 techniques ___~_....
83
Types of steel ..____ . .._.__
61
Timbersutting
charges
_.__ 73

14
14
166
106
166
89
88
89
91
91
92
89.
91
91
89
91
91, 92
89
92
89
86
ADO n2DA

‘b
Electric and nonelectric blasting kit ~~
Electric dual firing system
Electric firing system __~~ ..~...~
Electric power formula
. ..~
. ..~
Electric power plants, destruction
of
Electric wires, splicing
.._~~___~..~.
End dam, bridge ______~._~~_..~~~..
Explosives:
Amatol
~_.~~.___~~___.___~.~..
Ammonium
nitrate
._~..~~ ._..
Characteristicsof
~...__~_~~~~~..
Charge, demolition.
Ml18 ~...~.
Composition
B _____._.___~_...
Composition
C3 (Y3 and b15
blocks)
_ __.~____________
Composition
C4 (Y5Al
and
Bill2 blocks)
.__-.~..
.~~..
Definition
______~~~_.__
_____~.
Destruction
of ___.____
___~~._.
Deto”*ti”g
velocity
___~ ~~_._._
Disposal
of _______________.__~
Dynamita,co”mwrcial
~._.~~
Dynunite,
military
___-. _~~___.
Ednatal
_.______~__ .__________
Foreign explosives
_~..______..~
High
______._.____...._______.
Low .______._.______..__---_-_
Nitr*mo”
_____________________
Pentolite
______~______________
PETN ___________~~___________
RDX _______~_____________---TNT
____~______~~__________--

4la
74
51
APP E
130
52
107”(3)
14
21
5
11
12

50
9
3
48
80
60
162
146
62
124
9
12
4
3
9

9
1Oa.b
4”
146
lo
145
19
18

11
20; App
C
4c
4b
22
16
13
15
1

I
7.8
8
162
3
162
10
10
9
11.
167
3
3
I3
0
0
9
4

Tetry-tol:
Ml chain demolition
block __
Y2 demolition block ._______
Transport&ion
_~________~_____
Velocity. detonating
___.._______
Extent of demolition
______________.
External
charges _________.________

80
8b
14lcr.b
4cr
106
77.78d

Factars:
Yaterlal
K _~_.________________
Relative
effectiveness
__________
Tunpi”gC
_____~~_____________

860
Id
86d

SS
3
99

4oc
4Oh
4Oj
40i

24
36
42
40

46d

36

400

36

tog

36

Firing devices:
Ml eo”cudo”
detonator
________
111 delay dring device __________
Ml pull dring device _._________
WA1
pressure
firing device __._
YlAl,
15aecond
delay
friction
detonator
___________________
PlA2,
15uxond
delay p.xcuc
sion d&on&.x
_ ______. ______.
M2, 8aeoo”d
delay friction
deton&x
_..--___ _____ _______
162

4
6
150
3
123
85.86

M2A1,
&second
delay
pereussio” detonator
.~.
M3 pull-release
firing device
M5 pressure-release
firing device
Ml0 universal
destructor
~.
Ml0 destructor
~~ __~_~_.~~_..
Firing

401
40k
401
40a
40b

36
43
43
34
34

systems:

Detonating
cord:
Advantages
of

63a

71

Assembly:
Advantagesof
.~~_..._.
Attaching to system ~.~.
Electric
_~ ____~~~~__.
Nonelectric
_~~.~....~_
Clip _________~~___~~_~..__
Components
______ .____~___

~_

.._

‘70”(4)
70a(3)
?Oa(2)
7Oa(l)
39
63b

76
76
76
16
33
71

Connections:
Branch line _______.___
Detmmtinn
cord __..___
Ring main ________.___
Misfires
_ ___..____ _..._ _.

IOc
‘lob
IOd
71

11
76
77
70

69b
68
66

14
14
13

Priming:
Bangalore
torpedo ..___
Cratering
charges _____
Dynamite
_.___ . . ..__._
Ml chain demolition
block _____._____..__
Y2. M3. M5, M5A1, and
Ml2 demolition blocks
Plastic
explosive
.._...
Pole charges
_____...__
Shaped charges
. ..__..
TNT
_~______.____..__
Dual firing systems:
Combination
__.__.________
Detonating
cord ___ . . . . .._
Electric
_____.._______..__
Noneledric
~_..___________

65

73

64~
67
6%
69”
64”~c

12
73
76
74
72

76
73
74
13

80
79
80
19

:

Electric
firing ayatem
Assembly
_.___~____.__..__
Blasting
caps ..___
. . _...
Blasting
machines
_____..__
Circuits:
Common series __......
Leapfrog
series _....__
Misfires
_____..___...._...
Precautions
____________.__
Prermrture detonation
_..__.
Priming:
Ammonium
nitrate
..__
Bangalore
torpedo . .._ _
Demolition
blocks . . .._ __
Dynamite
__________.__
161 chain demolition
blwk
__________...__
Ml18 demolition
charge
Nitrmnon
__________.__
Plastic explosive
__.___

51a
Slb,d
61c,d

61
61, 62
62

6%
SSb
615~
Sld
62

66
66
68
62
71

67
686
63, 65
56
64
58~
67
666

66
66
63, 66
65
64
66
65
66

Flring

~y&ms-Continued

PUrmDh

shaped charges ____..._
TNT
_________________

63.x
53

65
63

Splices:
“P&tail” ~__.__.___.___
Pr.,tection of ______~~__

520
52~

63
63

Testing of:
Cap _____._~____~ -____
Entire circuit _________
Firing wires _._. _ ._.._
Series circuita ___....._
Use of galvanometer

5la
6Qc
6Oa
6Ob
5111-c;
BOa,C
61~

61
63
61
63
61.
61
62

43a-j
311,
35

53
25
23

290
29b

22
22

4om
49x
43j
5Oa.b

46
45
54

Wire connections
_.
Nonelectric Aring system:
Assembly
~____._ . . . . .
_
Caps, blasting __.~...~ _-...
Crimper. cap
.
Fuse :
safety
__~_~~~_~_~__._.
Time blurting 199 . . . . . .
Fuse lighters:
Y2 __________.......-1159 ~________-..-....Match _______...___.__
Yistirea
__.____._ ._.......
Priming:
Ammonium
nitr&e
. ..
Bangalore
toqedo
_____
Demolition blc&g ..__..
Dynunite
_____ ..-..-._
Ml chain demolition
blo&
______..._.____
Ml13 demolition charge _
Nitmmon
____.._______
Shaped charges __.___._
TNT _________..______
Urn of crimper ________
Firing win:
Testing of ._~_________________
Types
_~_~_______._...__.___-Firing wire and reel __.____________
Fixed bridges, componenb
___.______
Floating bridges, demolition of .__...
Foreign explosives
._._ _.._........
_
Fommh:
Summary of:
Breaching
chargea _.......
_
Cratering
chargea _________
Diamond charge _ . .
. . . ___
Electric
power
.._._..._
__
Pressurn charges _________..
Ribbon charge ___ .
. . . . ___
Saddle charge ____ ~_______
Safe distance
___
. . .._ _
Steel cutting ____..__._____
Timber cutting ____________
Foxhole dig&w .._.__ __.. __________
Frozen dynamite
___.______________

Fuse:
safety
Time,

P-Db
_____________________--_
bls&ingM700

__

_____

2%
29b

22
22

Fuse lighters:

66.66

43
49b
44qb.c
470-s

56
59
55
56

45
468
43
46a
Ib.b
43~

55
69
53
53
55
64

60,,
380
3&b
107
119a-c
20; App
C

App
App
App
App
App
App
App
App
App
App
App
169

D
D
D
E
D
D
D
D
D
D
F

61
32
32.33
123
140
11.
157

160
160
160
162
160
160
160
160
160
160
166
11

46
46
54

13a,b
App F
409
71
61
50
103~
116d
4c
121
61s
App F
62,,
App F
130-132
App F
1OBb
860

2%
61,
67
10
166
41
76
63
69
l22
133
3
141
104
166
71
166
146
166
127
66

AppC
AppC
A;; C
665
46m
4On

167
151
161
106
45
46

62b
121-126
43

11
141
a

6Oa-e
Gelatin dynamite
______-..__________
Grape shot charge _________...__.__
Gun. ram-set .._______..__....._.__
Handling
detonating
cord mistins
__
Handling
eleetrie misSm8
.._..____
Handling
?onelectrie
miaflres ____.._
Hasty demolitions
____._______.____
Haunch chargea ___________________
Highuplcmive
_.____.__..____._.._
Highways,
demolition of ._......
____
Ice, blrsting
in ____________________
Improvised
entering
charge __._..__
Induced currents
__________________
Initiator, dust _ ._......_
_ .._.. ___._
InstaIMions,
demolition
of _________
Inwgency
mixtures
_______________
Intennedi&e
~pports,
demolition of _
K. auterid
fa&w ____.-_-_-_-_.__
_
Kita. demolition.
ISee Demolition

kiC.)
Land “lima:
Priming
_________.____________
Safety in use __._..___.._
___.._
Il. S. and foreign __ _.______. ___
Lateral mot stumps, bkting
_._._._
Liihter,
fur
H2 ___._____.______._
Lighter flue Mea __________________
Liitning,
premature
erplodon
c&eta
____________________-----Linen of transportation,
dsmolitbm
of
Law explosiva
_-..-._--.____.._-__
Machines, blasting.
(Su Skating
machina.)

M&g&IX%
Field expedient ________________
143
Lightning
ur&ction
___________
142d
Sk die&m and formula ____._ 130
s~mrula-____________._____
144
Temporary
storage in training
.maa
_____________________-114
Typa
_____._.____ _.....
_.____ 142a
Y.terial
f.cb,r
K ___-.._____________
36e
Materiel. destruction
of ____________
136
Maximum
circuit apabilitiu
of
various power so”._.__-_...-App E
Metric c&uI~tion
(ail formulla)
_-_ App B
y(ilit+ry dynamite
_________ ._._..__
13
Yinea as demolition
obstacles
.___.._
196: ADP
Mixtures,

explosive,

inmxgency

_____

CApp P

161
lb1
140
168
162
161
36
143
162
154
10
123.
157
166
188

Pam..*ph

Misfires:
Detonating
cord _~_.~._________
Electric
____~~~_______._____~_
Nonelectric
.____~_~_~____.._~~
Mudcapping
____~_~________~_~~___~
Nonelectric
demolition
set ~___.__~__

71
61~
5Os.b
a?b
41b

Old dynamite
. ..~~..
. _._~_____
Open spandrel arch bridge ~_~~__.___
Opposed (counterforce)
charge __~~~~
Package charges _____ _~~. ._~..
_~
Partial demolition
~________________
Pwements,
breaching
of _~____~_~__
Pentolite
__~~_~~~~_~__.___._~_~_~_
Permafrost,
blasting
in ~_~_~~~~__~_
PETN _~..__.._____________-----_Petroleum Zncilitiea, demolition
of ___
Pigtail
(Western
Union)
splice _____
P&line
demolitiona
__~_~~___~~~__~

19f
117a
App F
28”
106b
aab(2)
16
91d
la
132
52cl
126

18
68
59
106
50
122
123
162
11
134
166
21
123
100
9
103
9
146
63
145

9
1Ocr.b
App F
119”
28b
40+(l)
4Or(2)
40q
App E

7. 3
166
140
21
46
48
41
162

62
84
940(l)
99
620

11
95
105
101
11

122b
122a
40~
15
l@lb

142
141
41
9
109

336(Z)
388(S)
38blll
Id ‘~’
1030
App E
83d
119)
26
21bC4)
125;
63b
29a

33
33
33
a
122
162
93
140
16
89
145
92
22

Blasting
cwa _._ . . .._. ___ .
_ 141b(S)
Compliance
with ______________
13211

150
149

:

Plastic explosive
ca _~~~~~._~_______~..________
c4 . . . . . . ..___~~._~_._____---_
Platter charge ~____~_ . . . ____.__..
Pneumatic floats, demolition
of _.....
Pole charges . ..__~ _..._..
___ . . . . . .
Posthole auger
~___._~~__________
Posthole digger .__~~.~
. __~ . . . . .
Powder-actuated
driver
.~ ._____~__
Power murces, capacity of __________
Premature
explosions,
lightning
and
RF currents
___~_~~~_.________~_
Pressure chargea __________________
Propagation
method, ditching
_____._
Quarrying
_ _... ______~ _.._ __-..____
Radio frequency
(RF) currenta _____
Railroad demolitions:
Roadbed,,
_~.____.__~.
______~_
Track
___..__~_.......__~.__._
Ram-set gun __-. .______~~_________
RDX ~________._________._------__
Reconnrdssmme
___~~_._____~~____..
Reel,
wire:
600-foot
__.______~~..______..~.
1990-foot
..______~.~._________
RL 39A . .._____~ .
. . _____...
Relative
effectiveness
_______~~_____
Reserved demolitions
________. ______
Resiatmwe.
electricnl ______~________
Ribbon charge .._______ . . . ____._._
Rigid pontona _____________________
Rock&propelled
bmmlore
_________
“Roundine-off’
rule ___~~_..____.___
Ru”w&&d
tuinys,
demolition
of
Suldle charge ___~~~_~_____________
safety
fuse . . ..______~.___________

firing

?

Safety
pwutions:

IS4

Destruction
and disposal,
explosive
__-._~~.~_.._-...___
145
Dynamite
__~~~_______ .________ 19s, f
Field expedient
magazines
~~~___ 143
Lightning
protection
.____~_~__
142d
Magazines
___~~__~~~~~~_~_____
142-144
Minimum safe distance
.__~.__
139
MisRres
..________~~~~_~~~~~__
SOe,b;
61~;
71
Package care and repair ~~~~~__ 140
Premature
explosions
~~~___.___
62
Responsibilitv
__.______~~~~_~__
1386
S*fi distant;
formula ~_~_~~___.. 139
Transportation.
explosives
___~~~ 141
Satchel charge .~____~___~_~~_.____
App F
Sealing compound, weatherproof
_.__ 34
Series circuita calculationa
__~_~~ __ App E
Sets,

152
11
151
151
151
149
59, 60,

6%
73
150
71
149
149
160
166
29
162

demolition:
Earth rod _______ . .._ _.._._____
Electric and nonelectric
__.._...
Nonelectric
___________________

41~
4la
4lb

Shaped charges:
Improvised
_____~~ . . .._......._
Y2A3 and M2A4 ______________
bfa ___.__________~ . . . . ____._..

App
23,1
23)

Simple span, demolition
of:
Stringer bridge _____.______._..
T-beam bridge _ _... ____ . .._ ___
Slab bridge, demolition
of ________._
Snakehole
charge __________________

110
112
111
97”

128
129
129
106

62a.b
62c
52)
98
App F

63
63
63
106
166

‘JOcr(3)
117b
815

‘I6
137
89

Splices, electrical wire:
Methods
_________ ._.. __ .._..__
Protection o* _______.______._..
Staggered
_____~
. _ . . . . ..__
Springing
charges ____~...___
.__.__
Square charge __~______.._______..
Square knot, detonating
cord
nssembly
_____~_________________
Steel nrch spa” bridge, demolition
of
Steel, types _________ --.--__
_ __-.-.
Steel cutting.
(See also Charges,
steel-cutting.)
Charges
______________________

60
48
50
F

8lb

166
14
14

89

Formul~a:

Metric_._______.___._..__.
App B

Stemming
Storage

summary
_________
. _ . . App D
_.___.._.._
.._..______.
-. 16~.
wa
battery,
power so”r~% _. ..- App E

164
160
84.
85
162

Storage of explosivea:
Field expedients
__-. _._____.._.
Safety rules.
(See also Sdety
precautions.)
__ . . . . _.. _.___.
Straight
dynamite
.___~...___
..____

143

161

140,141
19

156
IO

Stump bl&ing :
Lateral root stumps . . . . _ . ..____
Rule of thumb _______________..
Taproot
stumps
___._.______.__

96b
96
96u

106
106
106
Mw

.tu*

Substructures.
bridge _~
Superstructures.
bridge
Supplementary
demolition obstacles
Suspension
span bridge ~..

.~.

PLI.OI.Ph
._ 76~; 7%.

P...nr.“h

~. 1011~
10lb
.
105
118

Tables :
Table I. Comparison
of M2. MZAl.
M3 and M3A1 projected
charge
demolition
kits
~..~~_.~
~..~~ .~~
Table II. Detonating
cord data _~.._ ~..
Table III. Electric blasting cap characteristies
~_~.__~~.~__ .__~._~._
.~_
Table IV. Nonelectric
blasting
cap
characteristics
~..._~._.~~
. .
Table V. Operating range of coneussion detonators
_.~~__._~.
.~...
_._
Table VI. Temperature
corrections
for Ml delay firing device .~~~ .~
.~_
Table VII. Minimum
safe
distance
for RF transmitters
.__~~ ~.~...._
Table VIII. Characteristics
of explosives
~_~_. ~_.__~___._
_._~~.
Table IX. TNT needed to cut steel
sections
~._.~~____.~~__~~_~__~__
Table X. TNT required for tamped
pressure
charges
_~______._._~...
Table XI. Value of K (material
faetax) for breaching charges _~..~.~
Table XII. Size of boreholes made by
shaped charges _..__..__~~..~~...

_

20
24
21
29
35
39
11

_~_

91

__.

96

.~

100

91

107

149
I51

154
155

._~

155

_..

8;
99
85
46
146

127
8
198

146
4
11

156
158
162
164

charges:
~~~.. _~~ ~.
.~~ .._~~.
~.~

~..

. ?BQ-c
~~ APP B,
D

7

86
164,
160
86
22
4

llBa(2)
121-126
141
119c
123

131
141
160
140
142

I25d

145
166
166
166
166

..~ ..-. ._~7&l&
~-.
29b

Placement
of _~_~
Time fuse, M700 ~..
TNT ~~~~. ~.~~._~_~~-..~~~~..__~~
Towers,
suspension
bridge,
demolition of _~~.
~~.__~~~_~._~~~.__
Transportstion
lines, demolition
of ~_
Transportation
of explosives
.~
.___
Treadways,
destruction
of
~. ._~_.
Tunnels,
demolition
of ~_~
~~___
Turf
surfaces
and pavements,
destruction
of
~_ ._~~._.~~~._.~_
Underwater
demolitions
Charge placement
Charge initiation
__~
Obstacles
.._~~_~_.
~~.._~_~~
Priming explosive charges:
Bangalore
torpedo

_~~~ APP
~~.APP
~. ~~
APP

F
F
F
APP F

~. 691;APP
F

MK 133 model 2 demolition
charge _~_______....____.
MK 135 model 0 demolition
charge _~_.._.~~
. ..___
~3 ~~~__.__~_.
.~~. .___

74,
166

APP F

166

APP F
64; APP
F

..~..

166
72.
166

64; APP
F

72,

~. . .

64; APP
F

166

Tetrytol. Ml chain, M2
TNT _.__ .._._...
__ _.._._

APP F
APP F

72.
166
166
166

Vessels. destruction
of
_..~.~...__
Voltage
drop, calculation
of
~.
Water supply, destruction
of ..~
.
Water transportation
systems,
demolition of
._ ___._~._
.__~__.
Wire, Rring _.__.. ____~~ ____.~___.

124~
App E
131

144
162
146

1240-d
38

144
32

M5
M5Al

~..

(in the open) (metric)
___ ..__.. -_ _~_
Table XX. Explosive content of ge”era, purpose bombs
_.
Table XI. Resistance of various SiEeS
of copper wire
..~.~
..~
Table XXII. Maximum
circuit capacities of various power sources

Timber-cutting
Calculation
Formulas

‘E

b
86d
71
400
1250

Tamping
factor C _____
~~ ~.___._
Tamping
materiels
_._~-. __~..~_...
Tape, computing
_~~____ ~~_._~_.__.
Taxiways.
demolition of ___~.
Telephone
and
telegraph
systems,
._.__.__
.
.
demolition
of
Tetryto,
~..~~
._ .._~..
.~ . . . . . . .
Thawing kettle, dynamite
.~~...~
. .

_~__.

83

Table XIII. Charge size for blasting
boulders
__~..___~__.__~~
_~~.. _
Table XIV. Minimum
safe distances
from explosives for persons in the
open .__ ~.___~~.~_.~_____
. . .._ .
Table XV. Magazine
Iscations
(unbarricaded)
_~_-..~~__~_.___ . .._. _
Table XVI. Value of material factor
K for calculation
of breaching
(metric)
.~~.. ~------------Table XVII. Characteristics
of principal IJ. 8. explosives
(metric)
..~
Table XVIII. Steel cutting
charges
(metric)
__.~~__~~~___~_.
~..._
Table XIX. Minimum
safe distances

123
131

-..

~~
_

._..

72.
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